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EDITORIAL PREFACE

During the past ten years the Y.M.C.A. of India, Burma
and Ceylon has published a number of inexpensive books

dealing- with the traditions and life of India; particularly

in the two series of books known as the Heritage of

India Serif* and the Religiont Life of India Serif*.

An effort is now being made to arrange for the writing

of a series of books dealing in a similar way with the

Heritage and Life of Ceylon. These books will endeav-

our to combine sound scholarship and careful discri-

mination with a sympathetic attitude of welcome toward*

all things good and beautiful and true.

It is the hope of the editors that these books may

enable many readers to know better and to appreciate

more fully the treasures, both past and present, of the

island of Ceyloo.

The elephant's head design, oo the cover, is taken

from an ancient rock carving at the Isurumuniya

Temple, near AnurSdhapura.
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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

] havr attempted in this book to satisfy, as far as

possible, the need for a work on the early history of

Ceylon. I made it my aim to eliminate all myths and
legends, and base my history only on facts which are

fairly certain. I cannot say that 1 have been altogether

successful. To the research student many of the state-

ments about the early history of Ceylon appear as

problems to be investigated, rather than as facts on
which a stable structure can be erected.

This book, therefore, does not pretend by any means

to be exhaustive or correct in all its details. It will

take a long time before it will be possible to write such

a history, as the amount of research yet to be done is

great. Though the KlahAvaAsa has been edited and

translated with critical notes, most of the other literary

works have not received sufficient attention at the hands

of scholars. A large number of inscriptions have still

to be edited and published, and therefore even this

certain source of information cannot yet be fully ex-

ploited. The archxological work, too, has not advanced

very far, and has never been carried out with such

thoroughness as in India. Even of AnuiAdhapura a

greater part has yet to be excavated, and there arc a

number of other places, which, when explored and

excavated, are bound to yield useful results.

I am indebted to the work of many for my information,

but it is not possible to mention all of them here. I can-

not, however, omit to acknowledge the use I have made

of A Short History of Ceylon by Mr. H. W. Codrington,

and the English translation of the CulavaAsa. with
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critical notes, by Professor Wilhelm Geiger. I have to

thank Prof. R. Marrs, Prof. S. A. Pakeman, the

Rev. E. C. Dewick, the Rev. Dr. Isaac Tambyah, the

Rev. F. Kingsbury, Mr. L. E. Blazi, Mr. J. L. C.

Rodrigo, Mr. L. J. Gratiaen. Mr. A. M. K. Cumara-

swamy, Bhikkhu Nirada. Mr. E. H. van der Wall, and

the Rev. C. H. S. Ward for their criticisms and sug-

gestions. My thanks are also due to Mr. S. Paranavi-

tlna, for the invaluable help he gave me in various

ways; and to Professor Geiger, for writing the

Foreword.

The picture of the Viddas is taken from SeJigmann’s

Vtldat. with the kind permission of the Cambridge

University Press. AH the other illustrations were

obtained from the Archeological Department. The

maps were drawn by Mr. D. J. Lokug*.

For the spelling of names of persons and places I have

followed a uniform system, though sometimes it differs

from the way in which the words are popularly spelt.

In the case of names of kings and places I have adopted

the forms most popular among the people, without keep-

ing strictly either to the Pali or the Sifthalese forms of

these names, but all of them are given in Appendix II.

G. C. MSNDIS.

Afonan Cottage.

Dehi-wala. Ceylon.

August, 1932.



PREFACE TO FOURTH EDITION

In this edition I have revised the greater part of the

book, bringing the facts up-to-date by making use of

the latest research. I wish to acknowledge my in-

debtedness to the history of the Chftlas by Prof. Nilak&n{a

Sflitri and to many articles that have been written by

Prof. Wilhelm Geiger and Dr. S. Paranavitflna.

Dr, E. W, Adiklram has been Rood enough to allow

me to make use of his valuable researches into the Pali

Commentaries, and 1 am indebted mainly to him for the

changes made in sections five, six and seven of the

second chapter.

My thanks are due also to many persons who made
suggestions for the improvement of the book, and I wish

to acknowledge my special obligation to Mr. A. T. A.

dc Souza for his very useful criticisms.

G. C. M*Ni>ia.

10IH Oclobtr. »9J9-



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

In this new edition almost the whole book has been

rewritten. Additional matter has been included, and

the arrangement of the material has been changed in

many places. Four illustrations and seven maps have

been added.

The book has also been brought up-to-date by the

use of many new books and contributions to magazines.
In this connection I wish to make special mention of

The Cambridge Shorter History of India, edited by
Prof. H. II. Dodwell, The History of Buddhist Thought
by Dr. E. J. Thomas, The Ancient Irrigation Works by

Mr. R. L. Brohier. and the articles in the Epigraphia

Zeylanica and the Ceylon Journal of Science by

Mr. S. Paranaviuina. the Acting Archaeological Com-
missioner. for whose discoveries and corrections of

earlier conclusions one cannot be loo grateful.

My thanks are also due to many persons who have
made suggestions for the improvement of the book.

August. i93S.

PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION
In this edition I have revised parts of certain sections

and brought the book up-to-date by making use of the

latest research. I wish to acknowledge my indebted-

ness to the article on The Gampola Period of Ceylon

History by Mr. H. W. Codringtoo in the R.A.S. (C.B.)

Journal, Vol. xxxii, No. 8.

April. 1938.



FOREWORD

Bv Prop. Wilhelm Geicer of Munich

It is n well-known fact that for hardly any part of the

continent of India is there such an uninterrupted

historical tradition as for the island of Ceylon. This

tradition up to the year a.d. 36s is contained in the two

Pali chronicles, the DlfavaAsa and the Mohavanta, but

the .Vuhdt'aiba was continued later on up to the

eighteenth century, by diverse authors at diverse limes,

so that now it comprises the whole history of the island,

from the first immigration of the Aryans under Vijaya

till the arrival of the English. This chronicle is supple-

mented, and sometime* also corrected, by a large num-
ber of works composed in the Pali or the Sinhalese

language. But it would be a great mistake to assume
that a simple extract from these books would yield true

history, for they all require a constant and penetrative

criticism. Their authors are often one-sided, and lay

stress on things which are of lew* importance to the

historian than other events which they have passed over

in silence. This does by no means involve upon them

the reproach of lack of sincerity; for it is quite in-

telligible for instance, that a bhikkh*—and the compilers

of the various parts of the Mahava^ia were all bhihhhus

—lias deeper interest in the rise and the decline of his

Church than in secular affairs. Moreover, the tradition

of the oldest period is wrapped up in myths and legends,

and it is very difficult to find out their historical kernel.

In judging the more recent parts of the chronicle, we
ought not to forget that the whole Mahavans

a

is a
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kavya, subject to all the rules of alank&ra valid in

Indian literature; and that always more ancient k&vyas

served as models for later compositions. Finally,

regarding’ the historical books outside the .Nfahdiiariia,

we should always keep in mind whether the divergent

or the supplementary information contained therein is

taken from a trustworthy source or is simply inventions

and fictions of their respective compilers.

Under such circumstances, it is a real pleasure for me
to write this Foreword to the work of Dr. G. C. Mendis.

For when I read the manuscript, 1 saw with great satis-

faction that this History of Ceylon is written by a

scholar who looks at the historical tradition with critical

eyes. Eliminating all legends and doubtful information,

he has based his description on facts which are certain
or at least probable. Moreover, he has not confined

himself to a mere enumeration of events and names and
chronological dates, but has also tried to describe the
whole mental and economic culture, agriculture and
commerce, art and literature, of the Sinhalese, and their

development from their beginnings up to the modem
period. Thus Dr. Mendis’ book will be a rich source

of interesting information to all its readers; and this

information is reliable, as far as this is possible under

the present conditions. I myself, though I may some-
times dissent from the author in minor details, have read

the manuscript with great pleasure and advantage, and

I trust the book will find as many friends and admirers

as it deserves.

Munchen-Neubiberg.

August. 1932.

WlLH. Geiger.
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CHAPTER I

THE EARLY SETTLERS AND THE
INTRODUCTION OF BUDDHISM

«. Th* Island

Tim landing of Vijaya with his seven hundred followers

is generally regarded as the starling point of the

history of Ceylon. This is not surprising as the

Mak/hmkia. the chief authority for the reconstruction

of the early history of this isbnd, refers to this event

as its first human settlement. But the story of man in

Ceylon goes back to earlier times, and it is necessary

to begin with settlers who probably came thousands of

years before the people who spoke an Aryan language

became the masters of this island.

Before these settlements are dealt with, it is essential

to study the geographical situation of Ceylon, as it

exercised a great influence on its history. A glance at

a map of Asia will show how close Ceylon is to India

and how it is separated from other countries by a large

expanse of water in the south, the east, and the west.

This situation had the inevitable result of linking the

fortunes of Ceylon very closely with those of India.

Every great change in India—political, religious, social

or economic—had its repercussions in this island, and

every wave of Indian civilization up to the end of the

fifteenth century made its way to this land and left its

mark on the life and thought of its people. This

closeness to India also explains why the majority of

the people of Ceylon arc of Indian origin, and why

Sinhalese and Tamil are still the main languages and
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Buddhism and Hinduism Ihc chief religions of the

people.

Though this closeness caused Ceylon to be influenced

continuously by India, yet the fact that it is cut off from

the mainland by a narrow stretch of sea has helped it

to maintain a continuity in its civilization much better

than any part of India where great invasions and

upheavals have often shattered the vestiges of its past.

Buddhism, though it arose in India, submitted gradually

to the encroachments of Hinduism and practically

disappeared with the Muslim invasions. Thernvftda

Buddhism, on the other hand, which made its way to

Ceylon in the third century B.C., has maintained itself in

spite of the many vicissitudes it has gone through, and

still has more adherents than any other religion in the

island.

Another cause that drew Ceylon away from India, in

addition to its being an island, is its position in the

highway of sca-trafhc midway between Europe and the

Far East, which brought Ceylon into touch with traders

from the East and the West. Trade, at first, on account

of it* small volume exercised little influence over the

history of Ceylon, but its sudden development after the

Crusades, owing to the increasing demand for the

excellent Ceylon cinnamon in European countries, made

this island a place of importance for commercial nations,

and attracted the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the British.

Its strategic position in the highway of sea-traffic and

the command it gave over the western and eastern coasts

of India also made it important to these nations and

were the chief causes that led to its conquest by

the British. Moreover its insular position made it easy

for these great sea-powers to gain control of it, stamp

on it the influence of their civilization, and draw it
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away from the main currents of Indian history. It is

for this reason that the Portuguese succeeded in

establishing so (irmly the Roman Catholic Church and

the Dutch their legal system in Ceylon.

The fact that Ceylon lay near the southernmost edge

of the Indian sub-continent also had a vital influence

on its history. The narrowness of the intervening sea

made it easy from the earliest times for people to

migrate from South India and make their contribution

to the population of this island. In the absence of any

land beyond, each set of people that came could be driven

no further by their successors. Hence the earliest

settlers had either to mix with the new-comers or to

escape to the central highlands and there take refuge

for a time. The result is that the people of Ceylon, as

the various castes partly show, derive their origin from

a greater variety of racial stocks than the peoples of

most parts of India.

a. Tlit V ADDAS

The earliest settlers that came to Ceylon have left

no written records, and it is not possible to say with

any certainty when, whence, or how they came to this

island. Nor is it possible to describe with any accuracy

their life and character. The only traces they have left

of their existence are a few tools, which consist of

shells, chert and quartz, a dolmen or chamber of stone,

a few cists or primitive altars, and rock engravings

found in two rock-shelters.

The shells, cherts, and quartz so far discovered belong

to what is called the Paleolithic or the Old Stone Age.

It is not certain who used these implements, but

since they have been found near caves occupied by the
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Vaddas they might have been used by these people before

they learnt the use of iron from tbe Aryans.

The life and character of the Vaddas' and their history

have been studied by those who are interested in the

primitive races of mankind, and it is possible to gain

some idea about their migrations and the nature of the

life they led in the dim past.

The Vlddas or hunters are a short, wavy-haired,

long-headed race, with moderately long faces and

moderately broad noses. They belong to the same racial

stock as the prc-Dravidian jungle tribes of South India

such as the Irulas and the Kurumbars, and are said to

lie racially connected with the Ttalas of the Celebes,

the Batin of Sumatra, and the Australian aborigines.

The original home of these peoples has not yet been

discovered, and it is also not known how they spread

from India as far as Australia. It is possible that, like

the wild animals that came from South India to Ceylon,

the Vaddas occupied this island at a time when it was
not separated from India as now by a stretch of sea.

At the time the Vaddas came to Ceylon they were,

ns a few of them still are, in the earliest stage of man's

development. Their chief occupation was hunting, and

they lived on the flesh of wild animals which they killed

with their bows and arrows. In the rainy season they

look shelter in caves, and in the dry season lived near

the rivers to which the wild animals came to quench

their thirst. They did not know the use of cotton or

wool, and their clothes consisted of garments of rift

bark or of leaves. Their strongest ties were those

of the family, and the whole family had to answer

for the acts of its members. Each individual, therefore.

• The lew a • in knUony
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subordinated his interests to those of his family in order

to obtain its protection. The families further united in

clans for purposes of hunting and for defence against

their enemies. The religion of the Viddas was a form

of animism. They believed in a life after death, and,

when they were overwhelmed by sickness or misfortune,

they sought through offerings the help of their dead

ancestors.

Since the Viddas lived by hunting they had a very

difficult existence. They were often not sure of their

food, and were constantly in danger of their life. They

had to shift from place to place according to the

movements of the wild animals, and their time was taken

up so much in providing themselves with the bare means

of existence that they found hardly any leisure for other

pursuits.

The settlement of the Viddas in Ceylon is historically

interesting, but it had no important results. They made
no contribution to the civilisation of Ceylon and their

only service lay in the help they rendered in forming the

Sinhalese race. According to Dr. Seligmann, who has

made the most thorough study of the Viddas, the

up-country SiAhalese have absorbed a considerable

amount of Vldda blood. This mixture probably took

place as the Viddas adopted agriculture, learned the

SiAhalese language, and lived side by side with the

SiAhalese community. Dr. Seligmann is also of opinion

that the Bandlra cult among the Kandyans, which

consists of making offerings to deceased chiefs and

prominent ancestors, is a remnant of the Vldda practice

of propitiating the dead.'

1
l« is mow probably the Viddas that are referred to in the

Mory of Vljaya in tV VaUMtir as the Polindas who lived in

the region of Adam'. Peak. The PuBodas. according to Sanskrit
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3. The Peoples op the New Stone Act

The dolmen and the cists referred to in the previous

section belong’ to the Neolithic or the New Stone Age.

The dolmen is found at Padiyagampola, near Rambu-
Ickana, and the cists in the Batticaloa District and in

the Nuvaragam PaUta of the North Central Province.

Similar monuments have been discovered in South India,

but it is not known what peoples erected them.

The ancient tribes of Ceylon mentioned in the

AfatotNiAia are SiAhala (lion), Taraccha (hyena),

Lambakartya (hare or goal), Ralibhojaka (crow), Nforiya

(peacock), and KuliAga (fork-tailed shrike). All these

names probably show that the early tribes of Ceylon were

people who took their clan names from totems, or

emblems of beasts and birds which they worshipped.

There were no totemistic tribes among the Aryans

referred to in the ftigred*. the collection of the poems

of the Aryans who settled in N.W. India, and. therefore,

these tribes could not have been Aryan by blood. There

was a tribe called the MOriyar in South India at the

beginning of the Christian era. According to the

MahAvaAia there was in South India a tribe by the name
of I.ambakarna in the twelfth century. Therefore it is

possible that these tribes of Ceylon were also peoples

of another stock who had occupied India before the

arrival of the Dravidians. Hut more evidence is

literary work., ««. outcome tribes that lived In die hilMi.t.ict.

of India. Th* Sahara* .mho. name given to hllMribe* that

lived by hunting. Hear* the name of the village Habarogama

near Katnapura. which gave its name to Portuguese times to the

province of Sabaragamuva. is probably reministent of their

occupation of this region around Adam'a Peak. It is no« known
by what name the Vaddaa called iheoMelve* in then* days.
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necessary before we can connect these tribes with the

neolithic monuments that have been discovered.

4- The Aryans

The next people to come to this island were the Aryans.

The word Aryan it the name Riven to those Indo-

European peoples who settled in Persia and India. The

term Indo-European, strictly speaking, does not refer to

a race, and is the name given to a large group of peoples

who speak languages that had a common origin. The
oldest of these languages is Sanskrit, and the others

include Persian. Greek. Latin. Celtic and Gothic. It is

not yet known definitely in which region the parent of

all these languages was spoken. Some locate it in

Central Asia, some in South Russia, some in North
Germany, and others in Hungary.

The Aryans, from whatever region they started their

wanderings, entered India long before 1000 n.c. The
Rigvtda gives us some idea of their life and customs

when they were living in the Indus valley. They were

in the main a pastoral people, but were acquainted with

the methods of agriculture. They lived in tribes and
were ruled by kings who were also their military leaders.

The kings could not act as they liked. They had to be

guided by the tribal assembly called the tamiti or jahhfl.

where all important matters affecting the tribe were
discussed. They were assisted by other chiefs such

as the purohita. the domestic priest, and the grama? I.

who was either a village headman or a petty military

leader.

From the north-west the Aryans migrated eastwards

and southwards mainly along the banks of rivers, ami
before long spread over the whole of India north of the

Vindhya Mountains. As they scattered they mixed with
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other races, and their language was adopted by many

non-Aryan tribes.

The Aryans who settled in Ceylon* came no doubt from

the northern part of India, but it is not certain from
which part of that region the original settlers came.
One way to fix their Indian habitat is to find out to

which ancient Indian language old Sinhalese is most
closely allied, but so far the study of ancient Indian

dialects and of Sinhalese has not advanced sufficiently

for us to draw any definite conclusion.

The Aryan settlers probably came to Ceylon about

500 B.C. from the west and the east coasts of India in

merchant vessels that travelled along the Indian coast;

and were no doubt attracted by the fertility of the soil,

the hospitable climate, the open plain eatending inwards
from the coast on all sides, the harbours which are safe

for small vessels, and the many navigable rivers which
afford easy access into the interior. The earliest

evidence of their settlements is found in pre-Christian

inscriptions in an Aryan dialect from which modern
Sinhalese developed; and these show that before the

beginning of the Christian era they had settled in the

northern, the south-eastern and the eastern plains of

the island. The western and the south-western coasts

were little occupied, but a few people settled at KAlaniya

and went into the interior along the nver.

There is no definite information which sheds any light

with regard to the character of these Aryans who settled

in Ceylon apart from the fact that they spoke an Aryan

• The coming of th# Aryans 10 Cayfoa is represented in the

.IfiAdaaitra by the landing of Vijsya and his follower*, but this

legend i* a ttory of later growth and ofer* no certain bail* for

making any inference*.
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dialect. Hence it is not possible to state whether they

were Aryan by blood or whether they were a non-Aryan

people who had adopted an Aryan dialect as their

language. If the latter is true it is possible that they

were no others than the totemistic tribes themselves to

whom reference has already been made. The Sirthala

clan was probably the most influential of these tribes,

and gradually gave its name 1
to the people and the

language, and then to the island itself.*

The chief occupation of the Aryans at this time was

agriculture, and they led a settled life attached to their

homes and the soil. They had a better control over

the supply of their food than hunters and pastoral folk,

and this afforded them some security. As agricultural

activities did not keep them busy throughout the year,

they had a chance of trading a social life, of improving

their minds, and of satisfying their spiritual needs. 1

The coming of the Aryans marks the beginning of an

important stage in the history of Ceylon. Few people

influenced the course of its history as these early Aryan

• The Angles limitary |it» the.r name to the people and the

language of KngUnd ami then to the country—Angle-land.
• The modern name of the island. Ceylon, and the name given

to It by the Arahe. Seeend.b, am only modification, of the old

name SiAhaladipa. the Island of the SMhaleaf. The name by which

Ceylon *m first known in India ie Tambapappi. l-anka mean,

‘the island.
‘

1 There is no record which give* any account of the struggles

of the Aryan* with the earlier inhabitants. The Vakshat and the

Ndgas mention! in Buddhist works of this time do not refer

to human beiags. Hence if the Aryans were the totemistic tribes

the only people they could hare met were lb* Vfiddas There is no

evidence to show that the Vfiddas passed through a Copper or

Bronre Age. Therefore they with their weapons of stone could

not have raised any srricus opposition to the Aryans who had

Iron Age.itffjdy fntfffd (bt
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adventurers did. SiAhalese, their language, is still the

most widely spoken in Ceylon. Iron which they intro-

duced is yet the most widely used metal in the island.

Agriculture, which they brought to this island, is even

today the main occupation of the people, and rice, which

they first cultivated, is still the staple food of Ceylon.

They were also the first to introduce the system of village

government, which persists up to the present day in the

form of the gamabha and the village committees, and

their system of central government continued to flourish

till the early days of British rule.

5 . Thb Dravkmaxs

Another stock of people who helped to form the

SiAhalesc race was the Dravidians. There is no evid-

ence to show when they first came to this island, but

they undoubtedly came from the earliest times onwards,

either as invaders or as peaerful immigrants. Most of

them gradually adopted the Sifihalese language, as some

of them still do in some of the coastal districts, and were

merged in the SiAhalesc population.

When the Dravklians came to India they mixed with

the earlier inhabitants as the Aryans did later, and many
Indian tribes in turn adopted their language. The word

‘Dravidian,’ therefore, does not represent a distinct

race, but, like the word 'Aryan.* is a convenient label to

designate those who speak Dravidian languages such as

Tamil, MalayAjam, Kanarese, or Telugu.

At the time the Aryans entered India the Dravidians

occupied not only South India, but also the greater part

of North India
,

1 but there is no definite evidence to show

* la the Kiga<4a there is a wtced series cf dental letter*, the

w-callrd cerebrals. These letter* are absent in Persian and in all

Indo-European language*, but are characteruric of the Dravidian
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from where they came to these regions. In Baluchist&n

there exists up to the present day a form of Dravidian

speech called Brihiii. As there is hitherto no evidence

of any tribe having migrated out of India by the north-

west passes to settle elsewhere, some think that the

existence of this Dravidian dialed in Baluchistan is

sufficient evidence for inferring that the Dravidians, like

the Aryans, entered India from the north-west.

There is sufficient evidence to prove that in the early

centuries of the Christian era the Dravidians helped to

form the SiAhalese race, but nothing has so far been

discovered to show that during that lime they made any

noteworthy contribution to the civilization of Ceylon.

Evidence of any cultural influence is available only from

the sixth or the seventh century a.d., when the Pallavas

begun to invade Ceylon. The Dravidian influence be-

came considerable after the invasions and the occupa-

tion of Ceylon by the ChO|a*. and it grew stronger with

the PArujya invasions. At the beginning of the thirteenth

century the Dravidians established an independent king-

dom in the north, and in the fourteenth century even

exacted tribute from the south. They exercised their

cultural influence mainly through Hinduism, which not

only became firmly established in the eleventh century,

but also influenced Buddhism to a considerable extent.

It is difficult to gauge the extent of Tamil blood

among the Sinhalese, but there is no doubt that it is

considerable. Otherwise it is difficult to explain why the

SiAhalese language, not only in its vocabulary but also

in its structure, shows the influence of Tamil so strongly,

and why the SiAhalese caste-system is so similar to the

caste-system of South India.

languages. The Aryans could nor has* berrowed these sounds had

(here not been Dravidians living in North India at this lime.
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6. Buddhism

There is no satisfactory evidence to give us any idea

of the religion of the early Aryan settlers of Ceylon, but

by the time that definite evidence is available (i.e. by
the first century a.c.) Buddhism had spread into every

part they occupied .
1

The rise of Buddhism was preceded by many centuries

of religious development in India. The Aryans, when
they occupied north-west India, had a religion w’ith a

fairly extensive ritual. Their gods consisted mainly of

natural phenomena like the sun and thunder. Since in

their experience only living beings moved and acted, they

looked upon these not at lifeless objects but as personal

agents that could influence their five*. In their hymns
they gave them names, calling the sun 'Vishnu' and

thunder 'Indra', and described them as wearing clothes,

bearing arms, and riding in chariots like themselves.

They were convinced that their own happiness and

misfortunes depended on these gods. They offered them

prayers and sacrifices, and expected the gods in turn to

grant them favours and save them from harm.

This nature-worship in course of time underwent a

great change. The sacrifices offered to the gods were

gradually elaborated by the Brahmin priests into a

complex system of rites and ceremonies. Great emphasis

was bid on these, and people began to concentrate more

on the correct performance of ceremonies than on good

• ll is sometime* assumed thsl th* religkei o

I

the Aryan* who

fication for holding such a *Ww. At that time the chief centre

of Brahmanism was the central portion of North India, and there

were many tribes of Aryan descent who were outside the pale ol

Brahmanism.
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living. About the same time there arose in India the

belief that men and women were bom over and over

again in this universe, and that the position of an
individual in each rebirth depended on his karma or his

actions in his preceding life. The spread of this belief

made many ponder deeply on the evils ol life and the

problem of recurring births and grow dissatisfied with

the mere performance of sacrifices and rites which

assured them not release from suffering but only of a

birth in a higher state of life. These, seeking a means
of obtaining mokiha or complete release from suffering

in this life itaelf, withdrew from the worldly life and

followed the ways of asceticism.

Many who took to this ascetic life suggested ways of

release, and one of these teachers was Gautamn Buddha,

who was born about 563 U.C. He belonged to the Sakya
clan, a semi-independent people that lived to the south

of Nepal. He rejected the worship of gods and the

offering of sacrifice*, as these did not lead to release.

He did not advocate extreme forms of asceticism like

self-mortification, as these gave him no satisfaction. He
accepted the ascetic view that existence is pain, and

attributed this pain to tanka or craving. To overcome
this craving he suggested the practice of the noble eight-

fold path, which consists in right x-iews, right thoughts,

right speech, right action, right means of livelihood,

right endeavour, right mindfulness, and right concentra-

tion. In other words he preached a course of self-culture

and self-control, which was to end in arahatship or

sainthood and the attainment of nindna or a state of

bliss free from rebirth.

It was not possible for a man who led the life of a

householder to carry out this course of self-culture and

attain arahatihip. Therefore the- Buddha established a
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safigha or order of bkikskm or monks which those who

wanted to follow him might join. He made the bhikshus

cut themselves off from the hindrances of worldly ties and

pleasures and lead a life of celibacy and poverty, depend-

ing for their food and clothing on the alms of the

laymen.

This doe* not mean that the Buddha neglected those

who were not willing to give up the life of a householder.

To them he gave moral discourses, and urged them to

give up killing, and to live a life of purity that they

might obtain happiness in this life and be born next

time in a higher state of life. But he did not establish

for them any organization such as the Christian* have.

Nor did he try to wean them away from their worship

of gods or other religious practices, so long a* they did

not act contrary to his teaching.

The Buddha when alive was treated with great

reverence, twit only as the teacher of the way of release

but also a* one who lived the highest form of life and

had attained great spiritual power*. After his death in

483 n.c. his followers further showed him their respect

and devotion by paying their homage to bo-trees, under

one of which he is said to have reached enlightenment,

and the ddgdbat. which were believed to contain his

relics.

7. The Coming or Buddhism ihou India to Ceylon

The spread of Buddhism at first was due mainly to the

efforts of the bhlkihus who handed down the dhamma,

the teaching of the Buddha. The first home of Buddh-

ism was in Magadha (South Bihar), the capital of which

was RAjagaha (Rajagriha), which stood between modern

Patna and Buddh Gayi. where Buddha reached enlight-

enment. From there Buddhism gradually spread west-
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wards along the well-known routes and became well-

established in Avanti, the region to the north of the

river Narbada, and in regions as far off as Kashmir in

the north-west.

As Buddhism spread and grew the SaAgha, owing to

differences of opinion, divided themselves into various

schools such as the MahisaAghikas, the Thfravadins, the

SarvastivAdins, and the MahiAsasaka*. The chief

centres of the Th*rav*dins in the early days were

Ktoambl on the river Jumna, near modern Allahabad,

and the district of Avanti. where the ThtravAtla or Pali

Canon of Ceylon is believed by many to have been

elaborated.

Ruddhism probably made a quicker advance from the

last quarter of the fourth century a.c., when Chandra-

gupta, who belonged to the Maurya (Moriya) clan,

became the ruWr of the whole of North India, and

established peace within his dominions. Ilis grandson,

Aidka ( *74-137 is unique among rulers as one

whose chief aim was to spread morality and make his

people lead good lives. After he had reigned foe some

years he became a convert to Buddhism, and took a

personal interest in spreading his new faith in India and

in foreign countries with which he had political and

trade relations. Of the missionaries that lelt India a

few. led by Mahinda, came to Ceylon, and within two

centuries Buddhism spread into every inhabited part of

the island.

The quick spread of Buddhism in Ceylon was due to

many reasons. King DtvAnaApiya Tissa, who ruled at

AnurAdhagama 1 at this time, welcomed missionaries sent

' The form •Aouradhapw*" appears to have tome into taistenc*

only towards th# end erf th# \nc:en: Period.
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under the patronage of a powerful emperor like A£6ka,
and did his best to help them in spreading their teach-

ing. Mahinda and his followers found it easy to preach

to the people, as their language was not very different

from their own and they could make themselves under-

stood. There was no religion sufficiently powerful or

organized to oppose them, and they did not come into

conflict with the worship of local gods, for their chief

aim was to make people join the SaAgha or make them
lend good lives and not to wean them away from existing

cults. Moreover, as the agricultural activities gave
the Sinhalese sufficient leisure for religious and cultural

development, the vikarit (the Buddhist monasteries) as

centres of learning and instruction supplied a need which

had hitherto not been satisfied.

8. Tmk iNnuaxca or Biimmsu ox Ci«i.on

A t the time Buddhism was introduced the people

of Ceylon wrre superstitious and to some extent bar-

barous in their practices, and their religion was nothing

more than animism and worship of capricious gods

and demons. Under such conditions Buddhism did

not fail to exercise a vital influence. Its doctrine

of h.irma, the law of cause and effect, showed at least

the more intelligent people that happiness or suffering

depended partly on themselves and not on the whims

and fancies of gods and demons. Its lofty moral code

helped them to develop an ethical turn of mind. Its

religious practices such as the observance of the five

precepts gave them some discipline, and its teaching

of kindness to men and animals and the noble examples

set by the bkikthus helped to wean them away from

family feuds and tribal warfare which hindered their

agricultural activities.
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The introduction of Buddhism had also other results.

The Buddhist missionaries brought not only a religious

message but also much of the culture of their land.

Their scriptures, the Pali Canon, were the first literary

works that came to this country. They consisted of a

large number of books and were composed in a mixed

Aryan dialect which was later called Pili. P*H i« a

language rich in expression, and it continued to be used

by the bkikthut of Ceylon for the writing of books,

just as Latin continued to be employed in medieval limes

in Europe by the monks of the Christian Church.

Sinhalese, which is akin to PAli, is indebted to it for

many of its ethical, psychological, and philosophical

terms.

The Pali Canon '» abo called the Ti>i|ah«, or the

three baskets, as It is divided into three sections—the

Finaya, the rules of discipline for the bhikihui; the

Dhamma or the Sulla, the discourses of the Buddha and

some of his disciples; and the dbhidhamma which deals

with the philosophy of Buddhism. The books of the

Sulla Pifaha deal mainly with topics that help a

bhikshu to lead a religious life, but a few works,

are of a popular character and have a special appeal

to the laity. Of these the best known is the Jdtoka,

which along with its introduction, the Niddna Kalha.

and its commentary, consists of tales dealing with the

life of the Buddha in his previous births. They relate

how as a bodhisattra or one destined to be a Buddha

he put off the attainment of sirslps and followed an

arduous career in order to prepare himself for Buddha-

hood for the sake of saving others. These stories have

always been popular with the Sinhalese people, both

on account of the fascination of the tales and the moral

lessons they embodied. Many of the Pali and the

2
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Sihhalcse literary works begin with an account of the life

of the Buddha, including his activities as a badhisatlva.

while some of the Jaiakas have been chosen by Sinhalese

poets as subjects of their poems, and others have

influenced the growth of legends such as those of Vijaya

and Pacdukibhaya.

The art of writing also came to Ceylon along with

Buddhism. The characters in the earliest inscriptions

of Ceylon, which are yet to be seen above or below the

drip-ledges of caves (e.g. at Dambulla), and from which

the modem Sinhalese script developed, are almost the

same as the Brahmi script in the inscriptions of Atoka.

The Brahmi script is the parent of all modern Indian

alphabets, including Tamil. It is similar to the type of

Phcrnicion writing of the ninth century a.c. found

carved on a stone in Palestine. The Sinhalese alpha-

bet, therefore, like all modern European alphabets, has

to be traced ultimately to a Semitic origin or to some

other script from which Semitic writing was also

derived.

The evolution of alphabets usually took a long period

of time and Ceylon was fortunate in getting through

the bhikshut an alphabet sufficiently developed to express

all the different sounds in the Sinhalese language.'

Sinhalese brick and stone architecture and sculpture

first appeared after the introduction of Buddhism.

‘ The art of writing began with rough picture* of the thing* the

people wanted to repencDt. The Vlddns. for instance, never

went beyond this Wage. Seat a symbol was substituted for the

full picture, as in Chinese writing. In the third stage, as in the

Sinhalese alphabet, the symbol came to be Med for the thing

as well as the sound. This simplified the art of writing. Other-

wise. as in China, the student would have to leant hundreds of

symbols in ceder to express his thoughts in writing.
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The earliest buildings erected in Ceylon were dAgabas

and viharts while the oldest sculptures represented

some feature of Buddhism. The spread of Buddhism

thus helped considerably the development of architecture

in the island, and the art of sculpture received a great

impetus when it became the custom to have an image-

house in every vikAri that was built.

This development in architecture and sculpture was

partly due to the fact that the Buddhist missionaries

who came to Ceylon did not break away altogether

from their brethren in India. The Aryans, for instance,

once they settled here, did not long keep up their con-

nection with their kinsmen in India. The bkikikui, on

the other hand, kept in touch with the Buddhist centres

in India, and thus helped the people of Ceylon to benrfit

by the social and cultural movements that took place

on the sub-continent.

Buddhism further gave a certain sense of unity to the

people. It is true that, unlike the Christian Church,

the Buddhist SaAgka was not united under a single

administrative system, and that each community of

hhikthus lived its own life uncontrolled by a higher

authority. It is equally true that the bhikikus interfered

very little in the secular affair* of the people and made

no attempt to organise them in any way. Neverthe-

less, the Buddhist teaching and the common culture

that the bkihtktis spread throughout the island gave

the various tribes and race* common ideals which

gradually linked them in one common society.



CHAPTER II

THE ANCIENT PERIOD

Ir ha* already been »een how much Ihe beginning*

of Ihe history of Ceylon depended on events that took

place in India. The later history of Ccyloo up to the

coming of the Portuguese, too, cannot be studied in-

telligently without some knowledge of at least the most

important changes that occurred in the sub-continent.

Ceylon during this period formed a unit of the civilisa-

tion of India, and whatever wa« thought and done on

the mainland had a profound influence on the life of the

people of this island. This era up to the coming of

tlie Portuguese, therefore, may appropriately he called

the Indian Period aince the periods of Ceylon history

arc determined mainly by the coming of foreign in-

fluences and the later periods are already called the

Portuguese, the Dutch and the British Periods.

This Indian Period may be divided again into the

North Indian and the South Indian Periods, since Ceylon

was influenced mainly by North India up to the Cliflja

conquest of Ceylon and by South India during the

following five centuries up to the arrival of the

Portuguese. The North Indian Period may be further

divided into the Ancient and the Early Medieval Periods.

The Ancient Period may be said to begin with the

reign of DevAnaApiya Tissa (147-107 b.c.), the contem-

porary of ASoka (174-^37 -C-). “ '* «s only after the

coming of Buddhism that it is possible to write any

connected story of the events of the history of Ceylon.

This period ends with the reign of Mahasen (a.d. 334-
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36a). the great builder of tanks, who was the first to

work against the bhikshtu of the Thfravflda community

and to support the sect* that opposed them. This

period is marked by four South Indian invasions, but, in

spite of them, Ceylon during this time made great

headway in agriculture and irrigation and benefited by

the influence of Buddhism and the A&6kan civilization

1. India

The peaceful condition of India, which was referred to

in the last chapter, came to an end at the death of A4oka.

His successors were weak rulers, and the various kings

who had been obliged to acknowledge his supremacy

began to assert gradually their independence. India once

more fell into a state of confusion. It became a medley

of warring kingdoms trying to extend their dominions at

the expense of their neighbours. At the same time the

frontiers, which had hitherto been carefully guarded,

began to be neglected, and the north-west passes lay

open to invasions by races from Central Asia.

In the confusion that prevailed the KaliAgas, who

occupied the region watered by the MahBnadi, the

SufigAs, whose capital was VidisA (modern Beanagar),

the Andhras. who occupied the coastal region between

the GbdAvari and the Krishna, and the Greeks, who

came through the north-west passes, all tried to be the

supreme power in India. 1 The Andhras from about 200

• The political divisions of India at the period now under con-

•Ideration consisted of live* maia regions. The most important of

the three consisted ef the plains in the north watered by the Indus

and the Canges. The second in impcetaiwe was the Deccan plateau,

lying to the south of the Narbadi and the Vlndhya mountain,

and to Ihe north of the Krishna and the Tungahhadra rirers.

The western half of it fcvmed the ancient Mah*rW»tra, and the
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b.c. extended their dominions westwards up the valley

of the G6d3vari to the table-land of the Nlak district,

and at the beginning of the first century B.C. wrested

Ujjain and, later, VidisA from the SuAgas. Thus they

acquired a great kingdom and maintained their power

till the middle of the third century a.d.

Apart from these military successes there was another

reason that led to the rise and prosperity of the Andhras.

The Greek kingdom of Syria, which extended from the

north-west border of the Mauryan Empire to the Mediter-

ranean Sea. broke up even before the death of Afoka,

and it became difficult for goods to be conveyed safely

from India by the north-west passes to Europe. As a

result goods from Pataliputra were carried to Bh|igu-

kaccha on the west coast through Vidis* and Ujjain and

then by sea, either by way of the Persian Gulf or by the

Red Sea. Since routes from north, south, east and

west met at Ujjain, this became the chief emporium of

trade in India, while Vidis*. the home of Mahinda, which

lay on its east, also became an important town. The
remarkable position to which VidisA rose can be realised

even today from the large number of ancient monuments
in its neighbourhood (e-g. in SAnchi), which were set up
during the successive dynasties ol the Mauryas, the

SuAgas and the Andhras.

The Andhra kings were follower* of Brahmanism, but

they gave Buddhism every encouragement. The wide-

spread activities of Buddhism under them can be seen

from the remains of d&gabas and sculptures at

•auern hull Telingina. with KaLnga m Its north. The third

region, which was generally called South India, lay to the south

ot the Kfishtja and the Tungabhadra. and consisted of the three

Tamil states of Chdla. P4*Jya. and Chfca
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Amaravati and NAgSrjunikon^a on the river Krishna,

and the famous halls cut oul of ihe rocks at Karlc,

Nasik and Ajanta in Western India. Nagarjuna, the

great Buddhist teacher, who lived in the latter part

of the second century a.d., and gave the doctrines of

M.ih.ivana Buddhism a definite form, was a native of

the Andhra kingdom, and Nigarjunikon^a "as probably

the place in which he lived.'

South India consisted of three kingdoms, Pantjya,

ChO|a and ChAra* or K<ra|a. Aibka mentions them in

' Caylcat't connection with North India w maintained during

(hU lime through three weG-hno.n route*. two ol »h*h pawed

through the Andhra kingdom. All the three route* itarted from

PA|»llputra (modem Patna). One of theee pasted through Pra.

yAgu (AIIAhAbAd), KanUmhl (Kdaambf). Bharhut. VuUtA, UJJaln.

M4lil.hm.tl (Mandhila), and Pratlduhina (Paithan) to the mouth,

of Ihe bddavarl and Ihe KfUhpA. an] thmo* to Ceylon. Ihe

•cconi continued from Uj^tn to the araport of Bh rigukaccha

(BhArukaccha and modem Broach), from erhkh people sailed

southward* along the com* of wcrtcra India to Ceylon, alter

touching at SurpAraka (Sopfira) In the Thjna district of the Bom-

bay Preaidency. Along the third route people travelled direct by

•hip arrow the Bay of Bengal. They etarted from PA(allputre,

went along the C.angee to TAmralipti (Tamluk). and from there

to Ceylon, along th- eaat conec. The Mufcik.r who came to

Ceylon probably followed the Amt route, and the trader, the

MCOid and the third. The eecuetd waa the beet known at the

beginning of the Christian era.

* Ancient Papdya included the greater part of the modem
Madura and Tinnevelty district*. It. capital wa. at firet Kolkai,

on the river TAmraparpl. and later Madura. Ch6|a extended

along the eaat coast from the Penner to the Velllr. and we.tward.

tt« far at Cccrg. It* capital at firet wa* Uralyur (old Trichlno-

poly) and later Kieer^atpnam. Kaftdti (Conjeeveram) waa

another of ha large towea. CJrfra. or Kerala, consisted of

modem Travancore and Cochin and the Malabar district. It*

capital at fir** wa* Vaflji (now TVukarCir. on the Periyae river
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his inscriptions. Buddhism and Jainism had converts

in these regions before the Christian era; for eaves in

the Madura and the Tinnevelly district*, occupied by

Jain and Buddhist bhikshut. possess inscriptions in pre-

Christian Brahmi characters. Greek and Roman writers

mention these kingdoms even earlier, beginning from

the fourth century a.c.

It is not possible, however, for want of proper

records, to give a connected political history of South

India during this period, though a large number of

literary works dealing with war, love, and religion

appeared at this time. A few kings such as KarikAl

of ChO|a and Scngu|(uvan of Ch«ra arc mentioned in

the early poems but what is said even about them is not

always reliable and cannot be taken as true history.

These literary works, generally railed the 'Sangam'

literature, show that Tamil society at this time was

going through a transformation as a result of the in-

fluence of Brahmanism, Buddhism and Jainism. They

refer to Hindu gods like Siva and Vishiju as well ns

local deities like Muruhan. who later found a place in

the Hindu pantheon as Siva's son, Skanda, and

Pottipi who arc worshipped in Ceylon even at the

present day. The literary works themselves are often

based on Sanskrit models and their contents show the

influence of Aryan ideas which came to South India

through the Jains, the Buddhists and the Brahmins.

South India was well known at the time on account

of its foreign trade. The people who came to trade

with this region first were the Arabs. Their place was

taken at the beginning of the Christian era by the

Greek subjects of the Roman Empire, who discovered

near Cochin) and Isttr r.rurn»jikfealam, near (he mouth of (he

PcrSyar.
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that the monsoons could be made use of to carry ships

from the Gulf of Aden over the high seas to India.

From the time of the Roman Emperor Augustus

(31 b.c.-a.d. 14) till the death of Nero in a.d. 68 there

was a great demand in the Roman Empire for spices,

muslins, pearls, and precious stones, and that the

Greeks conveyed to Rome these articles from South

India is shown by the fact that the Greek words for

pepper, ginger, and cinnamon are derived from Tamil

words. 1 After the death of Nero the trade dwindled,

but it continued till the early part of the third century.

The produce of Ceylon, too. was taken at first to South

India to be sold to the Greeks there, but this trade

with India ceased in the sccood century a.d. when the

Greeks came direct to Ceylon for the exports of this

island.

». The Early Settlements

At the beginning of this period there were two main

settlements or centres of population in Ceylon. They

were the northern plain, with Anuradhagama as its

capital, and Ruhu^a. the south-eastern part, the capital

of which was Magama.

In the northern region acres* into the interior was

along the main rivers, and the sources of these were

not far from one another. Anuradhagama became the

capital both on account of its central position and of its

strategic position on the Malvatu Oya. The Maivatu

Oya flows into the sea not very far from MOntai

(Matofa) near Mannar, and the invaders from South

India after landing at Mlntai usually came along

the river in order to reach the interior of the island.

Pepper. Gk. fffrri. T. ginger. Gk. tiggibf’U.

T. iitji'-M* . cinnamon. Gk. k«rfiom. T.
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Anurldhagama was safe from sudden attack as it was

some distance from the coast, while at the same time

it was so placed that the march of the enemies into

the interior could be checked from there. The south-

eastern settlements were mainly along the four rivers—

Valavi GaAga, Kirindi Oya, Mlnik GaAga, and Kum-
bukkan Oya—which flow into the sea in almost parallel

lines from the southern edge of the central mountains.

Mlgama, too, was in a central position and was safe

from attack by foreigners on account of its distance

from the sea.

The chief reason for the more extensive occupation

of these areas was the scope they gave for agriculture.

They were watered by many rivers and covered by a

jungle not too dense, and were far more suitable for the

cultivation of rice than the south-west and the moun-

tainous region, which were centred by dense forests

and possessed little flat land close to the rivers to be

used as fields.

These two regions had close relations from the

earliest times as they were connected by the Mahavlli

GaAga. There was a direct route in those days

between the two capitals Anurldhagama and Mlgama.
It passed through Kahagala and Ritigala, and reached

Mlgantofa (Kacchakatittha) which is near the junction

of the Mahavlli GaAga and its tributary, the Amban
GaAga. From there it went along the bank of the

Mahavlli GaAga to Alutnuvara (MahiyaAgapa) and then

to Buttala. which lay on the upper part of the Mlnik

GaAga, before it finally reached Mlgama.

There was a third settlement in the area watered by

the Kalani GaAga, but there is very little information

about it cither in the chronicles or in the inscriptions.

This region probably did not come under the influence
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of the kings of Anuradhagama or Mdgama. Owing

to the heavy rainfall it must have been thickly wooded

on either side and difficult of penetration. It was also

not easily accessible from the north or the south-east

as the rivers of this region flowed from east to west.

It is not certain which of the coastal regions was first

occupied. It is possible that the Aryans first settled in

the north-west of Ceylon owing to the pearl-banks in

its neighbourhood, and then gradually made their way

to the south-east. But it is equally likely that all the

three coastal regions were independently occupied by

sea-going people, who gradually went into the interior

along the rivers.

The central highlands, called the Malayara|a, or the

district of the mountains, were little occupied as they

were difficult of access. The few Aryan settlers who
penetrated into this region probably went up along the

MahavAli GaiSga and the Vaiavt GaAga. The difficulties

of access often made it, even during this period, the

home of rebels and of defeated causes.

j . Political Huron

r

The Aryan occupation of these regions led to the rise

of a number of villages which were ruled by gdnuipis or

village chiefs. The gamani of Anuridhagama in the

north and the garoani of MSgama in the south-east

gradually extended their power, and at the time Bud-

dhism was introduced into this island they had become

kings of the north and the south-east respectively.

Reference has already been made to King DevflnaApiya

Tissa (*47**07 a.c.) in whose reign Buddhism was

introduced into Ceylon. He belonged to the MOriya

clan and his descendants ruled over Ceylon till the throne

was seized by a usurper called Subha in a.d. rao.
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Some lime after the death of Devananpiya Tissa

adventurers from South India are said to have invaded

Ceylon twice, seized Anurldhagama, and ruled for some

time over the island. The second of these invasions was
made by a Tamil named EjAra (145-101 »-C.) who ruled

over the northern region till be was put to death by
Dutugimupu (101-77 •«.), the ruler of Ruhuna.

Durugamunu at the end of the second century b.c.

subdued many petty kings and the Tamil Elara, and

became the chief ruler of the northern and the south-

eastern districts. He is the greatest hero of Sinhalese

legend, which describes him as a mighty warrior who
freed Ceyloo from Tamil rule, and as a generous bene-

factor of Buddhism who built the RuvanvAli Slya anti

the (.OvamahapAya (Brazen Palace), which were the

dagaba and the updtaiha house of the MahflvihArt.

Du|ugAmunu was succeeded by his brother Saddha

Tissa (77-59 ».c.) who according to the Mahdx'afua

completed the building of the RuvanvAli Slya and

rebuilt the I^vamahapAva, as that built by DutugA-

mupu had been burnt down. At the beginning of the

reign of his son, ValagambA (43-19 n.c.) a BrAhmin

called Tissa raised a revolt and was supported by a

large number of people. Some members of the royal

clan of Pip^ya' took advantage of this situation. They
invaded Ceylon, deposed ValagambA from the throne,

and five of them ruled in succession. After fourteen

year* Va|agamba put an end to the rule of the PAp-

^yas and established himself ooce more at AnurAdha-

gama. One of his successors was I|anAga (a.D.

96-103), whose reign was marked by a rebellion of the

Lambakartja clan who were the rivals of the Mariyas.

• The PJnfra kings belong*! to the tribe of Mija., end two

of these Invaders bore the names d Panxyamara and Pi|ayatr.4ra.
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The Lambakarijas dethroned him and administered the

government for a few years, but Ijaniga fought once

more against them and recovered his throne. The
Lambakarnas, however, met with success in A.D. 126.

Their leader Vasabha (a.d. 127-171), who la,er won

fame as a builder of tanks and canals, made himself

king by putting to death Subha (a.d. 120-126) who had

seized the throne from the Mdriya ruler Yasalalaka

Tissa. Thereafter the Lambakarnas kept the throne to

themselves for more than two centuries.

One of the successors of Vasabha was his grandson

Gajaba (a.d. 174-176). Later legends, without suffi-

cient reason, represent him as 00c who invaded South

India successfully and brought back a large number

of captives to the island. 1 One of his descendants was

Abhaya Naga, the younger brother of Vera Tissa (367-

271) who was forced to dee to South India on account

of a crime he had committed. His career is of some

interest as he was the first SiAhalese king who seized

the throne with the help of a Tamil army. Legends

have made famous another king of this dynasty, Siri

SaAgabO (307-309), who is represented as a saintly

person. Mahasen (334-362) was the last king ol this

period who is best remembered as the builder of the

MinnCriya Tank.

4. THB Situs or GOVERNMENT AND

Political Ideas

There is no definite source from which one can learn

how the government of the country was carried on at

* Neither the \tahnam

a

aor any early Tamil literary work
mentions anything to support the stay. Some editions of the

ChilappatbihAran , howe.fr . meatko a Kayasigu (GajaUhu) as a

contemporary of the CWra king Senguttuvan.
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this time, but some idea can be formed from stray bits

of information in the Afabdramn and the inscriptions

and the corresponding conditions that prevailed in India

during this period.

When the early Aryans came to Ceylon, they settled

in villages, and established as their form of government

gansabhAt with gdmaifis or the elders of the village as

their chiefs. When the gJmanit of AnurAdhapura and

Magama established themselves as kings over the

northern and the south-eastern regions, a form of central

government was imposed over the village councils.

This new system of government was different in many
ways from the forms of government that prevail today.

It was based on the view that the king was the owner

of all lands over which he ruled, and that those who
occupied any territory ruled by him were his tenants.

For the occupation they had to give a share of the

agricultural produce or render him some form of sendee.

Just as owners of property spend money in developing

their lands in order to obtain from them as much yield

as possible, kings in those days made use of the services

due to them from people who held lands, and constructed

huge tanks and irrigation channels to afford better

facilities for the cultivation of rice. In this way by the

spread of agriculture they increased their share of the

produce and also added at times to their income by
charging rates foe water supplied to the fields. They
further increased their revenue by charging duties on
goods at ports and ferries.

The succession of kings under normal conditions

depended also on ideas of inheritance. In the Sinhalese

joint-families the eldest male was recognized as the chief,

and at his death the family possessions were controlled

by his brother next in seniority. The Sinhalese royal
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family followed the same custom, and a king" was
succeeded first by his brothers and then by his sons.

A king’s duties in those days were very few compared
with the activities of a modern government. He con-

sidered it his chief business to protect the people from
any sort of disorder within the country or invasions from
without. What was most essential for the progress of

agriculture was peace and order, and every sensible king

realised that good government was a necessity in the

interests of both himself and his people. As he could

not perform all the duties of government he appointed

chiefs to administer the different districts and officials to

attend to the various duties of the central government.

Some of these officers no doubt formed a council which

he consulted in matters which vitally affected the

country.

There were no large industries in those days and very

little use of money. Wealth consisted mainly of the

products of the land, and it was land that all people

tried to possess. All pa>ments were also made in land

or its produce, and kings paid their chiefs by granting

them lands for their sustenance a* long at they rendered

him service. He adopted the same method to compen-
sate people such as soldiers and craftsmen who
worked for him.

Kings also granted lands for the maintenance of
TihArfs and the supply of food for bhikihut. Society at

this time was based on the principle of co-operation.

There was no room for competition as lands were

granted for services only according to the needs of the

king or the government. The people who performed

different duties were looked upon as the limbs of an
organic body. The bhihshns were considered essential

for the performance of religious duties on behalf of the

3
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rest, and the supplying of their needs was considered

the best field for the accumulation of merit both by the

kings and the people.

The kings at this time were absolute rulers and were

not bound by any system of law; but they usually

observed the customs of the people and did not act

against the popular interests. If they acted as they

liked and disregarded the welfare of the people, they

knew that some aspirant to kingship might scire the

throne and rule with the approval of the discontented

people.

A king maintained his power mainly with the help of

the army. His troops did not consist of ordinary tenants

as in Europe but of men who received lands from him

for fighting on his behalf. Such a system freed him from

any serious opposition from his chiefs, who had no troops

depending directly on them, or from the people who had

no military training or any national or district organiza-

tion that linked them together. Nevertheless it placed

a great deal of power in the hands of the ttnapali, the

commander-in-chief, who directly controlled the army.

If he was popular with the army he had often the

opportunity to depose an unpopular ruler and place

another on the throne, or become king himself.

The chief difficulty that stood in the way of good

government at this time was the lack of proper com-

munications. As there was no way of sending a message

quickly, the kings found it difficult to control the chiefs,

to whom they delegated the rule of the provinces, or

to give promptly any help their subjects needed. The

people, therefore, organized themselves in small bodies

for their own protection and for the carrying on of their

activities which needed co-operation. Families which

were closely connected usually banded together in order
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to protect their members, and looked after those who

through sickness or old age were unable to provide for

themselves. Similarly people who followed diflerent

crafts formed into guilds to safeguard their personal

interests as well as those of their trade. Religious orders,

too, had their own organizations. Each community of

bhikshus. for instance, was governed by an assembly of

all its members. Whenever they could not come to a

unanimous decision, the matter was generally referred

to a small committee of referees, as they voted 00 a

motion and accepted the decision of the majority only

on exceptional occasions. The most widespread form

of corporation, however, continued to be the gamabhtt

or the village-council which exercised both administrative

and judicial functions, and satisfied the needs of the

cultivators who formed the mam section of the

population.

When the king had to deal with any matter

which affected any locality or people, he usually acted

through the representative* of these corporations. These

corporations and not individual* were considered the

units of society at this time. The individual did not

receive the protection which the state provides today

through the police and other organizations, and he.

without claiming any special rights for himself, sought

his safety in identifying himself entirely with one of

these bodies ami enjoying the rights and privileges

which it afforded. It was also not the custom for a king

to interfere with these bodies, as long as they paid their

taxes and did not call upon him to enforce their decrees

on recalcitrant members who refused to obey them.

The existence of such local bodies helped the people

to carry on their daily activities even when the central

government was disorganized by the murder of a king
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or by a break in the succession- The normal order of

things was not usually upset unless a rebellion was

prolonged or the country was invaded by foreign forces.

The Sinhalese during this period, unlike most ancient

peoples, attached no special sanctity to kings. They did

not believe that they were of divine origin or that they

possessed divine powers. The kings themselves, unlike

Indian rulers, did not trace their origin to the Sun or

to the Moon and claim to belong to the Solar or Lunar

Dynasty.

It was probably too early at this time to attribute any

divine powers or a high origin to kings who had risen

from positions of gdmanlf and still retained that title in

their inscriptions. Moreover their ideas were mainly

influenced at this time by Buddhist books, and. accord-

ing to the TheravSdins, the first mythical king, Mahfl-

sammata. was raised to that position by the people and

promised a share of their paddy only on his undertaking

to perform certain duties to their satisfaction.

The ancient Sinhalese, however, believed that a king

who performed his religious duties and ruled righteously

could confer boons on his people. For instance, they

believed that by fasting and paying penance a king

could cause the rain to fall on a country affeded by

drought and thus save it from harm. But since similar

deeds could be performed even by others who had

attained great spiritual powers, it did not mean that

kings were associated with any divine powers merely

because they were kings.

5. Ac.RICTILTVRF. AMD IRRIGATION

The Aryan settlers realised very soon that Ceylon was

a favourable place for their agricultural activities. They

found that its warm climate and the fertile soil favoured
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Ihe cultivation of rice, and that they were able to carry

on their work in comparative safety as the sea that

surrounded the country saved them from constant attacks

of enemies. They had, however, one obstacle to

overcome. Rain fell only during four months in the

northern and the south-eastern parts of the island, which

they chiefly occupied. Even this fall was not heavy and

the supply was quite inadequate for the cultivation of a

grain like rice which required a Urge amount of water.

Further, they had to guard themselves against occasional

periods of drought when even the regular supply of rain

failed and many rivers ran dry.

The obtaining of the necessary supply of water, there-

fore, became one of the chief objects of the kings and

the people. They did not dig we?!* or tanks near the

fields, as to draw water from them would have demanded

great labour. Instead, they took advantage of the

undulating nature of the country, and constructed tanks

by building dams or bunds across shallow valleys down

which seasonal streams flowed. The water thus collected

on higher ground was let out through sluices made of

Stone or brick, and then sent to the fields through

channels. Another way they obtained water for cultiva-

tion was by building massive causeways or anicuts

across the larger rivers and turning the water into

excavated channels, which sometimes conveyed it many

miles and finally brought it into large reservoirs. They

were so careful about conserving the water supply that

at times they built a chain of reservoirs at varying

elevations so that each one might take the overflow of

water from the one above it.

If the history of these tanks and canals could be

traced it would be possible to find out the manner

in which the country was developed. Unfortunately,
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information is lacking’ about most of these tanks, and it

is not possible at present to give for most of them even

the probable dates of their construction or the likely

order in which they were built.

The earliest tanks were no doubt constructed at

Anurfldhagama and Mftgama where the population in-

creased most quickly. The Abhayavlva (now called the

Basavakkulam), the TisAviva, and the NuvaravAva at

AnurAdhagama were three of the first to be constructed.

Vasabha (*.o. 117-170) is credited with eleven tanks

and twelve channels. One of these tanks is identified

with the EruvAva, to the south-east of Anuradhapura.

I>e|u Tis I (a.D. 313-334) is said to have built six tanks

and his brother, Mahasen (a.d. 334*361). sixteen tanks

and a channel which began its course among the moun-
tains. One of these sixteen is identified with Kav^ulu-
v.1va. which lies to the south of the Kantalai Tank.
Another is the Minnfriya Tank which when full covers

4,560 acres and has a dam forty to fifty feet high. One
of the canals built during this period was the Alahlra

Canal. It is about twenty-five miles in length, and now
connects the Minnfriya Tank with the Amban GaAga
(Kara GaAgS) near the village of AlahSra. The Amban
Gafiga flows from the Mstalf hills carrying a great

volume of water, and the Alahlra Canal diverls into

the Minnfriya Tank a part of this water which would
otherwise flow unimpeded into the sea through the

MahavAli Ganga. The tanks and canals built by

Vasabha and Mahasen must have led to great progress

in agriculture and an increase of population in the region

between Anuradhapura and the MahavAli GaAga. And

the people, who benefited by the Minnfriya Tank,

before long raised Mahasen to the position of a god,

and worshipped him.
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There are hardly any record* which deal with the

construction of irrigation work* in Ruhucia. The

earliest tanks constructed around Migama were probably

the TisAvAva and the DuratisAviva now called the

YodavAva. Another tank which goes back to very

early time* is the DikvAva (DighavApi) which lies about

twenty miles to the west of Kalmunai. The land around

the four rivers, the Valavt Gartga, the Kirindi Oya, the

Mlnilc C.aAga, and Kumbukkan Oya were cultivated

with rice from very early times. The necessary water

was obtained mainly by the building of anicuts across

the rivers and their tributaries, and by diverting the

water through channels into tanks or directly into

fields.

In spite of the large number of tanks built and the

water collected in them, four famines took place during

this period. The first of them, the AkkhakhAyika Famine

occurred during the reign of Du\ugAmunu. Food became

so scarce at that time that the people were obliged to

live on the nuts called akkka. which ordinarily were used

only as dice. The second famine occurred during the

reign of VaJagambA. It followed the revolt of the

Brahmin Tissa and continued for twelve years during the

rule of the first three PApdya invaders. The situation

became so serious that some Buddhist bhikshms left

AnurAdhagama for India and returned only after the

famine had run its course. Others went to the

Malayarata and lived on roots and leaves, madhu fruits

and husks, stalks of water-lilies and bark of plantain

trees. Many people died of starvation, and some even

fed on human flesh to keep themselves alive. The third

and the fourth famine* were the result of drought and

took place in the reigns of Kudda NSga (248-J4Q) and

Siri SangabO (307-309). In the time of Kudda NAga the
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quantity of food available for each was so small that it

was called the EkanSlika Famine. 1

The severe suffering caused by these famines could

not be alleviated to any considerable extent in those days
as means of relief were not ordinarily available. The
south-western and the central parts of the island, which
depended on the South-West monsoon, were little develop-

ed and could not provide with foodstuffs the northern and
the south-eastern parts when the North-East monsoon
failed to give the usual supply of water. It was difficult

to obtain a supply of food from outside Ceylon, as each
country provided food mainly for its own use, and, even

if there was a surplus anywhere, it could not be easily

obtained as there were no proper means of communica-
tion or of transport. Further the lack of communications

within the island itself hindered the Government from
carrying out any measures of relief adequate enough

to relieve the sufferings of the people.

6. Buddhism a*» Oman Rnuc.iows

Buddhism, as it was pointed out in the last chapter,

was at first essentially a monastic religion. Its only

organisation was that of the Sangha. and its history was
really the activities of the bhikthui. But even before

Buddhism was brought from India to Ceylon, it was
marked by three main lines of development. The Sartgha

divided itself into a number of sects as a result of dis-

agreements among its members with regard to the rules

of discipline. It evolved new doctrines which led to much
controversy. It made an attempt to make Buddhism

something more than a mere system of morality for the

layman by providing him with objects of veneration.

1 A nail U a meaiure equal to four handful*. Eta-oof.
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In Ceylon too Buddhism went through further changes

in the same directions. Before many centuries elapsed

disagreements arose over rules of discipline and the

Theravada sect ceased to be the only monastic order in

Ceylon. In the time of Vajagamba (43-29 b.c.) an elderly

bhikshu of the MahAvihAr* was expelled for breaking
the rule which prohibited bhikthus from frequenting the
families of laymen. A pupil of his, taking offence at the

way his teacher was treated, went to the Abhayagiri
VihJlri and formed a separate faction. Thus arose the

Dhammaruci sect which separated from the ThfravAda
community. In the time of Golu Abi (a.d. 309-323)
the Sagalika sect came into existence. The bhikihus

of this sect broke away from the Abhayagiri VihflrC and
lived in the Dakkhi»a VihAre, the Jagiba of which is

the so-called E|Ara's tomb; and m the lime of Mahasen
they occupied the J«tavanArAma Vihftr*.

It is not likely that these dvisions in the SaAgha had
any direct effect on the laity. Buddhism had no organi-

sation which brought the MAsAas and the laity together

for common action as in the Christian church; and the

disputes and the problems of the SaAgha had hardly any
bearing on their relation* with the laity, who considered

it their duty only to give alms to the bhikihut and to

follow the moral precepts which the MiritifcNi taught

them.

The developments that arose with regard to Buddhist

doctrines were concerned mainly with the person of the

Buddha. At this time greater emphasis was laid on the

personality of the Buddha as shown in the veneration

paid to relics and sacred bo-trees, and some of the

Buddhist commentaries go further and teach that the

Buddha, unlike ordinary human beings, was not subject

to disease and decay.
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Another new doctrine that established itself during this

period was connected with MahAyAnism, or Vaitulyan-

ism as it was called in Ceylon. MahAyAnism is a form

of Buddhism which came into existence in India about

the first century a.D. It has been pointed out already

how in the Jaiaka the Buddha was looked upon as one

who, when a bodhisattva. sacrificing his own advantage

for the sake of others, gave up nirvana and prepared

himself for Buddhahood. It has also been shown that

the Buddha, according to the TipHaka, did not teach his

disciples to follow him and attain Buddhahood but point-

ed out to them how they, by pursuing a course of

self-culture and self-control, might attain the state of an
arahal and obtain their own release In the last century

before the Christian era there grew a new idea among
the members of certain Buddhist sects. They taught that

the follower* of the Buddha need not necessarily aim at

arahalship but might, if they so desired, follow the

career of the Buddha himself; they might by becoming
bodhisattvas aim at being Buddhas and work for the

release of others.

No objection was raised at first to this additional

teaching, as it did not go against the Tifi\oka but merely

supplemented it. But later some who adopted the

bodhisattva ideal preached against the old ideal of

attaining arahalship as a low or base career (htnaydna)

and advocated that everyone should work for the

attainment of Buddhahood, which they called the great

career (mahdyano). Since this teaching went definitely

against the Tipifaha which taught the way to attain

arahalship. there naturally arose a conflict between the

Th^ravAdins who followed the Tipifaka and the MahA-

yinists who advocated the bodhisattva ideal exclusively.

At this time the Hindus in India did not merely offer
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sacrifice* to win the favour of gods, but often devoted

themselves to the worship of one god like Siva or

Vishpu, believing that the god of their devotion would

grant them salvatioo. Influenced probably by this

religion of devotion (bhakti

)

the MahAyAnists, in addition

to praising the arduous career which a bodhisatlxa had

to lead to become a saviour, extolled the advantages of

worshipping bodhisattvas and winning their favour.

The Buddhist layman, who yet worshipped gods besides

following the moral precepts of Buddhism, now found

in the bodhisattvas a substitute for his earlier objects

of devotion. He began to attach even more importance

to the bodhisattvas than to the Buddhas, as the former

could confer boons on him and save him from all sorts

of misfortunes. But as time passed he began to look

upon even the Buddhas not as those who showed the

way but as beings similar to the gods of the Hindu

pantheon.

MahAyAnism was opposed at first in Ceylon and the

Sinhalese kings Vera Tissa (a.n. i) and CJo|u Aba

are said to have suppressed it: but a MahAytnist
bhihshu from Ch6|a, called SaAghamitta, who was
versed in the teachings concerning the exorcism of

spirits and who had visited Ceylon in the time of Go|u

Ab3, came again in the time of Mahasen. He induced

the king to cease from supporting the MahAvihArf

6hifej/u.» on the ground that they did not teach the

right rules of discipline. As a result the MahAvihAre was

neglected for some years, and the material of some of

its buildings was used for additions to the Abhayagiri

Vihflre which was treated generously by Mahasen.

The increasing attention paid to the laity by the SaAgha
at this time is evident from many sources. It has been

pointed out alreadv that the Buddha and the bhihshus
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contented themselves at first mainly with teaching

morality as far as the laity were concerned. It is

possible that the veneration paid to relics and the sacred

bo-trees by the offering of flowers and lamps arose in

India as the laity needed some forms of worship.

According to the Pali commentaries it was believed

during this period that merit could be acquired by

venerating a relic and that it was a heinous crime to

destroy a dagaba or a sacred bo-tree. It is also possible

that religious festivals came to be established at this

time as the laity nceiled more of religious ceremonies

to keep up their interest in Buddhist practices.

Another ceremony which became popular at this time

was that of Pint, in the performance of which the

hhlfcjhu* reciter! certain texts of the Pili Canon which

gave n code of ethics to be practised in one’s everyday

life. The object of this recital was to exorcise evil spirits

or to protect a person from evil influence, and the

ceremony gave the people a substitute for charms to

which they were already accustomed.

Religions other than Buddhism also existed in Ceylon

at this time. Nigapthas and Ajiviltas are said to have

lived in AnurSdhagama. Of these, the Nigatjlhas. better

known as Jains, were the followers of Mahflvlra, a

religious teacher contemporary with the Buddha, who

preached the attainment of salvation through the practice

of extreme forms of asceticism. The Ajivikas also lived

in the time of the Buddha and were referred to by their

opponents as those who professed asceticism in order to

gain a livelihood. There is also mention of Brahmins

and dtr&lts, and it is possible that the Hindu gods Siva

and his son Skanda were worshipped in Ceylon at this

time. The common people kept up also the old religious
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on rocks also show hardly any deviation from the script

of AiOka till the first century a.d. when a sudden change

took place. The new forms that came into use at this

time, however, do not represent a natural evolution from

the old characters. They resemble tlioae in the inscrip-

tions of the Andhra Kingdom and were probably

introduced from this region.

8. ARCHITtCTVlt* AND SCULfTOH

The Buddhist bhikihus who came to Ceylon lived at

first in stone caves, such as those at Mihintalfi, Vessa-

giriya and Isurumuniya in Anurfldhapura, Situlpahuva 1

near the Mfinik GaAga, and in groves such as the

MahAmtghavana in AnurAdhapura. Not long after

their arrival the d&giba called the ThupArAma was built,

and the Bo-tree, which still exists to the south of

AnurAdhapura, was planted. After the first century

a.d. the use of caves for residential purposes went out of

fashion, as from the first century a.c. both in the north

and the south-east vihArti began to be built. The most

famous of the ancient vihAr/t in AnurAdhapura were the

MahAvihAre, the Abhayagiri VihArt built by Vajagambft,

the JttavanArAmaya built by Mahasen and the Tissa-

mahlrAmaya in MAgama. The MahAvihArf, which

became famous on account of its literary activity, was

the great centre of orthodoxy, while the Abhayagiri

VihArf and the JftavanArAmaya were generally associated

hhirja ; PAIi. Mariyd; Stthslas*, Sense), ihe reductiai ot doubt*

ronamanli Into tingle ones (Sander it. Dharmatabihi/a ; PAH.

PhmmsfmkiMif ; SiAhakw. Da-.araA.ia). the omission of natal*

(Sanskrit and PAU. SiAhakte. taga). and the change of

i into A. Such rWifuratkoot are feund also in ocher Iryan dialect*

of India, such at PHI. buc they hare been carried 10 the greatest

extent in the SIAhataw language.

* Cittalapabbata.
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with heretical beliefs. The buildings of all these viharfs

covered a wide area, and each of them accommodated a

large number of bhiAxhiu. The grounds of the Maha-

vihar*. for instance, extended from the ThOpirSma to the

Dakkhlna VihArt Dagaba (Ezra's tomb).

The vih&r/s built in the early centuries of the Christian

era had foundations of stone, as many of the remains

at Anuradhapura show, while the upper parts were made
of wood, clay, or brick. The buildings usually consisted

of the living quarters, a refectory and an upasatha house,

At the upoiatha house the SaAgha assembled on the

fortnightly fast-day (npofatka or paya
) of the full moon

and the new moon and recited the formulary of

confession. The best known example of an upatalha

house is the Brazen Palace, which brlonged to the

MahivihArt.

Every wharf had also a JAgAha within its premises.

The most popular JAgiba of this period is the RuvanvAli

SBya in Anuradhapura, the dAgAba of the Mahflvihflre.

Like most of the others of this time it was built on the

same pattern as those at Sftnchf in Central India. I|a-

nflga (*- d. 96-103) built the dAgdba at Tissamaharflmaya

in the south. GajabA (a . d . 174-196) enlarged the

Abhayagiri D.igiha, which thus became the largest built

during this period and larger than the third pyramid
of Cinch. The Kllaniya Dagaba also belongs to this

period. Thus the largest dAgdbat were built at the

seats of king* and sub-kings, and are an index to their

wealth as well as to their ability to organize labour.

The dJgdbas. also called cattyat or thtpai, are of

pre-Buddhistic origin. They were of various shapes.

The ThOparama Dagaba originally was in the shape of

a heap of paddy. The others of the period were

generally built in the shape of a hemisphere. They were
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considcml this island as a sort of fairy-land occupied by

yakshas or non-human beings. The ValAhasia Jataka

calls Ceylon Tambapaggi and mentions Nagadipa and

Kalyagi. According to it Ceylon was occupied by

yakshinis. or she-demons. The Divy&vadano. a Sanskrit

Buddhist work of the second century A.D., calls Ceylon

Tflmradvipa and gives an account of a merchant's son,

called SiAhala, who subdued rohthasit 1 in Ceylon arid

ruled over the island. The tale of Vijaya and Kuveni

probably grew from these two stones. The Rama,
yatya, the great Indian epic, also describes Ceylon as

being occupied by rahtkatas whose king was Ravage,

while the Saddharma lAnkduUdra SAlra (SQtra of the

Entrance of the Good L>ocuinc into LaAka) represents

Ravana as a good Buddhist layman.

The references of the Greeks who came as traders

stand in strong contrast to those of the Indian religious

writers who kept to the literary tradition. The Greeks

refer to Ceylon from the time of Alexander the Great,

and call it Taprobanc (TAmraparpi). The Parifhu of

Iht Erylhrtwan Sta. a merchant's practical guide to a

coasting voyage from the Persian Gulf to the west coast

of India written in the first century a.d., spys that pearls,

precious stones, muslins and tortoise-shell were exported

from Ceylon and that its chief town was Pahesimundu.

It exaggerates the size of the island and makes it almost

touch Africa. Ptolemy, the Greek astronomer and

geographer who lived in Egypt in the second century

a.d. , calls Ceylon Salice. According to him the products

of Ceylon were rice, ginger, beryl, sapphire, gold, silver

and elephants.

1 Th« torm*, rAktkmMl an.) are often interchanged.

The landing of SiAhaU n reptewnted U the Ajanja
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Too much reliance, however, cannot be placed on

these accounts, as the Greeks did not have an accurate

knowledge of Ceylon. Still the fact that the Malayarafa,

Anuradhagama and the Mahavili Ganga are marked

with fair accuracy in Ptolemy’s map shows that in the

second century a.d. the Greeks knew something of the

interior of the island.



CHAPTER III

THE EARLY MEDIEVAL PERIOD

Til* Early Medieval Period of Ceylon begins with the

reign of MahAsen's son Kit Siri Mevan (Kirti Sri

M?ghavartja), who ascended the throne in a.d. 36a, and

ends with the ChA(a conquest of Ceylon in 1017 in the

reign of Mihindu V.

During this period there were further advances in the

system of government, in agriculture and irrigation

and in Buddhist activity. Ceylon continued to be

influenced by North India and was affected by South

Indian invasions. Though there was no important

difference in these respects from what happened in the

preceding period, there occurred a great cultural change

as u result of certain events that took place in North

India. The great Indian emperor Samudragupta (a.d. 335-

385), who brought the greater pari of North India under

his rule, ushered in a new era which brought about a

revival in Hinduism and in Sanskrit literature. Kit

Siri Mevan who was hit contemporary had dealings

with him. and Ceylon from this time up to the ChO|a

conquest was influenced mainly by the Gupta civiliza*

tion. Hence this period from Kit Siri Mevan to

Mihindu V needs to be separated from the Ancient Period

though it forms a part of the North Indian Period of

Ceylon history.

1. North India

After the break-up of the Andhra kingdom in the

middle of the third century A.D., there was no great
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power in North India or the Deccan till the rise of the

Guptas. The first of this dynasty of kings probably

reigned at PAtaliputra in the last quarter of the third

century A.D., but the first great ruler of this line was

Samudragupta, who was ooe of India's ablest and most

versatile rulers. He was quite different from Aftka,

and has left behind an inscription proclaiming his con-

quests by war. This record shows that he first con-

quered the neighbouring kingdoms in the Ganges valley

and then marched southwards until his forces received

a check near the river Krishna at the hands of a con-

federation of kings led by a Pallava king of Kflnchi.

Though Samudragupta failed to conquer a great part of

India, his supremacy appears to have been generally

acknowledged, as he says that he received the Immagr
of the Sinhalese who lived farthest from his capital.

Samudragupta achieved fame not only as a great

conqueror but also as a poet and musician; and during

the reign of his successor Indian civilization and culture

rose to a very high state. Chandragupta II, who bore

the title of Vikramftditya (a.D. 385-413). extended his

empire westwards as far as the sca<oa*t. and made
Ujjain the chief scat of his empire. Many men of

letters adorned his court, and it was in his time that

Kaliditsa, the great Indian writer, flourished.

The Gupta Period was the Golden Age of India.

Hinduism and Buddhism made headway during this

time, and both religions were supported by the kings.

Literature, science, architecture, sculpture, and painting

reached a high level. Sanskrit became the language of

the learned, and the Gupta kings used it regularly in

their inscriptions. The Indian epics, the Mahibhd’ata

and the R&m&yana. and other Sanskrit works such as

the Laws 0/ Menu. Kauplya's Arthas'istra, and the semi-
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historical works called the PurUnas. took their final form.

Kalidasa wrote his famous drama, Skakuntald. and his

poems such as the RitusaAh&ra. the Raghuvartia. and

the Mfghadaia. Sculpture, which exhibited extra-

ordinary beauty of figure, dignity of pose, and restraint

in the treatment of details, and paintings, such as the

frescoes of Ajanjl. reached an extraordinarily high

standard of excellence.

Under the Guptas, India became the leading power

in the East. It had dealings with the Persian, the

Roman, and the Chinese emperors. Chinese pilgrims

such as Fa-Hsien visited India, and Indian sages like

Kumarajiva visited China. In short, the influence of

India was so extensive that many Asiatic countries

looked to it for the sources of their inspiration.

The glory of the Gupta dynasty lasted till the death

of Skandagupta, who died about a n. 470 after subduing

internal rebellions and checking the invasions of the

Huns, who were called lianas in India. His successors,

however, retreated before the later invasions of the Huns,

and ruled over a much smaller area. They probably

reigned over the region around P*taliputra till about the

end of the seventh century a.d. One of these, Narasiftha-

gupta, was the founder of the great trmple of Kalnnda,

the famous Buddhist university described by the Chinese

pilgrim Hiuen-Tsiang. who visited India at the time

of Harsha.

The Huns ruled over North India only for a short

time, and with the collapse of their power many new

dynasties rose into prominence, such as the Vardhanas

of Thanesar, which lay to the north of Delhi, and the

Chalukyas, who occupied Maharashtra. At the begin-

ning of the seventh century Harsha (606-647) became

king of Thinesar and the chief ruler of North India.
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He then advanced southwards with his army until his

progress was checked near the river Narbada by the

ChAlukya king, Pulaktein II.

Harsha was a Buddhist and took a great interest in

his religion. He favoured the MahAyAnists, and thus

helped the spread of MahAyAna teaching in India. After

his death North India broke up once more into a number

of kingdoms. These carried on a struggle for supre-

macy till the whole of North India fell into the hands

of the Muslims, who gradually made their way from

the north-west passes.

a. South Ikdu

The civilixation of South India described in the

•Sangam’ works, referred to in the last chapter, appears

to have been submerged by a conquest of Smith India

by the Kalabhras, of whom little is known. Their power

was subdued towards the end of the sixth century a.o.

in Pflpjyo by KaduAkOn and in Chd|a by SiAhavishpu,

the Pallava king of KincM.

The successor* of KatJunkdo maintained their power

till the end of the ninth century. The greatest king of

this dynasty, Sri Mira Sri Vallabha (815-860), defeated

all his neighbours in the early part of his reign. He,

however, met with many reverses shortly before his

death while his successor suffered a severe defeat at the

hands of the Pallavas. Pandya began to decline after

the reigns of these two rulers, and in the tenth century

became a part of the Choja Empire.

The history of the Pallavas from the seventh century

is mainly an account of their wars with their neighbours

the Western ChAlukyas, who from the middle of the

sixth century to the middle of the eighth century occupied

the region to the west of the River Krishna. The
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greatest of the Pallava kings was NarasiAhavarman

Mahamalla (c. 625-660), and be defeated the greatest

of the Western ChAtukya kings. Pulakesin II (609-

64a), who checked the southern advance of Harsha.

These wars exhausted both the peoples, and the Pallava

power began to decline at the end of the ninth century.

The Paltavas did a great deal for the development of

religion, literature, architecture and sculpture in South

India. They supported the worship of both Siva and

Vishnu, and in their time Buddhism and Jainism

declined in South India as a result of the activities of

the Vaishpavaite and the Satvaite saints who arc well

known for their devotional hymns. The Pallava* were

also the first South Indian rulers to build temples of

•tone. They caused to be made cave-templcs cut out

of rock, monolithic free-standing temples and temples

constructed out of »tooe. Some of the best examples of

their architecture and sculpture can be seen at Mahabali-

puram (Mahamallapuram), which lie* to the south of

Madras. Here are to be seen seven beautiful temples,

each of which is cut out from a rock-boulder, scenes

carved with remarkable skill in bas-relief on the face of

a cliff and a temple of the later Pallava style constructed

out of stone.

With the decline of the Pallavas the ChO|as not only

asserted their independence but also made conquests at

the expense of both the Pallavas and the Papayas. The
ChO|a king ParAntaka I (907-953) expelled Mflravar-

man RajasiAha II of PAirfya from his throne, but his

attempts to extend the boundaries of the ChOla king-

dom further were checked in 949 by a people called the

Rfishfrakula*. These people had already supplanted

the Western ChAtukyas 00 the west, and did not wish

to allow the rise of a powerful rival on the south.
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The R&shjrakujas, however, were overthrown in 973

by their old enemy the Western Chalukyas, and this

event gave the Chd|a king Rajaraja I an opportunity

to extend the Ch6|a dominions. He made himself

master of Pflndya and Chfra, established a protectorate

over Vehgi, which was ruled by the Eastern Chalukyas,'

and conquered Rajaraja in Ceylon and the Maidive

Islands. Rajaraja was the greatest of Ch6|a rulers

and was, therefore, called RajarAja the Great. He was

the builder of the great temple at Tanjore, and during

his time Chdja was the most powerful empire in

India.

3. Th* Political Divisions

During this period the northern region of Ceylon, the

capital of which was AnurAdhapura, came to be called

the Pihijiraja. It was also called the Rajaraja, as this

region was directly ruled by the king himself. The

south-eastern region continued to be called Ruhuiia and

the mountain region at the centre the Malayaraja.

The Rajaraja was further divided into the Uttaradfsa

(the Northern District), the Parhchimadfsa (the Western

District), the PAcinadfsa (the Eastern District) and the

Dakkhinadtsa (the Southern District). Of these sub-

divisions the Dakkhigadfsa was the largest in sire.

From the time of AgbO I (s68-6oi) its government was

given over to the maJwpd* or makeyd, the heir to the

throne, and this region came to he known as the MApA
(MahapA) or MlyA (Mahaya) raja as oj»pose«l to the

Rajaraja, the King’s Division. It soon became so

• Pnlakr.ln II his brother the niW of VeA*. and the

latter’. descendants •ere calW the Eacero Chilukyaa.

• MahapA *. moAl i-yafida. raahorA =moke 6;a. B.<h these

meant the chief prince, white ft! {iryaftda) meant a prince.
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important that it along with Rajarata and Ruhuoa were
considered the three main divisions of Ceylon.

All these regions were under the AnurAdhapura kings,

but the amount of control they exercised over Dakkhina-

desa and Ruhuna depended on the strength and character

of each individual king. Ruhuna rulers appear on the

whole to have been controlled very little, and it is likely

that some of them acted as if they were independent.

AnurAdhapura continued to be the capital of Ceylon

during this period, except during the reign of KAa’yapa I.

It was a large city for those days, and contained many
thoroughfares and side-streets. The numerous shrines

within it made it a place of pilgrimage and the residence

of a large number of bhikthut. The tanks provided the

necessary water for a great deal of agricultural activity

which supported the large population of the city. It was
the seat of government and the residence of many
foreign merclumts. Its administration was looked after

by a special officer called the SuzvraJadda 1
.

Three oilier towns grew in importance during this

time. Sfgiriya came into prominence because of its

occupation by Ksrfyapa I. I’ojonnaruva had been

important on account of its strategic position against

invasions from Ruhupa. The extension of irrigation in

the country around made of this now a prosperous town.

Agbfl IV (a.d. 658-674) and Agbo VII (a.D. 766-772)

occupied it temporarily, and Sfna V (a.d. 972-981)

resided there after he came to terms with his itndpati

who rose in rebellion. It was called JananAtha Mafiga-

lam after its occupation by the ChOjas. MAntai

(Matofa), owing to its closeness to South India, became

* a gamloida

civil and criminal
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the most important port and was called Rsjarajapuram

after Rajarata was occupied by RAjarija I. The large

number of ruins of tanks in the district around it shows
that it must have been a populous town.

4. Political History

Sixty-six kings ruled in Ceylon during this period,

and most of them belonged to the two royal clans,

Mdriya and Lambakaroa. Their reigns were of vary-

ing length, a few lasting even less than a year. A com-

plete list of them is of little value beyond helping to

make up the chronology of the period.

Kit Siri Mevan, the first king of this period, was a

son of Mahascn and thus belonged to the Lambakarpn
clan. One of his successors was his nephew Buddha-

dAta, who is said to have provided medical aid in every

part of his kingdom and to whom tradition attributes

marvellous and impossible cures. BuddhadAsa's second

son was MahAnAma (a.d. 409-431), in whose reign the

Buddhist bkikihu. Buddhaghtoa. and the Chinese

traveller Fa-Ilsien visited Ceylon.

This succession of Lsmbaksrpa kings was maintained

till a minister set up an adventurer called Mit Sen on

the throne. Mit Sen's unpopularity was used by
adventurers from PAn^ya as an opportunity for invad-

ing Ceylon. After they slew him, six of them ruled in

succession. The unpopularity of the PAijdyas gave the

Mdriya clan an opportunity to assert their power once

more. DhAtuslna (460478) of this clan, who lived in

Ruhuna, fought against these PApdyas and succeeded

the last of them. His son, KAsyapa I (478-496) had

no right to the throne, as his mother was not one of the

chief queens: He, joining the stnapati. whom his

father had offended, rebelled against DhStusfna and
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caused him to be put to death. His brother. Mugalan I,

the rightful heir, escaped to South India, and

KAiyapa, fearing an invasion by his brother, left

Anuridhapura and occupied the rock-fortress of Slgiriya.

Mugalan returned from South India in the eighteenth

year of KAfyapa's reign, defeated him. and ruled from

AnurAdhapura.

This line of the Moriya kings came to an end with

Siva who was put to death by the Lamhakarna Upa-
tissa II. Upatissa married a princess of the Mariya

clan probably to strengthen his position on the throne,

but was soon alter dethroned by his son-in-law SilAkAln

who brought the hair-relic to Ceylon.

The l-ambakaroa dynasty was driven from power

once more by MahinAga (556-568) of the Mariya clan.

He was the sfnapati of Kit Sin Ml, whom he defeated

after rebelling against him. Agba I (568^01), the

builder of the Kurunduviva and the Mihintall Tank,

and AgbO II (601-611), the builder of the Kantalai and

the Girital* Tanks, were his immediate successors.

The last of these MOriya kings SaAgha Tissa II was
overthrown by the Lambakarpa Daja Mugalan. This

change of dynasty was followed by a civil war which

lasted some years and caused great suffering. The
combatants at times plundered tnhdrli and dagdbat, and

the people not only lost their foodstuffs but also found

it difficult to cultivate their fields. During this war in

the reign of SiUmfghavarna a ifnJpati called SirinAga

went to South India, returned with Tamil troops and

raised a rebellion. Agba HI. DA|hopa Tissa I (626-641),

DAfhopa Tissa II (650-658) and MAnaramma (676-711)

lao went to South India and brought Tamil forces to

•ecurc the throne. The step taken by these had very

serious results. The Tamil soldiers gained much power
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and at limes not only influenced the succession but even

got the government into their power. Later when South

Indian rulers invaded Ceylon they usually joined their

countrymen and fought against the Sinhalese kings.

MAnavamma (MAnavarman) was the son of KA«yapa II

(a.d. 641-650), and after his family was overthrown by

DAthdpa Tissa II (650-658), he fled to India and served

under NarasiAhavarman I. He fought for this Pallava

king against Pulaktsin II, and was in turn helped by him

to become king of Ceylon. On his first attempt he

captured only AnurAdhapura, but came again later and

seized the throne. This time be was successful, probably

because the king who was reigning at the time he landed

was not a member of the royal family, and was really

the tool of a Tamil called Potthakuuha, who administer-

ed the kingdom.

Though the civil war came to an end with the

accession of Mltuvamnu, the people of Ceylon before

long had to face fresh trouble* The Pap<Jy*». who

established themselves in power at the end of the sisth

century, under Sri Mira Sri Vallabha (815-860), invaded

Ceylon in the reign of Sena I (831-851) and were

supported by the Tamil mercenaries in the island. Sri

Mira ravaged the country, occupied AnurAdhapura, and

carried away much booty. Towards the end of his

reign he lost much of his power, and hi* *on rose in

revolt in S60. Sena II (851-885), who was looking

out for an opportunity to avenge Sri Mara's invasion

of Ceylon, supported this disaffected prince, besieged

Madura, and placed him on the throne.

After this Ceylon was friendly with PAtrfya, but had

to contend with the rising power of ChOja. In 910 the

ChOla king ParAntaka I (907-953) defeated the Pandya

ruler MAravarman RAjasiAha II, and the latter sought
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the aid of Ceylon. The learned Sinhalese king Ka 4 -

yapa V (913-923), who himself feared the Chdjas, sent

an army to support RijasiAha II, but the combined

army of the P&n^yas and the Sinhalese was defeated

by ParAntaka I. The ChOjas continued to press on

RAjasiAha II. and the latter, unable to resist the ChOlas

any more, came to Ceylon in the reign of Dappula V
(933-934). But Dappula, who was troubled by strife

among his chiefs, could not give him any assistance,

and RajasiAha leaving his headgear and regalia went to

Chtra to seek aid from the Chfra king.

In order to scire the headgear and regalia Parfln-

taka I invaded Ceyloo in the reign of Udaya III

(945
-953 )- Udaya was a drunkard and a weak ruler,

and he immediately fled to Rohupa; but ParAntaka

instead of pursuing him had to retrace his steps to South

India as the RishirakOfas. under Krishna III, had

inflicted a severe defeat on the ChO|as in 949 and put

his son to death. Udaya seired this opportunity and

ravaged the borders of the Choja Kingdom.

Though the ChOjas lost much of their territory after

this defeat, Ceylon was invaded again about 959 by

ParAntaka II (953-973) as Mihindu IV (956^73) helped

PAriiJya in a revolt against the ChOjas. Mihindu IV's

forces not only checked this invasion but even put to

death the ChO|a general. Mihindu IV's career is also

important as he was the first SiAlulese king to form a

marriage-alliance with KaliAga. a connection which

affected the course of Ceylon history in later times.

Mihindu IV was followed by the inefficient ruler

Stoa v
(97a *9s0 - The Chera mercenaries revolted

'm his time, and he fled to Ruhuna where he lived for

some time. His brother Mihindu V (981-1017) was
even weaker as a king. His government was so helpless
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that people refused to pay taxes, and as a result, his

army, which he could not pay, mutinied in 991. He
fled to Ruhuna to escape their wrath, and Rajaraja fell

into the hands of the Chera, the Kanarese, and the

Sinhalese troops.

Rajaraja I (985.1014), who was extending the Ch0|a

empire in every direction, did not fail to take advantage

of the confusion that prevailed in Ceylon. His troops

invaded Ceylon in 993 and occupied Rajaraja. They

destroyed many of the buildings in Anurtdhapura. made

Rajaraja a province of ChOja and Pofonnaruva iu capital.

Rajendra I (1014-1044). the son of Rajaraja, renewed

the conquest begun by his father and brought the whole

island under his rule. He captured Mihindu V in 1017

and sent him to South India along with the Pflcdy*

regalia. Though the SiAhalese had held their own

against the Chd|a« in the tenth century, they found the

mighty power of the Ch6|a empire under Rijaraja I too

strong to resist. Hence Ceylon for the first time came

under the direct rule of a foreign power.

5. Tmk System or Govxxhm«.vt axd Political Ideas

The kings of this time. like those of the preceding

period, were despotic, and their power was limited only

by the customs and the traditions of the country. The

succession, as before, was from brother to brother, and

then to the son of the eldest brother and his brothers.

Further all these had to be of noble descent on the

mother's side as well. Next to the king was the sub-

king or yavardja. He was sometimes consecrated as

ufiarAja, when he appears to have had a share in the

government of the country. The ymvaraja was usually

the heir to the throne, and was called the maha

!ipa. After him came the rulers of Ruhuna and the
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Malayarap who were usually members of the royal

family.

More information is available also with regard to civil

and military officials. The post of i^ndpati. as in the

Ancient Period, was the most important. It was given

to one whom the king trusted fully, and it was usually

a member of the royal family that was appointed. Three

other posts mentioned are those of the makaltkha (the

chief scribe), the chattagdhaka (the parasol-bearer), and

the asiggHhaka (the swordJiearer). The chief duty of the

mahaltkha was the drafting of the king's edicts, a work

which was considered very important. The challa or

parasol was the symbol of royal dignity, and played to

some extent the part of a flag in modern times. The
bearer of it and the bearer of the sword became import-

ant as the king's immediate and trusted attendants.

They were also usually connected with the royal family.

In addition to thr«e there was a council which carried

out the orders of the king.

There is also more evidence in the inscriptions with

regard to the system of village self-government. The
administrative duties of the ganiabhA consisted mainly

in the maintenance of peace and order, the punish-

ment of offenders, and the supervision of village

works such as the building of the bunds of tanks. The
judicial work consisted of inquiring into complaints

regarding offences committed in the village, and deciding

what punishments should be given to the guilty persons.

The punishment meted out for murder or the slaughter

of cattle was death, for robbery hanging, for assault

and theft fines, and for the stealing of cattle branding. In

the case of menials who could not afford to pay fines

their hands were cut off, while those who effaced brand

marks were made to stand on hot iron sandals. As at

5
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this time it was not the individual but tbe family or the

corporation to which the individual belonged that was

considered the unit of society, if anyone other than a

menial did not pay a fine his family had to pay the sum.

Similarly the village had to be responsible to the king

for the actions of its inhabitants. If. for instance, a

criminal of a village was not found within forty-five days

the king’s officials, when they came on their annual

circuit, exacted a fine from the entire village.

The villages that belonged to the t*hdr*i were also

administered according to definite rules. The bhikskus.

unlike Christian monks, according to their rules of

discipline could neither attend to the work of cultivation

nor administer the lands that belonged to the vihar/i.

Hence special lay wardens were appointed to protect the

property of the vihdrt. collect the revenues due from

the lands leased out, exact the services due from the

tenants, and supply the necessaries of the bhikthus.

In the larger vtkartt there were a number of lay

officials such as the steward, the deric. the registrar of

caskets, the keeper of the caskets, and the almoner,

besides servants and slaves. All these were given lands

belonging to the vikdrt as payment for services, and

the lands passed from father to son as long as the

services continued to be rendered. The officials had to

keep a record of all services and payments. They had

no right to accept gifts from the tenants of the viha*e

lands or demand any services for themselves.

The vihartt and the lands that belonged to them were

considered sanctuaries. The king's officials could not

demand any services from them, cut trees within them

for timber, or arrest offenders that took refuge in them.

The king, however, had the right to punish such villages

if they did not punish criminals that took refuge in them.
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The views about kingship underwent a change at

this time. As a result of the influence of MahAyAna

Buddhism, kings were regarded no longer as ordinary

human beings, but were looked upon as bodhitallvas

,

or beings who deserved to be worshipped. In the

ninth century the kings themselves, probably influenced

by the ideas of the Purinai. tried to gain prestige by

tracing their descent to the Sun, and thus claiming

to be members of the Solar dynasty.

6. AcaicuLTVai, Irrigation and Tradb

There was continued expansion in agriculture and irri-

gation during this period. The cultivation of rice was

carried on with great vigour. The practice of construct-

ing large tanks, begun towards the end of the preceding

period, was continued during the first half of this period

when some of the largest tanks were built. At the

beginning of the fifth century Upatissa I built the TflpA-

v»va in Pojonnaruva. DhAtustna (a.d. 460-478) built the

KalAvBva by setting up a dam across the KalA Oya.

Mugalan II (a.d. 537 -5S« m«"y ‘«nk»- The

KurunduvAva, which is either the Giant's Tank or the

Akattimurippu (Akatti Breached Tank), was built by

AgbO I (a.d. 568-601), who is sakl to have constructed

also the MihintaW Tank and restored the Alahlra Canal,

constructed during the preceding period. Agbd II

(a-d. 601-611) built the Kantalai and the Giritalt

Tanks.

The KalAvSva when full covered nearly seven square

miles. Its dam is about threc-and-a-half miles long

and thirty-six to fifty-eight feet high, while its spill is

constructed out of hammered granite. It appears to

have been fed by water flowing from the MatalC hills by

connecting its feeding stream, the Dambulla Oya, with
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the NAlanda Oya. a tributary of the Amban Gariga. In

turn it served as a storage reservoir which fed through

canals the district between the KaU Oya and the

Malvatu Oya.

Of the canals that conveyed water from the Kalavfiva

the best known was the Jaya GaAga, now called the

Yfida Ala, which connected the KalivAva with the

TisAvAva in AnurAdhapura. It is fifty-four miles in

length and forty feet wide. Its construction shows

great engineering skill, as the gradient for the first

seventeen miles is only six inches for a mile. The Jaya

GaAga provided water for a district of about one hundred

and eighty square miles, and was the chief source of

water-supply for AnurAdhapura.

The Akatti-murippu has a bund four-and-a-half miles

long and was fed by constructing an anicut (
tekkam )

across the Malvatu Oya and diverting a part of its

water through a canal. The Giant’s Tank has a very

much longer bund, and covers an area of six-thousand

four-hundred acres. It is also fed by water from the

Malvatu Oya sent through an excavated channel

(dlavakka). The embankment of the Kantalai Tank is

over a mile in length and is about fifty-four feet high.

At full level it covers about three-thousand, seven-

hundred acres.

The amount of labour needed for constructing these

bunds and canals must have been very considerable.

The inhabitants around Giant's Tank are said to have

informed the Dutch governor van Imhoff that five-

hundred men would take four or five months merely to

repair its bund. The building of such huge tanks and

such large d&gabas was possible because the people, who

cultivated rice and other cereals, did not usually have

work for more than half the year; and the king was
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able to exact rajakAnya from the people whenever he

needed their services.

The CulaxaAsa refers incidentally to four famines

that took place in the reigns of Kit Siri Me (556)

Silflmeghavarija (617-6*6) D&lh6patissa I (6*6*641) and

Udaya 1 (885-896). The famine that took place in the

time of DillhOpatissa I was due to the prolonged civil

war but the causes that led to the others are not

known.

The Sinhalese rulers, who depended mainly on the

grain-tax for their revenue, did not pay much attention

to trade, but the spices drew foreign traders to Ceylon

from very early times.

It is not certain whether the Arabs, who came before

the Christian era to south-west India, had dealings with

Ceylon. From the second century ad. till the early part

of the third century Greek traders came to the island.

There was again a revival of trade aftrr the time of

Constantine (a.d. 3*3-337), who mBd* Byxantium

(Constantinople) the capital of the Roman Empire 1 and

brought it into close contact with the East.

Another people that came to Ceylon to trade were the

Persians, who took ship from the Persian Gull. The

Persians were originally followers of Zoroaster, the

great teacher still followed by the Parsers of India and

Ceylon, but those who came to Ceylon were Christians

who belonged to the Nestorian sect. Just as the Maha-

yftnists disagree*! with the Hlnayflnists with regard to

the personality of the Buddha, so the Nestorians differed

It wis another Byi.ntirvr emptro*. Justinian (».D. S*?-S65).

who got the Immense mass of existing taws codified. and his 'Body

of Civil Law’ was adopted later by most c# the European

countries, and was introduced into Ceylon by the Dutch govern*-.

Joan Maatiuyker.
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from other Christians in their belief with regard to the

personality of Christ. The Persians also traded with

south.west India, and the Syrian Christian Church of

Travancore goes back to their times.

The Persian trade with Ceylon ceased in the seventh

century, when Persia was captured by the Muslims.

Muhammad, before his death in a.d. 632, had become

ruler over all Arabia, and hi* successors, called the

Caliphs, within ten years of their teacher’s death con-

quered Syria, Egypt and Persia. Their conquest of

Alexandria in a.d. 638 stopped Ceylon’s direct trade

with the Bysantine Empire, and this led before long to

trade relation* between Ceylon and Yemen in Arabia.

Before the end of the tenth century the Arab* established

a trading settlement in Colombo.

These Arabs carried on their trade as far as China,

but in the tenth century when the Sung dynasty (960-

1280) came into power the Chinese tried to trade directly

with other countries. Then Chinese junks came to

Ceylon to exchange their good* with those of foreign

traders who came from the West.

7. Buddhism and Hinduism

Buddhism, too, made great advances during this

period. Probably a* a result of the influence of Mahfl-

yftnism. it took a more popular turn, and satisfied the

needs of the laity better. There was a great increase

in the number of shrines, and the use of images as an

aid to worship became popular. There was also regular

preaching on fOya days and religious festivals became

common. The fcfcifcjfcm, too. entered more into the life

of the people by the more frequent performance of

ceremonies such as Pint.

The Buddhist bhUtshns. however, did not exercise
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any political power, like Christian monks and Brahmin

priests. They sometimes became the teachers of kings,

but they never served as government officials or political

advisers. Unlike Christian churchmen, they did not

usually oppose kings in political matters or claim

powers that came into conflict with the kings’ rights.

The influence of the bhikshut depended on their own
character, their good work on behalf of the people, and
the respect in which they were held by kings and other

laymen, who were anxious to enjoy bliss and escape

the dreadful sufferings of hell.

The different Buddhist sects made great headway,

and there was a certain amount of rivalry among them.

The Dhammarucis increased in numbers, and dwelt in

the Mahavihflr* and at Slgiriya and Mihintale. The
Chinese writer* mention that there were in Ceylon at

this lime the Buddhist sects called the MahiAlftsakas and
the Dharinaguptakas. Both these sects disagreed with

the Theravldins on matters of discipline. The Cfila-

mention* the evidence of the MahAsaftghikas, who
were the first to separate from the Tltfravida sect, and

some of their ideas are found in the P»li commentaries.

The PaAsukOlika*. who were hitherto merely distinguish-

ed by their stricter ascetic practices, formed into a

separate sect in 871 in the reign of S*na II.

The Sinhalese bhikshut, who belonged to these sects,

did not limit their activities to this island. They went

on pilgrimages to places sacred to Buddhism in India

like Buddh Gaya, and it i« said that Kit Siri Mevan
sent an embassy with gifts to Samudragupta in order

to obtain permission to build a t-ihUrt at Buddh Gayfi

for the use of Sinhalese pilgrims.

SiAhalcsc Buddhist bhikshut further did missionary

work in various parts of India. One of their centres was
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Nagarjunikoptfa. where recently the remain* of a vihart

used by them was discovered. Chinese book* tell us

that when Chinese women wanted an order of bhikthuijis

established in their country, it was the bhikihunis of the

Dharmaguptaka sect in Ceylon that came to their help,

in spite of the grave dangers involved in a sea-voyage

at that time.

Buddhism spread to China in the first century *.n.,

during the rule of the Han dynast}' (ao6 B.C.-A.D. aao),

and after that time bhikthus from Ceylon visited China,

and Chinese pilgrims came to India to visit the holy

places of Buddhism as well at to lake copies of the

Buddhist Scriptures. One of these. Fa-Hsien, visited

Ceylon about a.d. 41a and spent two years in this

country. The Sinhalese king* such as MabanAma sent

embassies to Chinese emperors owing to their common
interest in Buddhism from early in the fifth to the

middle of the eighth century, when China reached

the zenith of its power under the T’ang dynasty (a.d.

618-Q07).

The Buddhist bh.hthut and bhikshunis thus rendered

great services in spreading their faith in Ceylon and

other countries. They kept up also learning and culture

and educated such of the laity who came to them to

learn reading, writing, and other subjects they knew.

Many of these no doubt led noble lives, but the endow,
ment* made hy kings and chiefs to the vihares made
many, who desired a life of case, join the SaAgha. These
often did not keep to the standards expected of bhikthus

and eight kings during this period had to expel un-

worthy bhikthus from the SaAgha.

At the beginning of this period, in the time of Kit

Siri Mevan, the dalate, which was believed to be a tooth

of Gautama Buddha and worshipped in Kaliftga in India,
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was brought to Ceylon. It was placed in a special

building, and even in those days it was taken out in

procession once a year, when there was great rejoicing.

The people regarded it as a symbol of the Buddha, and

before long it became the palladium of the Sinhalese

kings. It was believed to possess miraculous powers,

and the possession of it, like the headgear and the

regalia, was considered necessary for a king. Hence

kings, whenever they changed their capital, removed it

and placed it in a new building in the new town they

occupied.

In the time of Mugalan I (a.i>. 496-5 *3) kisadhUu
(the hair-relic) of the Buddha was brought to Ceylon.

This too was put in a precious casket and placed in a

special building.

MahAyAnism also exercised much influence over the

island, and the cult of the bodhitallva gained a strong

footing especially in the Abhayagiri and the Jftavann

Viharfs. Many bddhisaltv* images were made ami

worshipped, and some of them, such as the so-called

Kush(arajA figure at Vlligama. are to be seen even

today. Katha, who is worshipped even up to the present

day, was originally no other than the bddhisattvo

Avalokitfs'vara or LdkKvara Xatha, whom the Maha-

ytnists looked upon as the saviour of mankind. In the

seventh century a temple was built to the god Kihircli

Upuluvan by Dappula, and there is reason to think

that this god too was a MahAyAnist bodhitallva.

One of the chief results of the spread of MahAyAna
Buddhism was the impetus it gave to the study of

Sanskrit, in which language its scriptures were written.

A Sanskrit inscription in Ceylon of the seventh century

a.d. record* the wish of the author to be a Buddha by
the merit he has gained. Another Sanskrit inscription.
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which belongs to the eighth century, contains the regula-

tions for the guidance of the bhikshus and the laymen

living within the precincts of the Abhayagiri Vihlrf

in Anuradhapura, or in lands belonging to it. The
Abhayagiri Vihlrf was well-known for its tolerance of

heresies, and the inscription shows that its inmates must
have had a good knowledge of Sanskrit.'

The study of Sanskrit in turn had far-reaching

results. Students in Ceylon came into touch with the

great Sanskrit literary works such as the Indian epics

and the works of Kalidasa. They borrowed from
Sanskrit a large number of words that the Sirthalcse

language lacked, and thus increased its richness of

expression. They hitherto knew only the books of the

I'Ali Canon, but now found new models in Sanskrit for

literary works. They began to consider words from a

new angle by the study of grammar, phonetics and
etymology and to write more skilfully in verse by the

study of prosody and poetics. Sanskrit writers dealt

also with such subject* as astrooomy, medicine, the

magic arts, music, architecture and politics, and these

sciences began to be studied in Ceylon. In other words
while a knowledge of Pali gave almost exclusively an
education in religious matters. Sanskrit brought to the

people a knowledge of secular subjects.

The spread of Sanskrit in Ceylon at this time was
due to another cause. Sanskrit was the language of
Hinduism just as Pali was the language of Th*rav3da
Buddhism, and Hinduism began to influence Ceylon as

' Cater Sinhalese week* reveal a knowledge of the work* of

Mah£yani*t Sanskrit writer*. *och at Iryatura’. /ilafcamdfd (The
Garland of Birth Stone*), (^.odragMnin-, grammar, and Santideva'*
excellent poem. Bodhir*n»d»«tira (The Entrance into the Training
foe Enlightenment).
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a result of its revival in India under the Gupta kings.

In the seventh century there was a Hindu revival also

in South India. It was caused mainly by the activities

of the Saivaite and the Vaishpavaite saints who com-

posed and sang hymns in praise of Siva and Vishnu.

This revival too was not without its effects on Ceylon.

Temples for the worship of Siva were set up at Mantai

and Trincomalee probably by Tamil settlers. The image

of the Hindu god Vishnu which is now at the Mahfldt-

vale in Kandy is said to have been brought to Dondra

in 790. while a Vishpu temple was built also at Kantalai

before the end of this period.

Hinduism was able to spread on account of two
reasons. It was not usual for kings of India and Ceylon

to persecute any religious sects. On the other hand,

they generally conferred their boons on all alike, and as

had long been the case with the bhikthut. so now the

Brflhmin priests were maintained by the kings. The
other reason was that the Brahmin priests did not come
into direct cooflict with Buddhist bkihihmt. They were
not an order of ascetics, and their chief duties lay in

carrying out for the people the domestic rites and
sacraments which the bhikshmt themselves did not

consi.ler it within their province to perform. The gods
they introduced perhaps replaced some local gods, but
for the worship of these there was no such order of

priests who could oppose the Brahmins.

8. Ijtoatvri

The growing interest in Buddhism and the influence

of Sanskrit led to a great deal of literary activity.
The earliest work of this period is the DtpavaAsa, a

compilation of Pali ballads and verses, most of which
were composed during the Ancient Period. It deals
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with the introduction of Buddhism into Ceylon and the

history of Ceylon up to Mahasen. The study of Pali

and the use of it for the writing of books became

more common with the arrival of BuddhaghOsa from

India in the reign of MahAnAma (a.d. 409-431). He is

the author of VUuJJhi Magga (The Path to Purity) in

which he gives a restatement of Buddhist doctrine. He
is also said to have translated the Sinhalese commen-

taries on the canonical works into the Pali language.

His works had a profound influence on later Buddhists,

and his methods of exposition of the scriptures were

followed in later times even in Burma.

The most important Pali work of this period is the

MahAvaAta, written about the sixth century a.d. It

covers the same ground as the DtpawAta, but gives

much more matter, borrowed from the Atfhaka flirt. It

is an epic and a work of art, and shows the influence

of Sanskrit both in language and in style. The
MahAvaAsa was one of the two works that most

influenced later Pali and SiAhalea* literature. The other

was the jAlaka. with its introduction, the NidAna

Kalha. The MakAbodkiraAui, which shows the in-

fluence of these two works, also appeared at the end

of this period, and gives the history of the bo-tree in

AnurAdhapura.

There was one great Sanskrit work composed during

this period. It is KumaradAsa's jAnahiharana or the

Abduction of SitA, which shows the influence of

Kalidasa’s RaghuvaAta. The author of this work is not

the king KumAra DhAtuscna
(
a.d

. 513-522), as is assumed

by many. Whoever he was, his work became famous

among scholars even in India.

Literary activity in Sinhalese was much less than in

PAli. In the time of BuddhadAsa. at the end of the
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fourth century a-d., some sections of the Pali Canon
were translated into Sinhalese. In the time of Agbd I

(a.d 56S-601) it is said there were twelve Sinhalese

poets. Four Sinhalese works, which still exist, appeared

before the end of this period. The Siyabatlakara is a

work composed about the ninth century A.D., and

testifies to the extensive influence of Sanskrit at this

time. It is an adaptation of Dapdin'* Sanskrit work
K&vyadaria which deal* with alaAkA’a or figures of

speech. The other three works arc purely of religious

interest. The Sikavafanda I'iniia and the Heranasika

Vinita consist of a summary of precepts to be observed

by bhikshut and idman/ras (novices) respectively. The
Dhamfiya Gatafaday* is said to have been written

by Kflfyapa V (a.d. It is an explanation of

the words and phrases in the Pali Dhammafwda
AHkakatka.

At the beginning of this period the Sinhalese language

began to take a distinctive form. Ihe script, too, went

through a change about the same time, but it began to

take on its modern rounded form only at the end of this

period, when the language also began to be strongly

influenced by Pali and Sanskrit.

9. AacHiTBcrvBK, Scvlftvbk and Painting

The spread of Buddhism and the growth of prosperity

as well as the relations with India led also to a great

advance in architecture. The shrines erected at first

during this period consisted of two sections standing on

two platforms connected by an enormous slab. One of

these sections formed the real shrine, while the oilier

was used lor the beating of the drums. Later much
grander structures were erected. For instance the

building lying to the west of the JrtavanSrama DagSbn
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was originally a vaulted building. Its brick walls and

immense door-posts of stone are vet to be seen. It has

a porch (man^apa), a nave, a communication passage,

anil a shrine, and resembles in some respects a Christian

church. The ddgobai of this period are small in size,

and the platforms on which they stand are square.

Another type of building which probably belongs to

this period is the gtdigl at Nalanda. It is built entirely

of stone in the style of the structural buildings erected

by the later Pallava rulers who followed Narasimha-

varman I. Nalanda lies midway on the road from

Dambulla to Matalt, and was a military post owing to its

strategic position between Malayarafa and Anur&dha|xira.

The army during this period consisted partly of Hindus

from South India, and some of them no doubt were

Pallava soldiers, as MAnavamrna became king of Ceylon

with the help of a Pallava army. This temple might

have been built for the use of Hindu troops who were

stationed at this place.

No castles were built by Sinhalese kings in order to

protect themselves, as kings and nobles did in Europe.

They merely built one or more walls round their cities,

which were sometimes surrounded by moat*. In times

of special danger they sometimes took refuge in rock-

fortresses, which gave them greater protection. The

best example of an old rock-fortress in Ceylon is

Slgiriya, which became the capital in the time ol

Kasyapa I. It is a huge unscalable rock rising suddenly

from the ground to a height of about six hundred feel,

and Kaiyapa I must have been a person who possessed

great imagination and courage to have attempted to

transform such a rock into an impregnable fortress. The

figure of the huge sleeping lion, constructed on the ledge

of the rock, which gave to the rock the name of
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Sifihagiri or Sigiriya (the Lion-rock), the galleries and

the wall around them, covered with marble-like plaster,

and the beautiful frescoes certainly display very great

skill, and are undoubtedly a credit to Kdiyapa's esthetic

taste.

Kaiyapa erected the royal buildings on the top of

this rock. In the area below, on the west side, he

set up the council chamber and other buildings where he

held his public functions. He constructed the city by

enclosing two oblong level spaces, one on either side of

the rock, with ramparts and moats.

Some of the best pieces of Ceylon sculpture also belong

to this period. Most of the carving is done on gneiss,

though it is more difficult to work on it than on limestone

which was used in the preceding period. In the early

part of this period the influence of the Gupta style is

to be seen in the bas-relief at Isurumuniya of a man and

a woman, and in other pieces of sculpture, such as the

figures of the Buddha, scaled in the posture of medi-

tation, and the moonstone carved on hard stone at the

entrance of the so-called Queen's Palace at Anurfdha*
pura.

There arc also examples of the Pallava style. The
carvings of figures of elephants on either side of the

cleft of the rock at Isurumuniya reminds one of the great

bas-relief at Mahabalipuram. representing the origin of

the Ganges, where the central cleft represents the

river. The figure of the man and the horse’s head at

the same place is also a piece of sculpture in the

Pallava style.

The frescoes of Sigiriya are the oldest noteworthy

paintings in Ceylon, and bear a remarkable resemblance

to some of the wall paintings in the caves at Ajapta in

western India. They represent either singly or in couples
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some twenty apiarasas or divine musicians, but arc still

considered by many to be queens of Kaiyapa. ‘The

pose of these figures is singularly graceful, while the

actual brush work indicates a sound knowledge of

modelling and technique. On the whole, while these

examples do not exhibit quite the skill of the best works

at Ajapift, they are nevertheless very charming works

of art.’ 1

6
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CHAPTER IV

THE POLONNARUVA PERIOD

It ha* already been shown in the previous chapters

how Ceylon was influenced in turn up to the ChOla

conquest by the Afokan and the Gupta civilizations.

This influence of North India waned after the tenth

century as this region fell into the hands of the Muslims
and its Hindu civilization received a set-back. South

India, however continued to be Hindu till 1565, and
during this time three great empires, the ChO|a, the

Pagdya and the Vijayanagara. rose in succession.

Ceylon had direct relations with all these three empires

and for short periods came under the rule of the Ch0|as
and the PSodyas. The result was it came to be

strongly influenced by South India during the period

from the Ch6|a conquest up to the coming of the

Portuguese.

This South Indian Period may be divided further into

two periods : one from the ChO|a conquest in 1017 up
to the end of the reign of Magha in lays, and the other

from the reign of VijayabAhu III (1133-1236) to the

arrival of the Portuguese in Ceylon in 1505. Pojonna-

ruva was the capital of Ceylon from 1017 to 1335 and
this period may appropriately be called the Pojon-

naruva Period.

The choice of Pojonnaruva as the capital was due to

many reasons. It now surpassed AnurAdhapura as a

centre of agricultural activity. As it lay in a strategic

position against invasions from Ruhuna. it was more
important than AnurAdhapura to the Cb6|as, who had
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no enemies from South India to fear. After the expulsion

of the Chdjas the Sinhalese kings, too, preferred to

reside in Poionnaruva, as Anuridhapura was in ruins,

and the situation of Pojonnaruva was more central and,

therefore, more suitable for the direct government of the

whole island.

Two of the greatest Sinhalese kings lived during this

time. One of these, Vijayabahu I, who commenced his

career as ruler of Malayarata, made Ceylon independent

of the Chdlas, and ruled over the whole island. The
ocher, ParfikramabAhu the Great, who also ruled over

the whole island, made war in South India and Burma,

set up an efficient system of administration, developed

agriculture by constructing extensive irrigation works,

and spread Buddhism by encouraging Buddhist literature

and by setting up religious buildings.

1. The Cho^as

The great ChOja empire established by RHjarEja the

Great reached the xrnith of its power under his son

Rajtndra I (101 4- >044). Rijtndra I strengthened the

position of the ChOjas in India and Ceylon, and gained

control of the Malay Peninsula and the Hast Indies.

In 1016 the Western Chalukyas, who had regained their

power, made war on the ChOjas, and the struggle

between the two peoples absorbed to a great extent

the attention of RAjtndra’s successors. RajldhirSja I

(1044-1054), Rijtadra II (1054-1064) and VirarajCndra

(1064-1070). At the accession of the next ruler Adhi-

rtjCndra in 1070 there was a civil war which led to his

death, and the throne was immediately seized by the

Eastern Chalukya KulOttuAga I (1070-1 no).

KuIOttuAga's reign was spent partly in fighting the

Chalukyas and subduing his rebellious subjects in
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Pftltfy*. Ch*ra, and Kalinga. Hi* successors. Vikrama

Cho|a (1120-1135) and KukMtuAga II (1 135-1 150) main-

tained intact the empire left by him, but in the reign of

the next ruler, Rijarija II (11 50-1 173) the Ch6|a

administration began to show signs of weakness. The

local rulers began to assert their power and even waged

wars without any reference to the Emperor. Such a

war was the one begun by two P*ody* rulers at the

end of the reign of Rijarija II and continued during the

reigns of his successors RajadhirSja II (1173-1182) and

KulfittuAga III (1 182-1218). The Chbja rulers gave

their aid to the party which appealed for their help and

acknowledged their supremacy. The result was that

Papaya, coming under a single ruler, grew in strength

and took steps to assert it* independence. About the

same time another people came into prominence. The

Western Chahikyas. defeated by the Kakatiya* about

1173, lost much of their power, and their vassal* the

Hoysalas began to free themselves from their control.

In 1216 Maravarman Sundara Pipdya made war on

KulOttuAga III. KulOttubga. unable to resist him, fled

leaving hit capital to Maravarman’a mercy, l-atcr he

regained his throne by acknowledging the supremacy

of Papaya, a* he was helped by the Hoysala ruler who

feared the rising power of Papaya. Thus the great

Chdja Emperor who ruled over a great pari of India

now became a subordinate of hi* erstwhile feudatory

Pflodya-

a. Thi Chop* Rule in Ceylon and its

Overthrow ry VijayabXhu I

The Chdlas who conquered Ceylon in 1017 maintain,

ed their rule till 1070. Before this Pandja and Choja

adventurers had seiied the SiAhalese throne and become
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masters of the island
; but their rule made little difference

to the people, as they merely took the place of Sinhalese

king’s and ruled the country more or less as the

SiAhalese kings did before them. In 1017 Ceylon for

the first time ceased to be an independent kingdom,

and became a mere unit of the mighty Ch0|a empire.

It is not known whether the ChOlat changed the

administrative system in any way, apart from appoint'

ing their own people to the higher administrative and

military posts. Though the ChOja soldiers attacked

Buddhist shrines in times of war. it is not likely that

the Chdla governors deviated from the usual custom
of Ch6|a kings and persecuted Buddhism. They, being

Hindus, no doubt offered their patronage mainly to

Hinduism, but in this they did not adopt an altogether

new policy, as SiAhalese kings had supported Brahmins

before them. In culture the ChOfas did not differ much
from the SiAhalese, as they had come even earlier

under the influence of the civilization of North India.

Nevertheless, the Ch0{a occupation could not have been

liked by the SiAhalese chiefs, who lost their power and

influence, or the people as a whole, as the country was

no longer ruled primarily in their interests. The wealth

of Ceylon partly went to enrich the Cho|a kings, who
spent a good deal on expensive wars and in building

and maintaining temples in South India, such as the

one built at Tanjore by Rajaraja the Great, for the

maintenance of which even the income of five villages

in Ceylon was devoted from 1014.

In the early part of the reign of Ra}€ndra I (1014*

1044) the SiAhalese made no attempt to regain their

power, but about to22 they helped PSitfya and Ch*ra
in their attempt to put an end to the suzerainty of

Ch6|a. Rajendra crushed this rebellion, expelled the
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Papaya and the Chira rulers from their thrones, and

made one of his sons the ruler of these territories.

Some members of these South Indian royal families then

came to Ceylon and carried on war against Ch6la in

Kuhupa cither independently or in alliance with the

Sinhalese.

The first attempt to expel the Ch6|as from Ceylon

was made in 1029 by Vikramab&hu, the son of

Mihindu V. He was followed by five others whose

power lasted only for short periods. The last three of

them were Vikrama Pindya of the Paptjyan royal

family and Jagatpila of Kanauj. both of whom ruled

from Kalutara. and Parakrama PAndu, the son of the

king of Pflndya.

After the last of these was put to death by the

ChAlas, a Sinhalese general named Lftktivara

•055), assisted by a section of the Sinhalese, captured

Ruhupa about 1040. and established himself at Katara-

gama on the MAnik Gangs, while Kirti, a descendant

of the Sinhalese royal family, supported by those who

opposed LAktivara, made himself ruler of Mnlnyaraia.

I.Akt.4vara maintained his hold over Ruhupa for six

years, and on his death another Sinhalese chief called

KfttadhAtu Kafyapn succeeded him. Soon after his

accession he was attacked in turn by the Ch6|as and

by Kirti, who had now a great following in Pasdun

Koral*. He successfully defended himself against the

Chulas. but Kirti defeated him and occupied Kataragama.

Kirti, who now assumed the name of Vijavabflhu,

decided to free Ceylon from the ChAlas and become its

ruler. With this object in view he began to make

preparations for a war; but, before he was strong

enough to start his campaign, a ChAja army marched

to Ruhuna to crush his power. VijayabShu was too
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shrewd to risk his position by fighting against the

Ch6|as. Therefore he made a hasty retreat to Malaya-

rata, and stayed there till the Ch6ja troops withdrew.

After that he came back to Ruhuna, and resided

at Tambalagama (on the upper Gingafiga), where he

was safer from an attack of the ChOjas than at

Kataragama.

At this time there was a great deal of opposition to

GhA|a rule in Rajarata, and an army had to be sent

from South India to break down this resistance. Once
Rajarata was subdued, the Chdja army marched south-

wards, and ravaged Kuhupa. VijayahAhu thereupon

occupied the rock-fortress of PaluUhagiri' and fortified

the place. When the Cho|as attacked him there, he

defeated them, put their general to death, and occupied

Po|onnaruva. The Chdja king. Vlrar»j*ndra (1064-

1069) having heard of this disaster, despatched in 1067

a large army from South India. VijayaliAhu sent

forces to cheek its advance, but his army received such

a defeat near Anurfldhapura that he was compelled to

flee from Pojonnaruva and defend himself for three

months on the rocky hill of Vskirigala lying to the west

of KadugannAva.

When VijayabAhu was in these straits there was an

insurrection at Buttala led by a brother of KcsIadhAtu

KAiyapa, and he had no alternative but to leave for

Ruhuna and subdue the rebels. Kc4adhitu K&iyapa's

brother was defeated, and he went over to the Ch6)as.

VijayabAhu, who was not quite secure, once more

occupied Tambalagama which he further fortified.

From there he went to Mahlnflgakula on the lower

* PsMthagirl is probably the same if PaUfupiN. a rock fortress

••r Msgul Malta Vihari. which lies about right mite* to the

““ of Tiasaniahirima
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Valavfi UaAga and bogan to prepart for another war

against the ChOjas.

As a result of the rebellion that took place in 1070 at

the accession of the CbOla ruler Adhirijfndra and the

confusion that followed his death, PAndya was able to

assert its independence, and VijayabAhu also took the

opportunity to expel the Chdjas from Ceylon. He sent

one army from the west through MAyArafa which
captured Anurldhapura and occupied M&ntai and another
along the east coast towards Poloonaruva. After that

he himself marched through MahivangaAa with another

army and captured Pojonnaruva Thus he put an end
to ChOja rule in Ceylon and made Pojonnaruva his

capital which he re-named Vijayarajapurx

y Vijavarahu I AND MIS Successors

VijayabAhu I (1070.1114) ruled at sole monarch for

forty-four years, but he could not achieve much as an

administrator as his reign was not altogether peaceful.

Immediately after he expelled the ChOjas from the

island, he had to crush a rebellion of one of his generals.

Again three brothers who held high posts in the country

raised a rebellion which spread through MAyArnta.

Ruhuija, and the Malayara(a. The third rebellion,

which took place in 1085, affected his position even more
seriously. The ambassadors he sent to the Western

ChAlukya king. VikramAditya VI. were iD-trcatcd by

the ChAja*. and to avenge this insult he prepared to

make war on ChAla. But before his two generals

could leave the island, the Tamil mercenaries called the

Ve'aikkfiras. who were unwilling to fight their kinsmen

in India, mutinied, killed the two generals, and burnt

the king's palace. To save himself VijayabAhu fled to

VAkirigala with all his valuable possessions. Returning
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from there with troops, he subdued the rebels, and

caused to be burnt to death the ringleaders who had

dared to oppose his wishes.

After VijayabAhu’s death his brother Jayabflhu 1 be-

came king. The next in succession was Vikramabihu,
the son of VijayabAhu by a princess of Kalinga, and
he according to custom should have become the ymvttmja
(sub-king) and ruler of MlyAra|a. JayabAhu, however,
favoured the sons of his sister Mitt* who had married

a Pflitfya prince, and her eldest son M.’inflhharana

became the ruler of MAyArafa, got himself consecrated

as uporajd, and thus made himself recognised as the

successor of JayabAhu. VikramabAhu, who did not

wish to be deprived of his rights, immediately marched
with his forces, and met near Itut tala MftnAbharana and
his two brothers Kirti Sri Mtgha and Sri Vallabha,

who were already on their way to fight him.* He
defeated them in a number of skirmishes, and, expelling

Jayabihu from the throne, became king of Kiijarnta.

MAnAbharaga continued to rule over MAyArafa from his

capital, PunkhagAma.* while his two brothers divided

Ruhuja between them. Sri Vallabha from MahAnAga-
ku|a ruled Dolosdahasrata (i.e. Ruhuija, west of the

Valavf Gariga), and Kirti Sri Mfgha from Udundora

(UddhanadvAra. probably GaUbldda, near Monaragala)

A(adahasrata. the eastern part.

* F i i

ViJayabAbo 1 jayabihu Jtittl

Vlkrsmabsha II MAaAbfcaraoa Kirti Sri Mfgha Sri Vallabha

Gajabihc II PsrikrsiLabStu ] Mir.abharana

firt Vakbha
This ha, bern *Sev.i6*J « DMfeaaa.
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About a year afterward* the three brother* marched

with troop* once more to fight against Vikramabahu,

but, being defeated at Bodhisenapabbata. withdrew to

Pasdun KOralf. Vikramabahu chased them as far as

Kftlaniya, but had to return to check the march of an

Indian adventurer called Vfradtva. who took this oppor-
tunity to invade Ceylon. Viradtva won a victory near

Mannar, and chased VikramabAhu to Po|onnaruva,

which he occupied. Vikramablhu at first retreated to

Ko(usara, a place which seem* to have stood to the

south of the MahavAli GaAga, but later defeated Vlra-

d«va, and once more became king of Rajarafa.

After this the three brothers made no attrmpt to oust

Vikramabahu from the throne. There was, however,

constant fighting between the troops on either side of

the frontiers, and this led to a certain amount of misrule

and disorder in the country.

MAnAbharaQa died after ruling for a few years and

his brother Klrti Sri Mfgha became the ruler of

Mflylrafa, and .<rl Vallabha obtained the whole of

Ruhupa. VikramabAhu II died in .137, and was
succeeded by his son, GajabAhu II. The two brothers,

Kfrti ffrf Mtgha and Sri Vallabha. made an attack

against Gajabdhu too, but Gajablhu, like his father,

defended himself successfully.

4. The Early Lira or Parakramabahu I

A new figure now came on the scene. He was Parft-

kramabAhu, the son of MAnAbharana, who by his

shrewdness and ability brought the whole country once

more under a single ruler. Fortunately there is a good

deal of information about him in the COlavaAta, and his

life forms an interesting study. His career can be

divided into three periods. The first of these he spent
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in intriguing against his uncle, Kirti Sri Mfcgha, and

his cousin, GajabShu. The second period consists of his

rule over MiyArata and his wars against his cousins,

GajabShu. and ManAbharana. the son of Sri Vallabha.

The third period, during which he was master of the

whole island, was spent in erecting religious buildings,

constructing irrigation works and in waging wars in

Burma and in South India.

At his father's death ParakramabShu went to Ruhuna
and lived with his uncle, Sri Vallabha at Mahanagaku]a.
After some time he returned to MftyArata and resided

at SaAkhatthall with Kirti Sri Mfgha. Before long

his ambition for power got the better of him, and he

conspired to scire the throne of his uncle who gave him
hospitality. He marched with forces to Ratalagoda,'

which stood about ten miles away from SaAkhatthall,

and, murdering his uncle's best general who was
stationed there, he seized all the treasures that werp
with him. From there he proceeded to BuddhagAma
(NfAnikdena in the Mltilf District) slaying the soldiers

who pursued him. and allied himself with Gajabahu's

general at Kalftvlva.

At this stage Kirti Sri Mfgha sent a large army to

capture his nephew, who was becoming a danger to

him. Parftkramabahu, to avoid capture by this army,

retreated first to Bogambara, which lies to the north-

east of Mult, and from there to the I-aggala moun-
tains. But when he came from this place to Ambana,
he was defeated and his forces were scattered by his

uncle's troops. Then, finding no alternative, he came
to terms with GajabAhu. his uncle's enemy, and resided

with him at Polonnaruva.
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ParSkramahihu again acted treacherously against his

host. He made use of his stay at Polonnaruva to get

supporters for himself, and to find out details with

regard to the extent of the wealth and the resources

of Kajarala. As soon as he noticed that he had roused

the suspicions of Gajabihu. he fled from Rajarata and

came back to Mflyarata. Kirti Sri Megha was not

prepared to receive him at first, but. when Partkrama-

bahu's mother interceded on his behalf, he yielded to

her entreaties, and allowed him to reside with him,

Kirti Sri Megha, who was now quite old, died soon

after, and since his brother, Sri Vattabha, was already

dead, Parikramabihu succeeded Kirti Sri Mtgha as ruler

of MAyfiraia.

5. Tmi Wui with GajabAhi' a*d MXsAiihabasia

Parikramabihu was too ambitious to be satisfied

with being a ruler of only a part of Ceylon, and made
it his aim to capture Rajarata, First of all he

strengthened the forces that guarded the frontiers, and

then made careful preparations for a war. He planned

his campaign so as to attack Rajarata both from the

west and from the south at the same time. Before he

ordered the march from the south, he got one of his

generals to occupy Malayarata in order to prevent an

attack from the rear, and made him conquer Dumbara to

begin his operations from this district. As soon as

Dumbara was occupied Gajabahu sent an army to check

the aggression of Parikramabihu. Parflkramabfthu

defeated these forces, and began his campaign from the

west. His troops first occupied the west coast of Raja-

rata and the pearl-banks and then pressed eastwards

along the Kali Oya, driving away the forces on the

frontier. After they had forced their way beyond Dam-
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bulla. GajabAhu sent fresh forces and recovered the

territory that was lost 00 the west, but his forces sent

to recover Dumbara were defeated and scattered by

ParAkramabAhu's troops.

After this victory Parakramabahu started an attack

once more both from the west and the south. The army

on the west captured again the district of the coast,

and marching eastwards occupied AnurAdhapura, while

the army on the south inarching northwards occupied

the Atahfira District. From these two places both

armies pressed on Pojonnaruva and took GajahShu

prisoner.

GajabAhu'* supporters immediately sought the help of

MAnAbharapa, the son of Sri V’allabha. who now ruled

Ruhupa ; and MAnAblurana. in spite of the alliance he

had already made with ParAkiamabAhu, came with his

forces, and captured Pojonnaruva. Instead of releasing

GajabAhu, he cast him in a dungeon and made himself

ruler of Rajarata.

GajabAhu, who now found himself in a worse plight,

sought ParAkramabahu's help, and Partkramabihu

captured Pojonnaruva once more. Manabharapa, being

defeated, lied to Ruhupa, while Gajabtthu. who was set

free, fled to Kojusara, from where he directed his attacks

against the forces of Parakramabahu. After some time

with the help of some bhikshm he came to terms with

ParSkramabAhu. They made each the other's heir, and

promised to live in peace with each other and to support

each other in case of attack from a third party.'

GajabAhu after this kept his promises, and refused

1
ll is possible 1ha! cne of the nun thas led 10 the war brlw-m

Pvikrimabahu and GafaUlNi was the coming of seme foreign

prince* «o the cowl of Pojonnaru>a and the fear of PsrUcramabihu

that one of line would be made Gajabahu's successor.
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oilers of alliance from Manabharana. Bui on his death

ParAkramablhu had lo fight again to become the ruler

of Kajara(a, a* Manabharana. who was equally anxious

to seize Rajarafa and become the chief ruler of the

island, marched with his forces to wage war against him.

ParAkramabAhu immediately stationed troops along the

MahAvili Gafiga to prevent Min&bharaga from crossing

it. lienee most of the fighting took place at first near

the fords of the MahAvAli Gafiga, such as the ferry near

HembarXva, thirteen miles to the north of Alutnuvara,

Dastofa and MAgantota. ParAkramabAhu succeeded in

repelling all attacks, but failed to win a decisive victory

and drive the enemy away. Thereupon he adopted a

new method of attack. He sent an army from the

north-west of Ruhu^a by way of Katnapura to attack

the enemy from the rear. MAnAbharatta now sent a

part of his troops to check the march of the enemy

from the west. But. before ParAkramabAhu could take

advantage of this partial withdrawal of the troops, his

general, NArAyana, who was stationed at AnurAdhapura,

rose in rebellion, and he was obliged to send a part ol

his troops to crush him. Although this rebellion was

quickly subdued. MAnAbharapa defeated his forces soon

after; and he was compelled to retreat to Po|onnaruva,

and then to Dambulla and Vikramapura near NikavA-

va|iya. MAnAbharana followed the enemy as far as

Giritalf. From there he sent one army to AnurAdha-

pura, to attack MayArafa from the north-east, while he

himself decided to march to MAnikdena to attack it from

the cast. This plan of campaign however failed as his

army which went to AnurAdhapura was defeated near

KalAvAva. After this ParAkramabAhu pressed forward

against MAnAbharana. and at the end of six months'

fighting won a decisive victory. Manabharana fled
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immediately to Ruhuga where he died soon after, while

Parakramabahu. having captured hit ton Sri Vallabha.

occupied Polonnaruva. and got himself consecrated as

king in 1153.

6. Thu Conquest or Rihuna

The opposition in Ruhupa to the rule of Parakrama-

bahu did not come to an end with the death of

Manflbharapa. Some of its chiefs who expected punish-

ment at the hands of Parakramabahu, supported by

SugaU, the mother of Minabharapa, rose in rebellion

in 1157. Parakramabahu, like the Cho|as, found it no

easy task to subdue the rebels, as they when defeated

retreated to the hill districts and carried on a guerilla

warfare.

As soon as the rebellion broke out, Parakramabahu,

in order to capture the Tooth and the Bowl relics, sent

an army to Udundora, the scat of Sugala. But its

progress was hindered for some time by a rebellion of

the Vt|aikka[a, the Kerala and the SiAhalesc mercena-

ries. After these rebels were overcome Parttkrama-

bahu’s army fought its way along the Mahlvili GaAga,

and took the road towards Bibil*. A section of the

army, however, was sent by way of Passara to prevent

the enemy stationed there from making a flank attack.

The main army, after this section rejoined it, fought its

way through Mldagama. and won a great battle at

Udundora. SugalA, however, fled with the Tooth and

the Bowl relies, but Parukramah&hu's army, strengthen-

ed by the troops which had subdued the rebels in the

district of Dikv&va (Mahakandiyaviva), pursued her
and captured the relcs.

After this, a section of the army occupied once more
the district to the north of Badulla to prevent a flank
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attack from this direction, while the main army march-

ing southwards fought two battles near Buttala. But

it could not proceed further south owing to the guerilla

warfare that was carried on by the defeated rebels.

ParikkramabAhu then invaded Ruhuna from the west.

One army went along the coast, and captured Gintoia,

Vflligama, Kamburugamuva, Maura and Dondra.

Another army fought its way through PAImatjulla and

RakvAga to the region of the Crubokka mountains, and

finally occupied MahSnAgakula. Then the two armies

joined together, and after defeating the enemy in many

places captured MAgama. After further fighting in

eastern Ruhupa they defeated Sugall, and captured

Udundora once more. Thus Ruhupa was subdued.

The supremacy of ParlkiamabAhu was challenged

twice after this, in Ruhupa in 1160 and at Mtntal in

1168. Both rebellions were easily quelled.

7. Tk* KXunoa Dynasty

ParAkramabthu the Great had no son to succeed him,

and he arranged that his sister's son, the KaliAga

prince Vijayabahu should take his place. But this

arrangement was not favoured by one section as Vijaya-

bahu was a foreigner, and on the very day of his

accession there was a revolt which fortunately for him

was suppressed by a general that supported him. Once

order was restored Vijayabahu did not believe in work-

ing against his opponents but tried to win them over

to his side. He released those whom ParAkramabfthu

had imprisoned and restored to them the lands that had

been confiscated.

At the end of one year Kirti KiitaAka Malla (1187-

1196). who too came from KaliAga, succeeded Vijaya-

bahu who was assassinated. He was a very able ruler
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and did much for the improvement of Ceylon during

his short reign of nine years. He too adopted a policy

of conciliation like VijayabAhu II and tried to win over

his enemies. He put down lawlessness and gave the

people security to carry on their activities. He made
constant tours to study the conditions of the country and

tried to remove all causes of disaffection. 1

NiHaAka Malla was followed by three members of the

Kftliftga dynasty all of whom ruled only for one year. The

last of them appears to have been deposed by a general

of the anti-Kfllihga faction who placed Parikramabahu’s

queen Lllflvatl on the throne. After this the two factions

appear to have struggled for supremacy placing In turn

their nominees in power. During this time four princes

from KaliAga and a prince from Papaya ruled over

Ceylon. The last ruler was Migha of KaliAga (1214-

H351 who did not follow the policy of conciliation and

persuasion of Vijayabahu and NiifaAka Malla but adopt-

ed pure terrorism to crush all opposition. He with his

army ravaged Rajarata. treated with violence the bhih-

thus and the laity, and cause I destruction everywhere.

The confusion that followed the reign of ParAkrama-

bfthu I was due to many causes. ParAkramabAhu had

no successor in whose rule the whole country would

acquiesce, and, once the strong hand of ParAkramabAhu

was removed, those kept in subjection by him began

to assert themselves. He left behind a number of

• In spits of all this ged work dens by Niffaftka Malla. toms of

the SiAhaleee chief, appear to have rearmed hi. rule. NiMahka

Malla argue, lo cne of hie iaacriptkw that the Kihhga dynariy

had the best claim to be ruler, of Ceylon a. the first SI fthale* king

Vliay, wM from KaliOga. The ChMa and 0* Paptfya prince*

wtt unsuitable a. theym hostile to Buddbam while the member,

of GovikuU had 00 right to be king, a1 they were not kiholhjai.

7
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experienced generals who had seen sen-ice in Ceylon

and other countries. These had much influence with

the army and some of them tried to seize power by

placing their own nominees on the throne or by getting

rid of those who did not favour them. Lastly the

determination of the KflliAga dynasty not to abandon

their right to rule over Ceylon led to many invasions;

and these resulted in such devastation of the country

that the Icings that followed made no attempt to restore

the cultivation of these regions.

8. The Svstim or Govehkmext axd Political Ideas

The system of administration during this time did not

differ much from that which existed in the preceding

period, but Parfllcramabthu the Great made it more

efficient. When he was a ruler of M*y*ra|a, he

separated the army department from the finance depart-

ment and placed each of them under a separate official.

After he became the rukr of the whole island, he

appointed a governor to each proviocc and a minor

official to each of the districts. He also established u

number of departments to supervise the various fields

of administration.

The king's council at this time consisted of the yui-a-

rdp, the princes, the rtr«p*U, the principal chiefs, the

mahaltkha, the governors of the provinces, the chiefs

of the districts, and the principal merchants. In all

important matters he took the advice of this council,

but its exact powers are not known.

The king's income during this period depended on the

tame sources as in the earlier periods. As the chief

occupation of the people was agriculture the main

source of revenue was the grain-tax. All lands except

those given away for services, whether fields, chfnas or
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gardens, had to pay a share of the produce. In Ni&aAka
Malta's time lands were divided into three classes and

the rates of land revenue were fixed according to their

productivity. Those who held no lands but carried on

trades and occupations paid special taxes in money or

kind. It is possible that the mardjo or death duty

referred to in an inscription at the end of the fifteenth

century was levied also at this time. By it one-third

of the movables of a deceased person went to the king

if he left any sons and the whole if he left no heir.

The strong influence of South India at this time

affected the ideas about the rights of succession. The
Aryans of North India always claimed their descent

from the father’s side, as they followed the patriarchal

system. Some at least of the Dravidians, on the other

hand, followed the matriarchal system, and traced their

descent fremi the mother's side. In the last chapter It

was pointed out that a king had to be of noble descent

not only from his father's xidr but also from his mother’s

side. In this period this idea was carried further, and

many rulers, e.g., ParikramahShu, traced their descent

from the mother's side. It is possible that it is this

belief in the rights of matrilineal descent that induced

the sons of Mitt* to contest the right of Vikramablhu

to the throne of Rajarafa.

The ideas about kings, too, changed to some extent

during this period. In the preceding chapter it was

pointed out that a king was looked upon as a bodhimttva.

According to NlffaAka Malta an impartial king was

like a Buddha, and though kings appeared in human
form they were to be regarded as gods. Hindus always

looked upon their kings as gods, and NisfaAka Malla's

statement clearly shows the strong influence of Hindu-

ism at this time.
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9. YYaUF MIE

There is a great deal of information with regard to

the wars that took place during this period and it is

possible to give some account of the weapons used and

the methods adopted by the armies in fighting one

another in these times. Ancient Indian works usually

refer to armies as consisting of riders on elephants,

cavalry, charioteers, and infantry. In Ceylon horses,

chariots, and elephants appear to have been used at

time* in warfare, but an army in which they formed

a part was rather the exception than the rule. The

chief reason for this was that they could not be

easily used in a country like Ceylon, which was thickly

wooded and in which there were no convenient routes

for the armies to follow. There was only one well-

known road at this time, and it ran from Mantai to

MSgama. Nitianka Malta even art up stones along it

to mark every two miles. But armies couki not always

keep to this road, and had at times to cut their way
through jungles and along ateep paths, which could

hardly be traversed by elephants, chariots and horses.

Under such circumstances the soldiers as a rule

travelled on foot. The generals, however, got them-

selves carried in palanquins, and parasols were held

over them as a sign of their authority.

The chief weapons used by the soldiers for attack-

ing the enemy consisted of swords, lances, javelins,

daggers, darts, catapults, and chibs. For self-defence

shields and doublets made of buffalo hide were used.

Archers often played an important part in defending

cities and fortresses and at times they used poisoned

arrows.
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The troops consisted of either the local militia or the

mercenaries. In the Ancient Period the mercenaries

were almost entirely Sinhalese, but in the Early Medieval

Period mercenaries from Cbtra, Mysore and other parts

of India began to be employed. A part of the army
formed the bodyguard of the Icing, and the rest were
placed at the frontiers, at port, of landing, and in

other strategic places. These came under the super,

vision of the rulers of the districts to which they

belonged.

The Ve|aiklc4ras were mercenary soldiers who first

came to Ceylon with the Chdla army under Rajendra I.

They appear to have been employed by a commercial

corporation which had its headquarters in Mahfliftshtra,

with branch establishments in various parts of South

India, Ceylon, Burma and other parts of Further India.

Although the usual work of these soldiers was the pro-

tection of the commercial establishments, they often

served in the armies of the kings under whose rule they

lived. They were a powerful body, and in Ceylon they

gave trouble to kings like Vijayahfthu I, GajabAhu II

and ParAkramahthu the Great. After the death of

Vijayabahu I, the doladdg/ built by him was placed in

their charge so that it might be safe from any attack.

Little is known about the commercial body which

employed them. It probably carried on its activities

somewhat on the lines of the later East India Companies

of the Europeans, and employed soldiers to protect its

merchandise in times of war and disorder.

Cities for purposes of defence were fortified with walls

and trenches. Defeated armies often retreated to rock

fortresses such as Vakirigala, where they could more

safely defend themsehres. At times temporary for-

tresses were made by driving rows of stakes like
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spear-points into the ground, and by digging between

them ditches, in which sharpened stakes and thorns

were placed.

The chief routes which the armies followed were along

the banks of the rivers. Though rirers were thus a help

to conquest, they were, however, a hindrance whenever

armies had to cross them. The armios from the south

could march along the right bank of the MahavJkli C.artga,

but found it difficult to get to Rajarata as they had to

cross the river at some place. There were a number

of fords extending from Vtraganto<a near Alutnuvara

to MAgantota near Polonnaruva; but these were as a

rule carefully guarded. Hence Pojonnaruva had some-

time* to be attacked by marching through MayAraja and

approaching it from the west. The armies that marched
south on the eastern tide usually went by way of BibiM,

Mldagama, and Monaragala. Their march was often

checked near Buttala. as. in order to reach it, they had

to cross the Kumbukkan Oya and a mountain pass.

Therefore Ruhupa was often attacked from the west,

and the invading armies marched along the coast or by

the route that led through Pilmatfulla and Bulutofa.

The Malayarata was always difficult to conquer owing

to the dense forests and the mountainous nature of the

district.

Some wars, especially those which lasted a long time,

led to much destruction and disorder. The troops cut

down trees like the coconut palm on which the people

depended for their sustenance. They set fire to villages

and market-towns destroying the houses and the posses-

sion* of the people. They pierced the bunds of tanks

which were full, and destroyed the dams built across

rivers and canals in order to destroy crops and hinder

cultivation. In some places they devastated the lands
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to such an extent that it became impossible to trace

the sites of old villages.

Chiefs, living in inaccessible districts, refused at such

times to obey royal commands and withheld the taxes

due from their territories. Slaves and workmen refused

to carry out the services which they had to perform

for their masters, and thus the lands which they had
to cultivate were neglected. Some of them acting

against custom became mercenaries and obtained high

offices to which they were not entitled. Some people

plundered towns or took to highway robbery, as there

was no one to punish them for their misdeed*. Thu*
there was no law or order and no safety for life or

property.

10. Agriculture akd Irrigation

In spite of the numerous wars that took place during

this period, there was a great deal of agricultural acti-

vity. Vijayabfthu I repaired a large number of tanka

which had been neglected during the rule of the ChA|as.

Parakrnmabahu the Great, when he became ruler ol

M.1yAra(a, built many causeways across (he Dlduru

Oya, and diverted its water into excavated channels.

He cleared the jungle around these channels, and con-

verted into fields the land which he opened up. He
enlarged the PiQ^avlva, which lies to the north-west

of KurunAgala, and repaired a number of tanks, such

as the TabbdvavAva. which lies to the east of Puttalam,

and the -MAgallavlva near Nikavlrajiya. He also

drained the swamps of Pasdun Kdrale and converted

them into fields.

After he became the ruler of the whole island, he
carried out a well-planned and extensive scheme of irriga-

tion works. He repaired a large number of tanks and
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put into working order many important canals, such

as the Jaya GaAga, which joined the KalAvAva to the

TisAvAva. He is said to have built also many new

tanks and canals. But as most of the names given in

the Culavansa are no longer known to the people, it

is difficult to say what most of them represent today.

One of the biggest tanks constructed by ParAkrama-

bflhu was the Sea of ParAkrama, which was built by

enlarging the Tdplviva to include the modem Dum-
bu|uluv*va. To supply it with water he connected it

to the Amban GaAga by means of the AAgamidilla Ala

(AkAsa GangA), which he further extended as far as

the MinnAriya Tank. Another channel probably built by

him was the MmipA Ala, which diverts a part of the

water of the MahavAli GaAga before it takes its north-

ward turn. It was alto probably at this time that the

Alahflra Canal was extended northwards as far as the

Kantalai Tank, and southward* for about thirty to

thirty-five miles, by building a dam higher up the

river.

All these tanks and canals must have helped to

develop agriculture in an unprecedented manner. The

prosperity that followed explains how ParAkramabAhu

was able to carry on expensive wars and erect numerous

buildings which must have cost him a great deal of

wealth.

These extensive irrigation works must have needed a

great deal of labour to keep them in repair. NiiSaAka

Malla during his reign saw that they were not neglected,

but the invasions and wars that followed his death and

the ravages made during the rule of MAgha left the

irrigation works in such a state that no ruler who
followed took up the task of repairing them.
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ii. Buddhism and Hinduism

Buddhism did not have the same vitality at the begin-

ning of this period as in the preceding centuries. The

Chflja occupation of Ceylon and the numerous wars

that followed gave such a set-back to Buddhism that

Vijayabahu I had to effect a purification of the SaAgha

and get bhiktkus from Burma (RamaAAa) to renew the

succession of the Order.

After the death of VijayabJhu Buddhism suffered once

more during ihe wars between VikramabAhu II and the

sons of Mittl, when even Buddhist *Atr#i were robbed

of their images and wealth. ParlkramabAhu I also had

to expel unworthy bhikshus from the Order. Enlisting

the sympathies of the fraternity that lived at Dimbula-

gnla, he brought about a union of the three sects

associaled with the MahivlhArt, the Abhayagiri VihArA,

and the Jetavana VihAr*. Buddhism undoubtedly made
great progress during his reign, but there appears to

have been some decline soon after his death, as

NiWaAka Malta also claims to have expelled unworthy
bhikshus and reconciled the three sects. At the end of

this period Buddhism suffered badly once more at the

hands of MAgha of KaliAga, who not only did not

support Buddhism but destroyed Buddhist shrines and

seized their wealth.

Adam's Peak was a place of worship from very early

times, as the depression on the rock at its top was
believed to be a footprint of the Buddha. But it was

not until this period that it became a common practice

to make pilgrimages to this spot. VijayabAhu I pro-

vided resting-places along the roads to this peak, and

set apart the revenue of the village of Gilimal# in the

Ratnapura district for the supply of food to pilgrims.
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II was also during this period that the possession of

the daltda, which was brought to Ceylon during the

time of Kit Siri Mcvan, was definitely considered

necessary for a king. Princes who fought for the

throne at this time aimed at capturing this relic as well

as the alms-bowl. One of the religious buildings

credited to VijayabAhu 1 is a Tooth Relic Temple
which he got his general to build. Parlkramabahu and
NisCaAka Malla also built temples for the daladA.

Hinduism received a great deal of encouragement

In Ceylon during its occupation by the ChO|as, and
Hindu influence did no* disappear with their expulsion.

When VijayabAhu I became king of Rajarafa he did

not deprive the Hindu shrines of their revenues; and the

kings after him, who were children of princea and prin-

cesses of Pflndya or KaliAga, not only observed Hindu
rites but also built Hindu temples.

The spread of Hinduism led to a greater observance

of the rules of caste. Some kings of Ceylon are said

to have followed the Ia*t of Mann which, among
other things, deal with the rules of caste. Vijayabfthu 1

built on Adam's Peak a lower terrace, from which

people of the so-called lower castes could worship.

Caste is an institution which keeps together a com-
munity of people by not allowing its members to marry

outside their group. It further prevents its members
mingling freely with those of other castes by forbidding

them to take meals in common with anyone outside

their caste. Caste, however, has neither a chief nor an
organization such as a council to enforce its rules.

But the various families, which make up a caste, sec

that its rules are carried out by their members. Each
famdy punishes its disobedient members by casting

them out of its circle and thus depriving them of the
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privileges to which its members arc entitled. Caste,

in other words, exists on account of the family system,

and in the past the family-system was a necessity for

the life of the individual as it gave him protection and

satisfied his social needs. Its members, therefore, up-

held its interests even at the expense of their own,

especially by marrying to the advantage of the family

as a whole.

It is often assumed that castes are mere divisions

based on occupation. This view cannot be accepted

generally as correct, as recent research has shown that

many castes are of racial or tribal origin. The
peculiar occupations associated with many of them were

not the causes that separated them from others, but

many tribes which were distinct units followed these

occupations at the time they changed into castes.

The institution of caste is essentially Hindu and rests

partly on the doctrines of the religious unity of the

family and of sva karma. The religious unity of the

family is represented by the oflerings made to deceased

ancestors. Further the Brahmin priests unlike Christian

churchmen did not consider the whole religious com-

munity as a unit and bring them together on a basis

of equality, but helped to strengthen the family-system

by carrying out religious rites for individual families

who asked for their services. According to the doctrine

of rva foirrnd the state of life into which a man has been

born is due to his actions in his previous births and it

is his duty to perform the obligations due from those

in that station of life.

The Buddhist bhikskut. though they accepted the

doctrine of karma in a modified form, were on the whole

opposed to the observance of caste regulations. The

Vinoya rules, for instance, do not prohibit any man
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from joining' the SaAgha on account of caste. Never-

theless the Buddhist bhDtshut could not prevent the

laity from adopting the caste system, as they did not

provide them with an institution similar to their own
which ignored caste distinctions and hindered them from

adopting Hindu ideas.

1 a. Litibatvre

During this period there was a great deal ««f literary

activity, mainly due to the revival of Buddhism under

ParAkramahlhu the Great. The practice of using Pali

was kept up. and most of the books written in this

language were expositions or summaries of the works

of the Pali Canon, such as the Abhulhmmatha SaAgaha.

There were written also a number of flkAt. or sub-

commentaries explaining and supplementing the com-

mentaries on the Pali Canon written in the preceding

period.

Another Pali work that belongs to this period is the

poem DAfhAvaAto. a history of the tooth-relic. It is in

subject matter similar to the Pali prose work, the

MohAbodhrvaAsa. and is written like it in a form of

Sanskritized Pali. To Dharmaklrti, the author of

DAfhAvaAta, is also attributed the first part of the

CAlavanta which is a continuation of the MahAvaAsa.

It is influenced to a great extent by the Sanskrit hAvya

literature and by the rules of Indian poetics called

ofodkaru. The author of the CAlaraAia reveals a know-

ledge of many Sanskrit works, such as the Artha/Astra

of Kaufilya 1 and the works of Kilidisa.

Few works were composed in Sinhalese, for the

tradition was still in favour of writing in Pali. A few

1 A wc»k ca the art cf gcr-ma-m
to Mactiiarelii'f ptaut .

•fckh is cfim compared
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more glossaries and translations of works of the Pali

Canon were made. Towards the end of this period two

important prose works and two poems were written.

The prose works are the Amdtulara (the flood of

ambrosia) and the DharmappradlpikAva (a commentary

on the Pali Slak&bodhtva&ia)
,
both written by GurujugO-

mi at the beginning of the thirteenth century. The two

poems, which are the oldest extant in Sinhalese, are

the Sasadavala, written during the first period of Llla-

vati'a rule (1197-1*00), and the Mux<adevdavata. The

subjects of the two poems arc jAtahai. The SatadAvala

(SasajUtaka ) deals with the story of the bodhisatlva when

he was bom as a hare. The UwadevdAvaU gives the

story of the Makkodfva Jataka. The form of the poems

reveals 4 close imitation of the Sanskrit works of

KAlidAsa and of his successors like KumAradAsa.

The extensive study of Sanskrit works by bhikihui

continued to influence both Pali and Sinhalese and the

forms and subjects of literary works. Some bhikfhus,

deviating from the usual religious topics and taking

Sanskrit works as their models, composed works on Pili

prosody, grammar and lexicography. The Pali grammar

of Moggallana, for instance, was based on the

VyAkarana of ChandragOmin, and the Abhidhanappa-

dipika on the Amarakoika, the Sanskrit dictionary.

13. Architicturi. Saiimm, axd Painting

The prosperity under the Polonnaruva kings led to a

great deal of activity in architecture, sculpture, and

painting. Vijayabahu 1 had not much time to put up

new buildings, as he had first to repair the vihdrlt and

the ddgabas which had fallen into decay; but in the

time of ParSkramabiihu the Great the erection of new

buildings was begun 00 a grand scale. ParAkramabAhu
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buili the largest ddgdba on record, the Demala Maha-

sSya in Polonnaruva, which survives today only as a
mound. The Kiri V’ehera, another d&gdho built by him,

and the Ranko: Vchera, built by NissaAka Malla, arc

also large in size and hemispherical in shape like the

large Jdgdbas of Anurtdhapura.

The vih&rti of this period are also the largest built

in Ceylon, and are made of brick and lime mortar. The
LaAkAtilaka Vihare and the JetavanlrSma VUtfr* (which

lies to the north of the Demala Mahaslya) were built by

Parflkramabahu. The ThOp*r*ma has above it a sort of

dome, and on its walls there is a good deal of stucco

work, which shows a remarkable development in this

period. All these three are similar in style to the

building to the west of JttavanArama DagAba in Anu-

radhapura. Two other religious buildings of importance

are the VafadAge and the HA(adAg« (Tooth Relic

Temple) built by Ni&iAka Mails. The ruins of Parfi-

kramabahu's palace arc still to be seen and cover n

large area. The influence of the ChtVja rule on archi-

tecture is to be seen in the temple in Po|onnaruva which

is known as Siva Dtvflle No. a. It was built of stone

during the Ch6|a occupation in the eleventh century

ChO|a style which is an advance on the Pallava style.

The figures carved out of rock during this period arc

in high relief, and are large in size. The images of the

Buddha at Aukana (near KalArAva) and at the Gal

Vihflrf (UttarArAma) in Pojonnaruva, are some of the

largest in Ceylon. The best piece of sculpture of this

period is the figure of the Hindu sage cut out of the

rock near the Potgul Vchera in Polonnaruva. identified

by some as ParAkramabAhu the Great and by others as

Agastya. But other pieces of sculpture in Polonnaruva,
*uch as the moon-stones. show a decline in art. There
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is no longer thr simplicity and Ihc vitality of tin* f.upta

style. On the other hand, perhaps as result of

Dravidian influence, there is a tendency towaids over-

ornamentation and excessive detail.

In the Jetavan&rama in Pnlonnaruva there arc several

wall-paintings, some of which depict certain birth stories

of the Buddha, such as the Sataidtaka.

8
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14. Foreign Relations

Ceylon had direct dealings with many foreign coun-

tries during this period. In the time of Vijayabahu 1

the foreign policy depended 00 the Chdja menace.

Vijayabahu naturally tried to be friendly with those

countries which were opposed to Ch6la or were in danger

of a Choja invasion. When he was trying to free

Ceylon from the Cho|a yoke, he sought the help of

Anoratha (1044-1077), king of Burma, who also wished

to be friendly with Ceylon because of their common
interest in Buddhism. After the war was over he made

an alliance with KaliAga which was hostile to ChO|a by

marrying Tildkasundari, a princess of that country,

and became an ally of the Western Chalukya king,

Vikramiditya VI, who was an enemy of the ChOja king,

Kuldttunga I (1070-1110).

When ParEkramabahu the Great ascended the throne

there was no need for such alliances. There was no

longer any fear of a Chain invasion, and Ceylon was

in a position to act freely in its own interests. At

this time Bhuvanflditya Alaungsithu (1111-1167), the

powerful king of Burma, interfered with the elephant

trade and made it a royal monopoly. The inevitable

rise in prices led to a quarrel between Ceylon and

Burma, which ended in the ill-treatment of Ceylonese

ambassadors and the capture by Alaungsithu of a

Sinhalese princess who was on her way to Cambodia.

About the year 1164 Parakramabahu, to avenge these

insults, declared war on Burma, and sent under Kit

Nuvaragal a fleet to invade its territory. Alaungsithu

was now feeble with age. and offered little resistance.

The Sinhalese forces captured Bassein (Kusumi), and
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carried on the war for another fire month* until Alaung-

sithu agreed to satisfactory terms.

After that Ceylon and Burma continued to be on

friendly terms, and VijayabAhu II and Ni&anka Malla

had dealing* with the Burmese king, KisSanka Malla

claims to have had dealing* also with Gujara{, Mysore,

Papaya, ChOia, VeAgi, KaliAga, Bengal, and Burma.

In the time of ParAkramabAhu I the Sinhalese waged

war also in South India. The power of the ChOjas

became so weak after the reign of RAjarAja II (1150*

1173) that they exercised hardly any control over

PAndya. As a result in 1169 the PAody* king PaiA-

krama's right to the throne of Madura was contested

by the Pitydy* king Kulasikhara of Tinnevelly. Parfl-

krama sought the help of Ceylon against his rival, and

ParAkramabAhu sent an army under his general, LaAkA-

pura, who captured RAmMvaram and Madura. Madura

was then in the hands of Kulasekhara, who had defeated

and killed Parakrama ; and LaAkApura restored the

dead king's son, Vlra PAndya, to the throne. After

further fighting Kulasekhara took refuge with the ChO|a

king RAjadhirAja II (1 173-1 18a), and with his help won

back the throne of Plpdy*- He defeated LaAkApura,

and nailed his head to the city-gate of Madura.

ParAkramabAhu, smarting under this ignominious de-

feat, collected forces ooce more at various ports such as

0rattu£ai (Kayts), Pulakxeri, Mklofa (Mantai), ValikA-

mam and MattivAl and prepared for a naval attack.

At this time Sri Vallabha, whom ParAkramabahu took

captive at the defeat of his father MAnAbharana, had

escaped from Ceylon, and was living in the kingdom
of ChO]a. RAjadhirAja II. knowing him to be a claimant

to the SiAhalese throne, sent him with forces to fight

gainst ParAkramabahu. Sri Vallabha destroyed the
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Sinhalese fleet, ravaged Mantai and other villages, cap-

tured much booty, and frustrated the plans of ParAk-

ramabAhu.

Though Kulasfkhara acknowledged the supremacy of

Chdja to gain the kingdom of Madura, he had no desire

to be subservient to the declining power of Ch6]a. With

the object of making himself free from the control of

his suzerain he made an alliance with his old enemy

ParAkramahAhu of Ceylon. The ChAlas enraged by his

disloyal act made war on him and defeated him in spite

of the help he received from the Sinhalese. After that

they re-instated Vlra PAndya. the son of ParAkrama and

former ally of the SiAhalese.

In i i8j at the death of RAjAdhirAja II Vira PApdy*

too, assisted by the SiAhalese, tried to assert his inde-

pendence. The ChAfas thereupon expelled him, placed

one Vikrama Pandya on the throne of Madura, and drove

the SiAhalese out of South India. A few years later

Vira Pandya helped by the king of Chera made an

effort to regain his throne, but met with no success.

NiifaAka Malla claims to have sent an expedition to

South India about this time, and his troops probably

look part in this war.

All that Ceylon gained out of this war was the island

of RAmfivaram, and Nis&Aka Malta renovated the

Hindu temple there and called it NiifaAkAsvara.



CHAPTER V

THE DRIFT TO THE SOUTH-WEST

This chapter deals with the history of Ceylon from

the reign of VijayabAhu III (1232-1236) till that of

ParAkramabAhu VIII (1484-1509). in whose reign the

Portuguese arrived in Ceylon. It is a continuation of

the South Indian Period of Ceylon history, hut differs

from the Polonnaruva Period as during this time Ceylon

was mainly influenced not by ChCja but by the new
South Indian empires of PAitfya and Vijayanagara.

Another important feature of the history of this period

is the establishment of a Tamil Kingdom in the north and

the gradual drift of the scat of the Sinhalese Govern-

ment to the south-west of the island. The Sinhalese

kings that followed Magha, with one exception, did not

rule from Polonnaruva, but .hose as their capitals towns
in the west which gave them better security. They had

not the power to keep under their control the Tamil

Kingdom in the north or to resist successfully the in-

vasions from South India by PArt^ya and Vijayanagara

rulers, and at times were not able even to maintain

themselves against other Sinhalese who tried to gain

control of the throne.

The kings of this period, further, had not the means
to restore to their former prosperity the regions around

AnurAdhapura and Polonnaruva, ar.d thus did not receive

the large revenues obtained by former kings by means

of the grain-tax. Therefore, they began to pay more

attention to the income derived from the sale of cinnamon
and other articles of export. The desire to control this

trade led them at the beginning of the fifteenth century
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to choose Kot<C as the seat of government, and thus

live far away from the earlier centres of civilisation

such as AnurAdhapura, Pojonnaruva and MAgama.

There were only two great kings during this period,

ParAkramabAhu II and ParAkramabAhu VI. The former

was more famous for his literary and religious activities

than for his performances as a warrior or statesman.

According to available evidence, though he conquered

AnurAdhapura and Pofonnaruva, he does not appear to

have ruled over the Jaffna peninsula. ParAkramabAhu

VI was the greatest king of this time, and he held

sway over the whole island.

I. Tilt PAMDVA Atm TMl VljAYAMAOARA EMPIRES

It has already been shown how PAndya became an

independent kingdom under MAravarman Sundnrn

Pan<Jya I (1*17-1138) and brought Ch6)a under its

suzerainty. Under one of his successors JafAvarman

Sundara PAndya (1153-1170) it reached its widest limits.

It extended as far as Nellore in the north and was

victorious against Ceylon in the south. Ja|Avarman

Vira PAndya who conducted the war against Ceylon

claims to have killed one of the two kings of Ceylon,

captured his army, chariots, and treasures, and to

have planted the PAndya Bag with the double fish on

Kdriamalei 1 (Trincomalee) and received elephants as

tribute from the other king of Ceylon.

The next PApdya king. MAravarman KulasAkhara

(1170-13 to), invaded Ceylon twice and brought Ceylon

under his rule. He was put to death about 1310 by his

son Sundara PAndya, and this murder was followed by

1 The double Pindy* fish carved cn ttoar is to be teen on either

side of the main entrance 0# Fort Frederick in Triocomalee. These

>rones were taken fro® the oM temple at Rdoamatei.
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a civil war between Sundara PAodya and his brother

Vira PlQ^Ji. Sundara was defeated, and he took

refuge with the Muslims who led by Malik KafQr

defeated Vira and placed him on the throne. These

events helped King KulasCkhara of CWra to conquer

both Pandya and ChOja in 1315, and thus the great

Papdya empire came to an end.

Though Kulastkhara was not able to maintain his

conquests for long owing to further Muslim invasions,

there arose another Hindu empire which preserved

the ancient Indian civilisation until it was overthrown

in 1565 by the three Muslim kingdoms of the Deccan,

The Vijayanagara Empire was established by five

Hoysala or Kanarcsc chiefs. It gradually extended its

power southwards from the Kpshga and the Tunga-

bhadra, occupied P*o4ya in 1377, and claims to have con-

quered Ceylon In the time of llarihara II (1379-1406).

The greatest of the Vijayanagara rulers was D*va RAya II

(1421-1448) who re-organized the army and made Vijaya-

nagara an empire to reckon with. In his reign, about

1438, Ceylon was invaded once again, and from this

time the Tamil king of the north appears to have recog-

nized the Vijayanagara emperor as his suzerain. After

his death the Vijayanagara emperors paid little attention

to Ceylon as they were fully occupied with their wars

against the Muslim kingdoms.

a. Thk Political Divisions

The ancient political divisions of Ceylon went through

a definite change with the establishment of the Tamil

kingdom in the north, and the boundaries of the new

divisions varied according to the conquests of their

rulers. The Tamil kingdom roughly covered the

modem Northern Province, and its capital was Sinkai
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Kakarai (Siriha Nagara), probably NallOr which lies to

the cast of Jaffna. This kingdom remained for the

most part independent, and was subject only to the

SiAhalcse kings ParAkramabAhu VI and his successors

Jayabahu II and Bhuvanaikablhu VI, when its capital

was Yapapatuna, the modern Jaflna.

The capital of the SiAhalcse kings was changed over

and over again during this period. Vijayabahu III

who ruled only over MiyAraia made the rock-fortress

of Dambadeqiya his capital. This continued to be the

chief town till the time of the PApdya conquest. After

this event ParAkramabahu III made Po|onnaruva the

capital probably because he acknowledged the supremacy

of PfMya.

The places chosen as capitals by his successors were

Yflpahuva, KurunXgala, Gampola, Rayigama, and
KflH*. The first two, like DambadcQiya. arc rock-

fortresses. Gamprila, like Kandy, is surrounded by

mountains. KOftC at this time was almost surrounded

by water. The choice of all these places shows the in-

security in which the kings lived at this time. They
could no longer live in (he open plains like their pre-

decessors and protect their subjects, but had to reside

in places which gave protection to themselves.

The political divisions went through an important

change again during the reign of BhuvanaikabAhu VI

when the Tamil Kingdom broke away from SiAhalcse

control and the Kandyan kingdom became independent

for the first time. The new Kandyan king ruled not

only over the Kanda Uda Pas Ra|a of HArispattuva,

Dumhara, Yatinurara. Udunuvara and HtvAhfi|a which

formed the old Malayarata. but also over the districts of

Mitale, BintSnna, Ova, Vellassa, Panama, Trincomalcc

and Batticaloa.
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3. Tub Kings or Daubadbsiva and KurunXgala

and thb Invasion or Chandrahhanu

The history of this period is obscure at many points,

for the sources on the whole are unsatisfactory. It is

not possible at times to follow even the succession of

Icings, as for some of them no information about their

lineage is available.

When Migttt was ruling from Pojonnaruva, certain

Sinhalese chiefs occupied rock-fortresses, such as Yapa-
huva, (lOvindaJjcIa 1 and GandepigaU*. which were
difficult of access, and maintained their independence.

Another chief called Vijayablhu occupied the Vanni, the

district which lay around the boundary between the

Northern and the North Central Provinces, and espelled

the Tamils from M»y*r«ta. After that he became the

ruler of this district, and occupied Dambaderiiya, which

he fortified. He brought back the Tooth and the Bowl

relics, which had been removed to KotnalC, near Pusscl-

Iflva, but placed them at Betigala as his position at

Dambadeniya was not quite secure.

Vijayabahu III (1132-1236) was not related to any of

the Pojonnaruva kings, and was the founder of a new

dynasty. The kings after him till ParSkramabahu IV,

who ascended the throne in 1325, were his descendants,

and their rule was interrupted only during the period

after Bhuvanaikabfihu I (1273-1284) when the PfltjtJyas

ruled over Ceylon for about twenty years.

Vijayabflhu ’s eldest son, Parlkramabahu II (1236.

1271) was considered a great scholar in his time and

* The i»*altot Wsstminster Abbey. An imposing rock near the

cast ecavt twenty miles west of Taiikkoril.

* GatultpigaU has net yet been identified.
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was called Kalikala-sihitya-sarvajAa-pantfita.* He ruled

over Ruhupa in addition to Mavfirata, and attempted

to expel from Ceylon the Tamils who ruled over Pihifi

Rata. He completed the subjugation of the Vanni,

conquered Po|ocnaruva. and then defeated the Tamils

near Kallviva. But he failed to conquer the region

north of the Vanni, to the chiefs of which his son,

Vijayahahu, entrusted the protection of Anuradhapura.

After this Parakramabahu caused Vakirigala and

Kurunlgala to be fortified, and ordered the restoration

of Po|onnaruva. When the various buildings were

repaired he held his consecration there, but after the

festival was over he returned to the rock-fortress of

Dambadepiya. He did not make Po|onnaruva his

capital probably because he was not strong enough to

withstand from there the invasions of the rising power

of PAptJya. At the same time M*yftra|a was growing

in importance from the time it was opened up by Para-

kramabahu I, and supplied the cinnamon and other

spices for which foreign traders were prepared to pay

good prices.

In 1344 Ceylon was invaded by a Malay Buddhist king

called Chandrabhinu. He was the ruler of Tlmbra-

linga, a kingdom in the Malay Peninsula near the Bay
of Bandon. The object of his invasion was to sciae

an image of the Buddha which was said to possess

miraculous powers. The king’s nephew, Virabahu,

successfully resisted the invasion; but ChandrahhSnu re-

treated to South India, and came once more with Papaya

and Ch6|a mercenaries when Vijayablhu was regent.

‘The scholar who I* entirely familiar with the literature of the

Kali Age.’ The Hindus divided time into great ages and each great

age into four ages. The Uit cf these is the Knl.yuga. the pretent
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This lime he demanded the dalado and the Bowl of the

Buddha, and advanced as far as Yipahuva. bui was

defeated once more by Virabihu.

The Culai'aAsa does not say that Partkramabahu II

paid any tribute to Plijdya, and thus docs not confirm

the inscription of Jfl{flvarman Vira PAgdya who records

that he killed one king of Ceyloa and exacted tribute

from the other. But there is no doubt that Parakrama-

bflhu had to take special precautions against Pantjy*

invasions. He placed his son BhuvanaikahAhu at Yapa-

huva, and stationed another son at Vattala near Colombo

to protect the sea-coast and prevent any attack by sea.

Vijayabdhu IV the son of Partkramabahu II was put

to death by his general in the second year of hia

reign. But the mercenaries from R4japutflna in India,

whom he employed, in turn killed the general, and

placed on the throne BhuvanaikaMhu. who fled to Yftpa-

huva on the murder of hi* brother.

Hhuvanaikabfthu I ( 127 .
1-1 >**4) also made Dnmbadegiyn

his capital. He brought into subjection the Vanni kings,

who did not fail to make themselves independent when-

ever there was any disorder in the country, and defeated

the Pandyas who invaded the country soon after the

accession of Kulas*khara. He realised, however, that

the danger from Pindya was not at an end, and shifted

his capital to Yflpahuva, as it was easier to repel South

Indian invasions from there. But this was of no avail

as the Pflndya invaders, who came under Arya Chak-

ravarti. captured Y9pa huva, and took away the daladd.

which they delivered to KulasCkhara.

After this for about twenty years Ceylon appears to

have been ruled directly from Pandva, till Parakrama-

bahu III, the son of Vijavabahu IV, made a personal

visit to Pindva and brought back the daladA. On his
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return in 1303 he became king, and most probably

acknowledged the suzerainty of Paodya «nd received its

protection. He resided at Pojonnarura and ruled till

1310. when the son of Bhuvanaikabahu I, Bhuvanaika-

bahu II, became king. Bhuvanaikabahu II appears to

have taken advantage of the dispute over the succession

in Pilodya and the invasion of Malik KlfQr, and seized

the throne from Parakramabahu III. lie made Ceylon

independent once more and continued to rule till 1315

from KurunVgala, where he had resided before he

became king. His successor was his son Parakrama-

bahu IV, who took some interest in Sinhalese literature.

A few years after his accession there was a rebellion

against his rule, and this appears to have brought his

reign to an end.

4. Tint Kings or Gampoia and thbin Relations

with tm* Tamil Kinodom

The king who followed Parakramabahu IV was

Bhuvanaikabahu III. It is not certain who he was or

from where he ruled. The next king Vijayabahu V

(1333-1344) ruled from a town near Adam's Peak. His

son was Bhuvanaikabahu IV (1344*1353). who ruled from

C.ampola. lie was succeeded by his brother Parftkrama-

bahu V (1353-1359) who counts his reign from the same

year as his brother.' He lived first at Dldigama, and

came to Gampoia at his brother's death. It was probably

in his reign that the Tamils of the north began to occupy

the coastal towns of the west.

It is not possible to give a satisfactory account of the

' Many kings dining this period associated others with their

rule. Hence more than one king often ruled at the same time.
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rise and the growth of the Tamil kingdom in the north,

as the Pali and the SiAhalese chronicles and almost all

the inscriptions give an account only of the reigns of

the SiAhalese kings. The northern part of Ceylon was

under the Sinhalese kings till the time of ParSkramabflhu

the Great. It is not clear when it first became an inde-

pendent kingdom under the Tamils. The Tamil king-

dom probably came into existence with the rule of Magha
of KaliAga when the chief towns from Pojonnaruva to

Mfito{« and the part to the north of these as well as

the northernmost part of Ruhuija were under him.

Though Po|onnaruva and AnurSdhapura were later

captured by ParflkramabAhu II, it is clear that he never

ruled over the present Northern Province, which con-

tinued to be occupied by the successors of Mflgha.

The next important event in the history of the Tamil

Kingdom was its capture by Ja|Avsrman Vlra Pfln^ya

about the year 115$ when its king is said to have been

killed. The results of the conquest are not known, but

if the Tamil Kingdom did not come under Papaya at

this time, it must have become subject to Ptptfya when

the SiAhalese kingdom came under this South Indian

empire in 1284.

The Muslim conquest of Papaya in 1310 and the

subsequent troubles in that kingdom as well as in the

SiAhalese kingdom gave the Tamil ruler an opportunity

of asserting himself, and he seems to have extended his

boundaries at the expense of the Sinhalese ruler. Ibn

BattOta, the Muslim traveller who visited Ceylon in

1344, says that the Tamil king. Arya Chakravarti, was

a powerful ruler who owned pirate vessels and a

cultured man who could converse in Persian. His

capital was a small and pretty town, surrounded by a

wooden wall with wooden towers.
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Not long after this the Tamil kings appear to have

pressed further south, and exacted tribute from the

Sinhalese districts during the reign of Vikramabflhu III

(1360-1374) who succeeded ParAkramahihu V. Vikra-

mabahu was a weak king, and at the beginning of his

reign the real ruler was the commandcr-in-chief or

itnevirat. Sena LaAka Adhikara. His place was taken

later by NiftaAka AjagakkOnira who made it his aim to

check the advance of the Tamils. He built a fortress

at KO|l* and made it his residence. The Tamil king Arya

Chakravarti thereupon sent two armies, one by land and

the other by sea. The one that went by land advanced

as far as Matalc where it was defeated. The one that

went by sea boded at Plpdur*, hut was defeated in

1368 by AjagakkdnAra. who alto captured the Tamil

encampments at Co(ombo. VattaJa, Negombo, and

Chilav,

After this the Tamil kingdom appears to have

declined in power, and was invaded by Vijayanagara

rulers. About the year 1385 it was conquered by VirO-

pAksha, the son of the Vijayanagara king. Harihara II

(1379-1406). It was conquered again about the yenr

1438, in the time of Deva Raya II and brought under the

suzerainty of the Vijayanagara Empire, to which it

henceforth paid tribute.

The rise of the Tamil kingdom created problems to

which Ceylon was not hitherto accustomed. In Ceylon

mi far SiAhalese had been the chief language and

Buddhism its main religion. In the Tamil kingdom

Tamil became the chief language and Hinduism its

main religion. Before long a distinction arose also in

economic conditions. The Tamil kingdom arose in the

Dry Zone and the Tamils followed the methods of

cultivation suitable to this area. The Sinhalese, on the
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other hand, gradually abandoning the Dry Zone began

to occupy the Wet Zone which was more productive

and suitable also for the cultivation of products other

than rice. These ditierraces created a gulf between the

two peoples, and they arc partly responsible for the

present divisions between the SiAhalese and the Tamils.

5. Thb Kings or Rayicama and K6jt«

Vikramahahu continued to be the nominal ruler till 1374

when he was succeeded by Bhuvanaikabahu V whose

reign lasted till about 1405. The real rulers during this

time were NiAaAka A|agakk6n4 ra and his successors

who ruled from Rayigama, which lies to the east of

Paqadur*. One of these was Virabahu II (1391-1397).

the brother-in-law of Bhuvanaikabahu V and nephew

of N'llsaAka AjagakkOnSra, who came into power by

defeating his brother Vlra Alaktivara (1387-1391).

lle is said to have fought victoriously against the

Tamils, the Malaiyftjis. and the Muslims. Vira Alaktft-

vara, who lied to India after his defeat, returned to the

island in 1397, and became the ruler once more.

Besides ChandrabhAnu other rulers demanded the dal-

•1da from the SiAhalese kings. The Chinese emperor,

Kublai Khan, who established the Yuan Dynasty (1280.

1368), sent for it in 1284. and Chinese envoys came for

it twice more in the fourteenth century. In 1405 the

Chinese eunuch, Ching-Ho, came to Ceylon at the

request of the emperor, Yung Ho, of the Ming Dynasty

(1366-1644), to take away the dalada. and was treated

badly by Vira Alakc^vara. He came again in 1410,

captured Vira AlakCivara, his queen and his officers,

and took them to China. Vira AlakfiSvara was released

later, but he did not become king again. His successor

was Parakramabahu. a grandson of Sena LaAka Adhikflra
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Senevirat, from whose time till 1459 Ceylon seems to

have paid tribute to China.

The next king of Ceylon was Parikramabahu VI
(1415-1467), a descendant of Parakramabahu V. He
began to rule at Ravigama in 1412, and occupied in

1415 Koti* which was better protected. He probably

changed his capital because from he could com-

mand the route to the interior, which crossed the

Kalani GaAga near modern Grand Pass, and the

route to Cofombo from the north, which crossed the

same river at Vattala, and thus control the extensive

trade in cinnamon which passed through Colombo to

Europe.

Parakramabahu VI was the only king of this period

who ruled over the whole island. The chief political

events of his reign were the conquests of the Vanni and

the Tamil kingdom, and the suppression of a rebellion

in the hill-country.

After his accession to the throne he gradually

strengthened his position, and is said to have success-

fully repelled an invasion of the Vijayanagara Empire.

Some years later he fought against the chiefs of the

Vanni, who were probably under the Tamil king. After

they were brought into subjection he sent his adopted

son, Sapumal KumSraya. to conquer the Tamil kingdom.

The Tamil king acknowledged the suzerainty of the

Vijayanagara ruler at this time, but probably received

little or no protection during the last days of Dtva Raya
II. Sapumal Kumaraya was not successful when he
made the first attack, but the second time he defeated

the troops of the Tamil king, and brought the Tamil
kingdom under the rule of Parikramabihu.

Probably on account of this war a Sinhalese ship laden
*ith cinnamon was seized by a Vijayanagara chief, and

9
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ParAkramabAhu retaliated by sending an expedition and

attacking the Vijayanagara port of Adriampet.

During this time too the prince of Gampola ruled

only in name over the Malayarata, which was now called

the Kanda Uda Pas Raja, and the real ruler was his

minister the Lanka AdhikAra JOti Sitflpa. In the year

1463 JOti Sijdqa ceased to pay the yearly tribute and

rebelled against ParAkramabAhu 's suzerainty. There-

upon ParflkramabAhu sent Ambulugala KumAraya to

crush his power. Ambulugala subdued J6ti SijAqa and

entrusted the rule of the district to the prince of

Gampola.

ParAkramabAhu VI was succeeded by his grandson

JayabAhu II (1467-1473) peobably because he had no
sons; but Sapumal KumAraya, who ruled from YApA-

pajuna (Jaffna) the territory ruled by the Tamil kings,

killed him, and berame king of Kdjlf under the name of

HhuvanaikabAhu. Sapumal KumAraya and his brother

Ambulugala KumAraya according to one authority were

Indian princes brought up as sons by ParAkramabAhti

VI, and Sapumal's murder of JayabAhu and his accession

to the throne could not have been welcomed by the Sin-

halese. About the year 1476 the people of the country

between the Kalu Gaftga and the Vajav* GaAga rose

against his authority and he sent his brother Ambulugala,

the ruler of the Four Kdralts, to subdue this rebellion

when the people of the Four Kftralts also rose against

him. It took four years before the rebels were subdued,

and even then HhuvanaikabAhu VI succeeded because he

adopted a conciliatory attitude and punished the leaders

only with imprisonment.

The turbulent chiefs of Kanda Uda Pas Rata, who

had paid little heed to the authority of their prince until

Jdti Sijaqa’s power had been crushed by ParSkrama-
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b4 hu VI, look this opportunity to rise against Vikrama-

bahu who appears to have come into power about the

same time as Bhuvanaikabihu VI. Though Bhuvanai-

kabahu was not in a position to give him adequate

help. Vikramabahu suppressed the rebellion, moving

from Gampola to PtrAdepiya and then to Kandy which

he ultimately made his capital. After that he made him-

self independent of the kingdom of KblJ* and established

himself as suzerain over the Matale district and the

region to the east extending from the Trincomalcc

harbour to the Va|av« GaAga.

The Tamils of the north also took advantage of this

revolt. PararAjasekaran (1478.1519), a son of the king

whom Sapumal Kumaraya dethroned, now won back

the kingdom, and asserted his independence.

Hhuvan.ukabahu VI was followed in turn by Part*

kramabahu VII (itHo-MH*) and by Prince Ambulugala.

The latter took the name of Par&kramabAhu VIII (14B4-

1509). In his reign the Portuguese arrived in Ceylon.

6. Agriculture aim Tradc

There ia hardly any reference to the construction of

any important irrigation work during this period. It

is due to the fact that the Sinhalese kings at this time

lived in the Wet Zone where paddy cultivation depends

mainly on the rains. There are references, however, to

cultivation of coconut and jak on the south-west coast.

Though these products are mentioned in writings of

earlier times it is likely they began to be cultivated

extensively only at this time, as the Dry Zone, which

the earlier kings occupied, was not so suitable for their

growth.

Foreign trade played an important part during

this period. After the Crusades there was a great
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demand in European countries for the excellent Ceylon

cinnamon, and for it merchants were prepared to pay

high prices. Bhuvanaikabahu I (1173-1284) in order to

increase his profits sought an agreement with the Sultan

of Egypt in 1283 to supply him with cinnamon, precious

stones, and elephants. His embassy travelled by sea

up to the head of the Persian Gulf and thence by land

to Cairo, passing through Baghdad and the Syrian

Desert. According to Ibn Battuta the Tamil king of

the north in 1344 traded in cinnamon with the merchants

of the Coromandel and the Malabar coasts and obtained

in exchange cloth and other articles. Colombo in the

same year was in the hands of a Muslim 'warir and

ruler of the sea* called Jalasti who had a garrison of

about five hundred Abyssinian*. This occupation of

Colombo was to control the sale of cinnamon, and the

disappearance of the Muslims from Colombo a few

years later was probably due to the conquest of this

region for the same object by the Tamils of the north.

The desire to control this trade was probably one of

the chief reasons which led A|agakkOnAra, who was

himself a merchant, to expel the Tamils from these

part*. It was no doubt the same reason that drove

Virabflhu II to fight the Tamil*, the MalaiyA|is and the

Muslim*, the Chinese to capture Vira A|ak*svara,

A|agakkOnAra and his successors to rule from Rayigamn,

ParAkramabAhu VI to shift his seat of government to

K0||*. and the Portuguese to come to Ceylon in 1505.

This trade, though important in many respects,

affected the people very little. The cinnamon plant was

not cultivated by them, but grew wild. The peeling

was done by a special caste who, according to the

custom of the time, were paid with grants of land.

The selling of cinnamon was a royal monopoly and it
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was carried away from Ceylon by foreign merchants.

Thus the people as a whole had no share in its pro-

duction or sale, and derived little or no benefit by the

increasing demand for it. In other words, the people

did not take to commerce but continued as before to

carry on their agricultural activities.

The trade, however, led to the settlement of a large

number of Muslims in Ceylon. They occupied in addi-

tion to Colombo many other parts, like B*ruvala, and

penetrated even into the interior setting up mosques in

the villages in which they settled. They made pilgrimages

to Adam's Peak, as they believed the depression on the

peak to be a footmark of Adam, who according to the

Bible was the first man that lived on earth.

7. Buddhism and Hinduism

The unsettled state of the country during this period

had an adverse effect on Buddhism. Five kings of this

period had to enforce the rules of discipline on the

bhikskus, and expel from the Saiigha those who led

unworthy lives. The deterioration of the SaAgha was

no doubt due to the disturbances caused by invasions

from without and civil strife from within, which made

it impossible for moat of the bhikthmi to live according

to their rules of discipline.

The daladu received even more attention than in the

Pojonnatuva Period. Kings took great care to keep it

in their possession, and a change of capital was

followed by the building of a new Dalada MaligAva.

The MahAyAnist beliefs continued to spread, and were

not affected by the purification of the SaAgha and the

reconciliation of opposing sects. The worship of NAtha

or Avalokitesvara came into even greater prominence,

especially from the time of Parakramabahu VI. This
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bodhisattva is referred lo in many literary works of the

time, and some inscriptions show that his image was
worshipped in many temples. There arc also references

to BuddhapGja or offerings to the Buddha. This practice

might have been the result of the influence of cither

MahaySnism or Hinduism.

Buddhism brought Ceylon into touch with other

countries also during this period. Dhammazcdi (147a.

1493), the ruler of Burma sent bkikshui to secure valid

ordination from the SaAgka of Ceylon. On their return

they bestowed the ordination on the bkiktkus of their

country and those who came from Siam. Earlier in the

time of RhuvanaikabAhu IV hit commander-in-chief built

a vihArt at Klnchi (Conjeeveram) in South India, while

Thera Dharmakirti who lived about the same time

caused to be repaired the two-storied vikArS at Amarft-

vati on the River Krishna.

The influence of Hinduism also grew at this time.

Some of the Sinhalese kings not only supported Brahmin
priests but alto employed a special parokita to carry out

the various religious rites in the palace. A Maha Saman
D*val* was built near Ratnapura in the reign of ParAk-

ramabahu II. Parakramabahu IV built a temple for

Vishnu at Alutnuvara. which lies a few miles south-west

of Katjugannflva. A|agakkOnara, when he fortified

built for its protection four temples which he

dedicated to the gods Kihireli Upuluvan, Vibhishana,

Skanda, and Saman whose worship, associated with

Adam's Peak, was very popular at this time. Hindu
gods began to be worshipped also either in dltAlfs

attached to the Budilhist vikArtt or in the vikArts them-

selves. In the Laftkatilaka VihArt. near Gampola,
images of Hindu gods were placed between the inner

and the outer wall of the building. Sinhalese writers,
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after paying their homage to the Buddha, the Dhamma,
and the SaAgha, begged Hindu gods, such as Brahma.

Siva am! others for their blessings. The bAdhisallva

Nfltha, and Saman, began to be identified with the

Hindu gods, Siva and Lakshman, the brother of Rama.

8. Lrruuruu

The really noteworthy progress made during this

period was in the field of literature. The writers of

this time received every encouragement from kings,

some of whom wrote books themselves. Vijayabahu III

and ParAkramabfthu II paid much attention to the

education of the bkikihus
. which had been badly

neglected in the time of MAgha, and from the time of

ParflkramabAhu II there was a continuous prbduction of

books till the end of this period. The largest output

was in the reign of ParlkramabShu VI whose conquests

and the bringing of the whole island under his rule

gave a special impetus to the growth of literature. The
writing of book*, however, was still an occupation

limited mainly to the SaAgha. who alone had the neces-

sary leisure, and the subjects chosen were generally

religious as in the preceding period.

The practice of writing in Pali continued in spite

of the decline of Buddhism in India and the works

were similar to those of the Polonnaruva Period.

The ThcpavaAsa, a history of the dagabas, is similar

in language, style, and subject-matter to the Maha-
bodhrvaAsa. The second part of the CtlavaAso shows

greater influence of Sanskrit than the first part. Two
other works on historical subjects arc the Hatthavana-

galla Vih&ra Vania, which gives the story of the saintly

life of Sri SangabO, and the Saddhamma SaAgha, a

history of Buddhism.
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Other Pali works include the Rasovihini, a prose

book containing one hundred and three stories, by

Vedeha Thera; the three poems, the Samanfafeofa

VaifnanA (an account of Adam’s Peak by the same

author), the Jinacarita (a life of the Buddha by Vana-

ratana MfdhaAkara), and the JinAlaAkAra (the ornament
of the Buddha), the BAiAvalAro, a grammatical work
based on the Pali grammar of KaccAyana and written

by Dharmakirti, and the Bh/iojja MaAjuU (the casket

of medicine) written in the time of ParAkramabfthu II.

The striking change is the appearance of a large

number of SiAhalese works. The decline of Buddhism

in India probably discouraged the continued use of

Pali, but Sanskrit did not take its place, as during this

time, owing to the occupation of India by Muslims, its

importance decreased. SiAhalese. now enriched by the

influence of Sanskrit, was more suitable than before

as a means of expression and was in a condition to be

used freely by writers in Ceylon.

The SiAhalese works, however, are in many cases

translations of Pali works and show little originality.

Of such a nature are the SiAhalese prose works, the

Thapavaftsaya by ParAkrama Pap<JitA written in the

reign of ParflkramabShu II. the /UtanagaluvaAsaya. the

Bodhivaiiiaya by VilagammOla MahAthfra, the DaladO
PdjAvaliya based on the DAfkAransa, and the DoladJ
Sirita by Deva Rudadam PasaAgin Avan written in the

time of ParAkramabAhu IV, the SaddharmAlaAkAraya
(the ornament of good doctrine), a selection of stories

from the Rarurdhinl by Dharmakirti II of Ga<Jal3deniya

who lived in the time of Virabahu II, and the Pansiya-

panasjAtakaya. a translation of the jAtakas made in the

time of the Gampola kings. The PejAvaliya (the

garland of offerings) by the MavOrapAda Thera Bud-
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dhaputta written in the time of Parflkramabahu II gives

a good deal of historical information. The S'ikdya

Sang raha by Dharmakirti II of Gadal&dcQiya is a

similar work, and gives the history of Buddhism and

its sects. Two other works are Dharmascna's Saddhor-

marotnOvaliya (a string of the gems of the good

doctrine), an extensive collection of Buddhist stories

illustrating the moral aphorisms of the Dhammapada,
and the SaddharmaratnAkaraya (a mine of jewel, of

the good doctrine), a treatise on Buddhism by Vimala-

klrti, a pupil of Dharmakirti II.

There appeared also a number of religious poems. The
KavsilumbpB or KutodAvata. written by Parkkramabahu
II, gives the story of the KmajAlaka, and is similar in

language and style to the Saraddrvtra. The Kdvyaitk-
haraya of To|agarmive Sri Kkhula and the GuUita KAvya
are also Jataka stories related in verse. Other poems
are the BudaguQAlafikAtaya (an ornament of Buddha’s
virtues) written in the time of Rhuvanaikahahu VI, and

the I.Avdda Sanga*Itu (a compendium of the bliss of

the world) both by VldUgama Maitrrya Thfra and the

FdrakumbaJinta, a panegyric on Partkramabihu VI.

The only new feature is the appearance of the

Sand/ta poems. These show the Hindu influence of

the time, and are written in imitation of Kalidasa's

MfghadQta. They embody a message, as the name
implies, to be conveyed by a bird to the shrine of a

god, invoking his blessing either on the sovereign or

a member of the royal family, or imploring the aid of

the god for victory in war. There is always a descrip-

tion of the route taken by the bird, and the poems give
much information about towns, villages and buildings

of the time. Seven of these poems arc still to be found
and two of them are by Tojagamuve Sri Rahula.
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Just as the study of Sanskrit led to the writing of

works on Pali grammar, lexicography and medicine

during the Pojonnaruva Period, so at this time it led to

similar works in Sinhalese. The Sinhalese grammar
Sirfat Sangitravj was composed at the request of a

minister of ParAkramabAhu II, and it standardised the

language of literature. The Piymm Mala (a garland of

lotus flowers) is a Sinhalese vocabulary of synonyms

written before 1410. The Rmvam Mala (a garland of

gems) and the NamAi'aliya (a garland of names) by Nal-

lOrutun Mipi, a minister of ParAkramabAhu VI are

similar works. The YOg&rrfava written in the reign of

Uhuvanaikabahu I by the chief of MayQrapada Parivfaja

and the YagaralnJkata, both books 00 medicine, also

belong to this period.

Kalidasa’s influence is seen alto in a Tamil work of

this period. It is the Rahui'aAiam, a Tamil version of

the RaghuvaAsa, written by Armsaktiari, the son-in-law

of PararAjastkaran, who became the ruler of the Tamil

kingdom in 1478.

9. ARCHITKCTVai AMD Scvlpivr*

The unsettled state of the country and the limited

resources of the kings are reflected also in the com-

paratively small number of the buildings of this period.

The LaAkdtilaka and the GatjalAdeQiya VihAre* were

the only large buildings put up during this time. The
LaAkAtilaka VihAr€ was built on a hill near Gampola in

the reign of BhuvanaikabAhu IV (1344*1354) by SfnA
Lanka AdhikAra, the commander-in-ehief. It is of

brick and its interior is similar to the buildings of the

Pojonnaruva period. The only difference is that there

are two ante-chambers to the shrine; and this is enclosed

by an outer wall, which makes the building square
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instead of oblong. The inner temple is the Buddhist

viharf, and the surrounding corridor is the temple of

the gods. The Gadaladeniya Vihire was built on the

flat rock of Dikgala between Yatinuvara and Utjunu-

vara also in the reign of Bhuvanaikabahu IV by

TMra Dharmakirti I with the help of a South Indian

architect called Ganeivaradri. It is the only rtfiflr*

built up to this time in stone and has the characteristics

of the Vijayanagara style of architecture. The temple

known as Siva JVval* No. t, at Pojonnaruva, was

possibly built during «he P*t»4y* occupation. It is

built of stone and belongs to the PApdy* style of archi-

tecture of the thirteenth century which differs in a few

respects from the ChOja style. The style of the stairway

at Yflpahuva is Hindu, and probably shows the influence

of the later PAitfya or Vijayanagara style.



EPILOGUE

Thk Iasi chapter gave an account of the final phase

of the history of Ceylon before the coming of the

Portuguese. The Portuguese captured the maritime

provinces including the Tamil kingdom in the north and

left the SiAhalese independent only in the highlands.

The Dutch captured the maritime districts from the

Portuguese; and the British, who in turn took them

from the Dutch, also captured the mountainous district

and put an end to Sinhalese independence.

This narrative stops with the arrival of the Portu-

guese in Ceylon, as it puts an end to the Indian Period

of Ceylon history. From this time the people of Ceylon

began to look more to the West than to India for its

progress, ami the influence of Hinduism was gradually

replaced by that of Christianity. They also began to

adopt western methods and customs, and to lay the

foundations for the great advance made in the last

hundred years.

There is no doubt that Ceylon has changed vastly

since the British occupation, and some of the most

significant features of its modern life have had their

beginnings only in recent times. The new forces at

work have transformed the life of the people consider-

ably, and Ceylon is once more at a turning-point in its

history.

Nevertheless, in spite of these great changes, many

of the old forces arc still at work. Though the study

of the English language and literature has to some

extent given the people a new outlook on life, the

languages which are yet most widely used are Sinhalese
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and Tamil. Though the influence of the Christian

Church is quite out of proportion to its numbers,

Buddhism and Hinduism have still far more adherents,

and the number of Muslims is not much less than that

of the Christians. Though agriculture is carried on to-

day more for commercial purposes, rice-cultivation is

still the occupation of a large number of people. Though
the railway, the motor-car, the telegraph, and the tele-

phone have become an inseparable part of the life of

the people, and have helped the Government to spread

its tentacles in every direction, aflccting almost every

aspect of life, yet some of the old methods of travelling

and some of the old forms of administration have not

yet altogether disappeared. Moreover, there is now a

revived interest in the old forms of architecture, sculp-

ture and painting. More attention is being paid to the

restoration of old tanks and channels. And there is u

tendency on the part of some to look to India once

more for their inspiration.

It is not possible for the people of Ceylon to break

away altogether from its past history, for the roots of

the present lie too deep for that, and some of the factors,

such as the geographical conditions, that influenced

Ceylon in the past, have not changed very considerably.

The people of Ceylon, like all living organisms, can

only change, adapting themselves to new conditions.

What is important is that they should preserve what is

of enduring value, abandon what is obsolete, and absorb

from without whatever is necessary for their growth.

Hence the time was never more opportune for a correct

appreciation of the past heritage of Ceylon, and this

book will serve its purpose if it helps the people of this

island, even in a small way. to obtain a better under-

standing of their past history.



APPENDIX I

THE SOURCES

i. The MahAvansa. The chief source used for the

writing of this history of ancient and medieval Ceylon

is the MahAvaAta. an epic written in the Pali language.

Its first part, which relates the history of Ceylon from

its legendary beginnings to the end of the reign of

Mahascn (A.D. 363), was composed at the IfahlviharC,

in Anunidhapura. by a Buddhist bhikshu. about the sixth

century A.D. The age of its oldest available manu-

script, written on ola leaves, is perhaps not more

than two hundred years, but its text was more or less

fixed by a (1*4*. or commentary, written about the

twelfth century a.d.' The second part of the MahA-

voAsa. the CtiavaAta. consists of three parts. The

first of these three parts (Chs. XXXVII, Si-LXXIX.
84), which continues the story to the end of the reign

of I'arakramabAhu I (a.d. 1186). was composed early

in the thirteenth century, most probably at Pojonnaruva,

by a Buddhist bhikshu called Dharmakirli. The date

and the author of the second part (Chs. LXXIX, 85

—

XC, 103), which ends with ParAkramabShu IV, arc not

known, but it must hare been written later than

a.d. 1333, as the narrative is continued up to that year.

The third part was composed in the reign of Kirti Sri

Rajasiftha (a.d. 1747-1781) by the Buddhist bhikshu.

Tibbotuvlv* Siddhartha Buddharakshita, who continued

the epic up to his time.* The MahAvansa thus gives

1
According to tradition the name of the writer of thix part

i» MahanOnvt.

* Geiger, The Indian Historical Quart"!,. VoL VI, p. 205 and

Ztituknfl fur Indolent and Irani, lik. Band VII. p. *59-
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the history of Ceylon from its beginnings up to the

middle of tbc eighteenth century. Few countries

possess such an unbroken record, and no part of India

has such a valuable source for the reconstruction of its

history.' Nevertheless, since the Moh&-.<ansa is not a

history in the modern sense, its statements have to be

carefully examined before they are accepted as historical

evidence.

a. Vijaya to [htfugomunu. The records, which

formed the basis of the first part of the Afatovartiu,

were a portion of the historical tradition contained in

the Atfhokatha. the Sinhalese commentaries on the

Buddhist Scriptures, which were at the Mahftvihfirt.

According to one account of the Dtpoi-oAta (the okler

Pali chronicle in verse compiled about the fourth

century a.d.) the Mahtvihlre was built by Saddha Tissa

(77*59 •«•)» ,h« brother of DujugimuQU, and according

to both chronicles, the DtpavoAui and the MohavaAsa,

the Affhokatha were put into writing in the reign of

Soddhfl Tissa's son. Vajagambl (Vatfa Gfimaoi Abhn-
ya), who lived in the latter part of the first century a.c.

An examination of the Mah4vaAsa shows that its in-

formation is generally reliable only from the reign of

Saddhfl Tissa, and it it most likely that definite records

began to be kept only from the time of Vajagambft.

The events recorded about kings prior to SaddhS
Tissa, the earliest of whom may not even be historical

persons, are wrapped in myth and legend, and it is

no easy task to unravel the stories and lay bare the

truth that underlies them. Perhaps on this account too

much has been made of these stories, and far too many

• The has been brought up-rodat* by two Buddhiat
bbikiAn. the fin. of whom In 1877 brought it up to the eooquot
of Ceylon by the British is 1815.
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incidents related have been regarded as events that

actually took place. In recent times there has been a

tendency on the part of some to reject most of the

events related about Y'ijaya and Papdukahhaya as mythi-

cal, and accept as correct the UahAvaAsa story in the

main from the time of DCvInaApiya Tissa. There is no
doubt that the MahAi'anta has more of history in it from
the time of D*vSnartpiya Tissa, but there is no sufficient

ground for accepting the story as correct from the
time of this monarch, and leaving out only those

passages which arc obviously fictitious. No indepen-

dent record of any description outside Ceylon, for

instance, supports the view held in Ceylon that* Mahinda
was a son of Atoka. On the other hand, researches

carried out in recent times into the legends of Atoka
tend to support the judgment of Oldenberg. who some
decades ago looked upon the story of Mahinda**
parentage as a pure invention.' The building of the

RuvanvBli Suva and the ItovamahapSya (the Brazen
Palace) is attributed in the MoJUtwlM to Dujuglmupu,
but the accounts in the DipmtvAta and the MahAvabta
when critically examined, give sufficient room to

doubt this statement.* The DipumAsa and the Mah/U
tvirtia also do not agree with regard to the persons
who erected some of the other pre-Christian build-
ings. Nor is there a complete list in the StahAvafita of
the buildings put up during this time. The Kllaniya
Daguba was one of the most famous of the ancient
dAgAbas, but the Mn/idruriu does not say when or by
whom it was built.

Information has been sought for this period from the

' Ugmd, d, I'Emftrr*’ AUU.
See Dlfavansa. ehap. xrili. x>i. xx. anJ UakavaAia. xv,
7'' *05

; U*ii, xxlx, 5,-56; XXxli, |-6.

10
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writings of geologists, zoologists, anthropologists and

ethnographists, but the results obtained have been small,

as, apart from the studies of the Vftddas, the work on

these sciences in Ceylon is still at a very elementary

stage.

3. Saddh.1 7 ina to Slahaten. From the first century

a.d. onwards we are on safer ground. The dynastic

lists of rulers from SaddhA Tissa (77-59 B.c.) to Mahasen

(a.d. 334-363) are generally confirmed by inscriptions,

and they probably formed a part of the most ancient

records.

The accounts of buildings erecied from this time

also seem to be more accurate, as there is generally no

disagreement, as before, between the DlpavaAia and

the MofcdvuiUa with regard to the persons who built

them. It is likely that the dynastic lists, with the

length of the reign of each king, were first kept, and

that the legends about persooa and the traditional

accounts of building* were added later.

4 . Kit Siri Metmm to ParOkramabahu I. A good

deal of the information of the first part of the Cfllamutni

also deals with pious acts, such as the erection of

religious buildings, and legends and stories of doubtful

historical value related mainly for purposes of edifica-

tion. But the account in the main seems to be correct,

as it is often confirmed by inscriptions, both Ceylon and

Indian, as well as by foreign literature such as the

records of Fa-Hsien and Hiuen Tsang which also add

to the information in the CularaAsa.

The Culovansa up to Chapter LIV appears to have

been based on records kept at AnurSdhapura, and the

statements in this section are the most reliable. Chap-

ters LV and LVI are less satisfactory. They deal

with the period when Ceylon was under ChOja rule and
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no records appear lo have been kept at this time. The

account in the CAlovansa. however, has been supplement-

ed by very useful information found in Uie Ch&la

inscriptions. Chapters LVII to LX are much more
satisfactory, as records are said to have been kept of the

achievements of VijayabAhu I.

The rest of the first part of the Cularanta consists

mainly of an account of the reign of ParftkramabAhu I,

the hero of the author of this part. ParakramabShu is

made to appear a sort of ideal king, and is credited with

even miraculous performances. His virtues are some-

times exaggerated and facts unfavourable to him are

occasionally suppressed. Moreover, a* the CAlavaAia

was meant to be an epic or a klhya, the author has

not hesitated to add from his own knowledge of

Sanskrit literature such matter as would ndorn the

poem. Nevertheless, it is dear that the account is only

an adaptation of the actual events that took place, as

the statements are generally supported by Ceylon and

Indian inscriptions, literary works, and ancient monu-
ment*.' The account of the war in South India is sup-

plemented by information from South Indian inscription*

which modify, and add greatly to the story In the

CtllavarUa.

5. Vijayabah,, II lo Porakramatohu VIII. The
second part of the CtlavaAia is similar to the first part

in many respects, but deals very briefly with many rulers.

Chapter LXXX covers fourteen reigns and devotes only

ten verses to an important ruler like NissaAka Malla.
This was probably due to the fact that owing to the
constant wars no proper records were kept during these
fifty years. The history of this period, however, can be

Gel*,r
( CiUnaAia. Eng. Tr»., p. vi.
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reconstructed to some extent owing to the large number

of inscriptions that have been left by many of these

rulers.

There are fuller accounts of the reigns of Vijayabahu

HI, Parakramabahu II and Vijayabahu IV. The account

of the reign of Partkramabahu II, the hero of the writer

of the second part, occupies a good deal of space, but

as an historical record it is even less satisfactory than

that of the reign of Parlkramabahu I. The accounts of

the successors of Vijayabahu IV from Rhuvanaikahlhu

I to Parakramabahu IV are scanty. In these times too

no proper records appear to have been kept owing to

foreign invasions and civil wars.

The third part of the CAlaroAj* is short and gives

no information at all about certain kings. The accounts

of some of the Gampola king* appear to have been

based on the Sinhalese work KajaratnAkara

,

a not too

reliable record belonging to the sixteenth century. The
best account of the Gampola kingi and of A|agakkOnara

is given in the NikAya SaAgraha which gives in addition

many details about the early history of Buddhism not

found in the MahAvaAsa. Another work which gives

additional information, though less reliable, is the RAjA-

valiya. composed probably at the end of the seventeenth

century. Further information for this period has been

gleaned from inscriptions and from accounts of foreign

writers like the Muslim traveller Ibn RattOt*.

6. Another source of information for the reconstruc-

tion of the history of Ceylon has been coins and monu-

ments. Coins have been specially helpful in tracing

Ceylon’s connections with foreign countries. The ancient

monuments and works dealing with them have helped

considerably to throw light upon foreign influences and

developments in life and thought in Ceylon.
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7. The Chronology. The dales in ihe Uohavahta

are reckoned from the traditional date of the death of

the Buddha, which according to calculations made from

dates given in Indian and Greek records and the

MahJvaiita, is considered to have taken place in 483

b.c. According to reckonings made in medieval times

in Ceylon, the date of the death of the Buddha falls

in 543 or 544 »-c. This gives a difference of about

sixty years, which must have been due to an alteration

made by someone, if it did not occur owing to wrong
reckonings of fractions of years.

Professor Geiger thinks that the chronology of

Ceylon started from the year 483 b . c . up to the begin-

ning of the eleventh century, when for some reason or

other 544 b.c. was accepted as the year of Buddha's
nirtvJna. The * chronology was therefore in confusion,

and the author of the first part of the CalavoAsa tried

to correct it by altering the length of the reigns of the

earliest kings in his list. Professor Geiger, therefore,

corrects the error by deducting these sixty years from

Ihe reigns of Kit Siri Mevan, De|u Tis II, and

Buddhadasa.

The round numbers, in which most of the reigns at

the beginning are given, reveal their fictitioua nature,

and probably the dates, too, have some reality only

from the reign of Saddh* Tissa or his brother, Dufu-

glmuQU. The dates even of kings from Saddha Tissa

up to Vijayabahu I can be taken only as approximate.

The chronology of the second and third parts of the

Colavansa is also far from definite. The number of

years some of the kings ruled is not given, and the

reckonings arc further complicated by the fact that

more than one king ruled at the same time.
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LIST OF KINGS WITH DATES'

HO. B.C.

I. Vijay* _
Interregnum of one year

»• PM>4uea.dev (P.o4u»4»*U.»>, aepb.. of ,

3. Abhaya. me of a „
Interregnum _.

« Pe«pJ«iabhaya, nephew of J

J. Mufaslva. m of 4
6. IW.inaftp.j. Tim« (Devaaapl Tit). strand eon ol j
7. Unlya. brother of 6
S. MahiUi.a, brother of 6 _
* Sflra Titan, brother of 6 ~
10 anil It. S4na ami Guttika. Tamila

It. Aaila. brother of 6 ... ... I..

•J K|ira (Ejila). Tam.1

14. Dutugimuou (Dutthagimaoi) ...

ij Saddha Tiaaa (Slda Tie. Carnal Tlaa), brother of 14

16 Tullatthaoa (Tbulathana. Tulnl). aoa of ij

17. Lajjitlma (IjAjaiitta, LbnM Tta. Ttta Abaya).

brother of 16 ••• •••

is. Kh.illi|aiUga (Ka|unrv»>. brother of i« ...

19. Valagamba (Vamglfg l Abhaya. Cun^i Abaya).

brother of 16 ... -.

>o J4- Five Tamil*. Pufahattha. BUuya. Panayamiraka.

Pi|ayamAraka. Da*hika (Dithiya)

19. Va|agambi (restored)

JJ. Mahaailu Mahatis (Mahatuli MahAUata. Mahadaliya

Tbaa), son of iS - - - <7

16. Chora Niga. «o of 19 ••• — — J

rj. Tisaa (Ku-jj Ton), son of 1$ ... ... 9

• The dates are based mainly ca COs*eii.a. Vol. II. pp. la-air.

and the names on Epitaph,* ZtyutnUa. VoU III. pp. t-to.

it

£

3
3
§£
S
5
53

I
5

3

32

Z
£

£

S



LIST OF KINGS WITH DATES «S«

A.D.MO.

it. Anula (with Sira. Va;uka. Darubhattka Tiua and

Nilija). widow of >6 ... ... u
*9- Malutan Ti»u (KuUkaniu Ttea. K.«Jikann.

Kitakanci Titaa). brother of »7 ... ... 16

jo. Bhitiya I (BMtikibhaya. BUiika Ti«a). ton

of »9 ••• ... j8

31. Mahadiliya Mini (MaMdithika V.hiniga). brother

of 3® ... - ~. ... tn

3 *. A'JagimuQu (Xou^ Cima,! Abhaya). ». d ,i 70

33. Katjirajinu Titaa (R«9ihirida|j). brother of j» ... *>
34. Culibhaya (Ku^I AM. Sola AMU), too of 31 ... gj

3J.
Stall, ti.tr, of 34 ... ... _. ... 93
Interregnum of three year. ... ... ... 9J

36. I |n Naga (F.|utuU). nephew of jj ... ... 96

37. SandamuhtlQu (Chandamuhh. Sira). » of 36 ... .03

35. Vaialilaka Tl-a (Yearni)*). brother of 37 ... 11.

39. Subha (Saha| ... « ... ... uo
40. Vatabha (Vahap) _. „. «. ... ,,7

41. VoAkanitika Titaa (Vahnlhi Tit, Vannltmam-
bapa). ten of 40 ... ... 171

4 >. CajaM I (GaJaMhuk. Coma*). too of 4 • - >74

43. Mahaluni (Mahallaka Niga. Maha|» Mini), brother.

in-law of 4J and grand** of 40 ... 196

44. Bhbtlya Ti«a II (BlUttka That. BAUya), ton of 43 *>3

4 J. Kani(u TU (Karljtha Titaa. C&la Titaa). brother <1

41 - — “• ... »*7
46. Kuhunni (Kh»j|a N»)a. S-|«U). ton of 4$ ... »«6

47- Ku<Ji|a Nig, <KuAca-Ki«a. Ku^lnlt. Mother of 46 2 .g

48. SiH Niga I (Sirtoa Ktaji Slrtai). brothrrdndtw of *7

*• — - ••• ~ *49
49- Vfra Tl«a (VoMrika TSata). n. of 48 a6o
jo. Abhaya Nlga (AM Sen. AMU Titaa). brother of 49 agi

St. Slri Naga II (SirbU). tea of 49 300

S*. Vljaytiulu (V,jaya Kaniraka). ton of 51 ... 30a

S3 - SaAgha Tista I ~ _ _ 303

34- SiH SaAgabd I (Siri SaAghabddbi) 307

Si Go|« AM (GothiMuya. Megharaagibhaya) brother

of s* — - - ™ joo
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KO. ».»•

56. D*|u Tli I 0«Hk* TUaa. Kabkan Doja Ti‘. Maka-

Ian Deta Tii). no erf JJ _. •M 3*3

Maha^o (Mahiafoa). Uother erf sb ... H. 334

Kit Siri Moran (Kill! Ski Mfgharawta ton erf 57
!

De(u Tl* 1! (J«th« Tiaaa). broebor a 5* -1
tba

Buddhadiu (Bujaa). «cn erf 59 M4 999

(JpatuM 1. non erf bo - ••• 99.
|

Mabanama. bouhor erf 61 Ml 404

Soethi Sena (Soogot). no erf ba non 999 43*

ChhattagAhaka (Sa^ihaka. Unit ii TU). aon in-law

of ba ... ... - ••• 999 43*

Mil Son (Mrttaaooa. Karal Sora) 999 43*

Patfu. Tamil - 999
•

PArlnda, nen erf 6b _ 999 99 9

Khudda Pirloda. broebor of 67 • •• 949

433
Tleitara. TamU • •• 9.9

Di|hlya. Tamil ... _. 999

PUhlya. Tarrnl 909 49. t

DhatuKOa, DiaonkU.ya 9m ••• 4«o

Kilyapa 1 (Ka.,apa. Slgiii Kitubu. Kanbu). »cia

of 7* 0.9 ••a 47*

Mu£>lan 1 (MocxalUna). aeo erf 7J Ml ••• 4*
Kumira Die (Kumira DMnuaoa

.
Kumira Dftaw).

on erf 74 ••• 449 S'3
Klrtl S4na (Kim Staa. Kk S«). — «rf 7J ••• 5»
SWa (Midi Sir), mb erf * ... 999 •a a P*
L'patUaa II (LimiBi Upaliau). aon-la-taw of 72 ... J'4

StubAla (SaUmovan), w*Uw of yj and 78 ... 5»«

Dipulu to (DilMpablwti). tmad aon erf 79 - S37

M«i«alan II (Moaallioa, Cub Mr«.)Un». Da|.

Mugalan). 'U* brother erf 80 ... ... 5J7

Kil Siri Mo (Kill! Ski Mijha. Kofli KU Ski Moran).

son of 8i ... ... 556

MaMnlga (Sonori Mini) _. ... 556

AgbA I (A**aMdbi, Akbo). Bator's nn erf 83 ... 568

Agbo II (A«abWhl. Kudi AkM), *ie«rr’a ton of R« 601

Sangha Tlsu II, kinnnan erf Agbo IPs quoon ... 611

Dala Mugalan (DalU Mof£allana. Lamani B6 N8
Mugalan, Midi. Bo Mogalan) ... ... 611
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LIST OF KINGS WITH DATES

SiUmfghavMoa (S.Umatha.anna. Salanwan)

Agbo III (A««*W-Dii. Siri SahgabA). wo of « ... 1

D*<u Ti* III (j«Ub» Ttisa, LtaUni Kajaaara Dcja ,

Tia), ko o(M ...

AgbO II! (restored) ... _
DaihApa Tiua I (DlihAs.va. LUnlni D.|upa TU I

Kity.tpa II (Kassapa, Pisuhi Ka.ubu), brother of 89

Dappola I (Dapulu), toa m-Uw * Id „
DitSopa Ti*»a II (Hailkadifka. Liminj Da|upa

Tta). nephaw of 91

A«b6 IV (AttabMhi. Sill SaAgaW). Uo.hu it 94

Dana |Valpi|i van Da.)

llauba«U|ha (lluvaimaru-rlyaa daja) ...

Mina'inu.1 (MakaU-papA). ao of W
AgbA V (AggabAdhi. Aktau I, ton 0# 9* ...

KAfyapa III (Kaosapa. K.iutm). UocIkt of 99 —
Mlhiodu I (M.hlnda. Mdrlraja). brother of 99 ...

Agb* VI (AggabAdhl MUnrfgha. Aktd-SaUmrean).

•vn of too

AgbA VII (Aggabfrih., Kwja AkU). Ml of 1

Mihlndu II (Mah-rda SiUmtgha. S. amr.an Mihln-

do). Ml of IN
Dappula II (IMaya. DApulu. Idi rtja). arai of 104

Mihindu III (Mahinda, Dhamm.ka SiUmAghi,

H«lini>a.il H.skl *A Mihindu). mi of 105 m.

AgbA VIII (AggabAdtU, Mad.. AkbAi, brother of

I06 HI ••• HI •••

Dappola III (Dipuki). brerhrr of 106 ...

AgbA IX (AggabAdhi. r*>ulu Akb6), aon of 108 ...

Slna I iSiUmrgha. Maira|a Shi. Salamoan) brother

of 109 — — — —
III. Sena II (Mugayta Shi. AbtU Siri SaAgabA). neptiew

of no ... — —
III. Udaya (UdB AbM Salameran), UotUt of I»y ...

113. Kalyapa IV (Kawapa, Kanjp. Kasub Siri SaAgabo).

broihrr of in ... - ...

114. Kftfyapa V (Ka^apa Ka»up, PAsuki Kaiobu. Sala-

mfTvjn Abahay). son (4 III

US- Dappula IV (Dipuin). brother of 114 _ ~

•53

a.D.

6.7

6»6

641

<*>

6jo

6 5H

*7 «

676

676

7"
717

7M

7*7

7«-

77*

79»

797

801

Bn

*3*

«S*

MS

9'3

9*3
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A.D.MO.

116. Dappul. V (Kofi DipuUi. BuJiai Ab»h.y Sal.-

rnevan DipuU). brother of n 4 ... ••• 9*3

*«7 - Uday* II (Udi). nrfbrv of m aaa aaa 934
118. Sfna III (Sen), brother ol 117 aa# 937
119. Udaya III (Udi>. m of n7 one • aa 94S
no. Stan IV (Piiulu or Midi Sea), tea of 114 • aa 953
in- Mihiodu IV (Mahtada. Ko^i Midel

.
Midtl SaU).

brother of no ••a aaa 956

in. Sina V (Salame«an). «« of III a a
a 97*

UJ. Mihindu V (Mahinda). brother of 111 a
* a 9«i

Interrefnum of «*»»« year* •0 e aea 1017

*H- Vikramabihu 1 (K*-apa. Kbfyapa). •on of IJ3 aaa 1019

uj. Kktl (Klui) ™ —9 aaa 1041

1*6. Mahilioa Klrti (MahaU^a Kitti. M»half) aaa 1041

"7- Vihrama Plod- (Vlkua. Pa**!) ••• aaa 1044

1*8 jadatpUa (J.ga.lpilei Ml aa* 1045

1*9. Parikrama Plod- 1 (Plrahuai) ••• aaa 1046

IJO. UhMrara (Lcfca. Lofcluan) ••• •a a 1049

ijt. Klfyapa (Kan.pa. Kan*) 1 Ml aaa 'OSS

ijj. Vij.yab.hu 1 (Kltt* grand— of n4 • •• aaa 'OSS

•33* JayabAhu 1 . brother rf IJl • ea aaa 1114

34- Vikramabihu II. ton of 13* — • •• aaa 1116

•35 Gajabdhu II. fort of 134 •aa "37
•* Parikramabibu 1 a •• •a a nj3
• 37- Vijayabihu II. tWter’f aon of 136 Ml aaa 11*6

•3* Mihindu VI (Mahioda) MO aa a 1187

•39- Kirti Nituhka M.ila aaa 1187

140. Virab.hu 1 , m ef 1)4 aa • 1196

141. Vikramabihu III. brother of 139 aaa aaa 1195

•4»- CIWVJ^aAga. r.rf-» td 139 • * aaa 1196

•43- l.ilirati, queen of 136 (with the general Kirti) aaa "97
•44- SAhaia MalU. brother of 139 • •• aaa non
• 45- Kalyioavati. queen ol 139 (with the general Xyaa-

mania) _ ••a no)
14*. Dharmiioka aaa M • no8
47- Anikailga (Aniyadga) -a. 9*9 no?

1 No*. 124*131 niSers ol Ruhur.a. The capital of 127 was
Kalulora, and K.lar.gama *u lb. capital of 131.
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LIST OF KINGS WITH DATES

no.

169.

170.

171.

‘55

LilSraii («iih Use gUMra! Vikkantacamunakka) ... 1*09

LAkfJvira (Lokuora) ... ... ~ mo
Lllivati (with ihr geofral Parakrama) ... ... tan

Parkkrama Pitvju (Parakum Pap#) _. ... mi
Migha (Kaliflga Vijayabahu) ._ ... »*«*-'»35

Vijayabahu III (Vijayahthu «ac himi) ... ... iiji

Parikramabihu II (Kalikila Sihitya Sarv.jha

Tamila Parikramabihu). aon ol iji ... ... uj6
Vijayabahu IV (Boaat Vljayahiku). *« of IJI ... '*71

Bhuvanaikab&hu I (Lokakabihu). brother of ijj ... .173

Interregnum .. ... ... l*»*

Parkkramabkhu III. tea of IJ3 ... ... ij®»

Bhuvanalkabihu II (Vat-himi BhuraaaikaUhu), aon

of i$4 ... ... ... ... ijio

Pttrlkramabihu IV (Papfia Pa.kkram.bihu), aon.

of i$6 ... — ...
...J

*3*5

Bhuvanaikabahu III (Vannl BhuranaJiabihu) I

Vlia7abkhu V (|a*abkhu. Savulu Vijayabkhu) IJJJ ij*a

IthuvanalkabMui IV ... _. 1344-13$*

Parkkramabihu V (Savu|u Pkrkkum). ton of i« I 34*-* 3S9

Vlkramabdlw III ... .- IJS^'374

Bhuvan.ik.Mhu V ... - 177.-1*05

Virab.hu II. brothae-in-law of l«J ... IJVI-IJ97

Vlra Alakrtvara (V.jayabkhu VI). brother of

Ik* ~ — ~ IJW-M'O
Parikramabahu Xpi _. ... 1410.1415

Parkkramabihu VI. aoa of • nephr* of 161 1*1*1*67

Jayabahu II (Vlra Parikramabahu), grandma

of 167 ... — — 1 *67
-1*73

Bhuvanalkob.hu VI (Sapumal Kumiraya). adopted

aon of 167 - - - ‘*7J-i«*o

Parikramabahu VII (Papula Parkkramabihu) i*8o-i*K*

Parikramabahu VIII (AoboJugala raja), brother

U**-iSO>of 169



APPENDIX III

KEV TO ILLUSTRATION: THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SINHALESE SCRIPT

i. Beginning of AiOka's Second Rock- Edict, from
Gimar, in Western India

:

Text: (i) Sarvata vijitamhi DevAnarhpriyasa Priya-

dasino rAfto; (i) evam api pracaAtesu yatha Cod* Patfa

Satiyaputo KetaUputo A Taipha
; (j) paApi.

Translation : Everywhere in the dominions of King

DtvAnampriya Priyadariin, and likewise among (his)

borderera, such as the Cdd**. the PApdyas, the Satiya-

puta, the Ketalaputa, even TAmraparpf.

a. An inscription in a cave at Mihintale, reading

from right to left ;
two letters turned upside down :

Text : L'pafika Tiiaya lepe.

Translation

:

The cave of the lay-devotee, Tissa.

3. An inscription in a cave at Rifigala, in the North-

Central Province :

Text

:

Devanapiya maharajha Gamipi Tisaha puta

Devanapiya Tisa A(bayaha) lepe agau anagnta catu

(di) disa fagafa.

Translation: The cave of Devanapiya Tisa Abaya,

son of the great king, Devanapiya Gamini Tisa (is

given) to the Buddhist priesthood from the four

quarters, present and not present. (D. Tisa Abaya

=

Lafljitissa and D. Gamipi Tisa = Saddha Tissa).

4. Beginning of an inscription of RhAtika Abhaya,

from MdlAhitiya vdfgala, near Dimbulagala in the

Tamankaduva District

:

Text

:

(Svastika symbol) Siddham Devanapiya Tisa
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maharajahs marumanaka Kuijakana-rajaha jcta-puie

raja-Abaye.

Translation: King Abhaya, grandson of the great

King Dcvanapiya Tisa, eldest son of King Ku^akana.

5 - Lines 9 and 10 of the Vessagiriya slab-inscription

of Dappula V:
Text : Mapu rum Budda* Ahahay Salamevan Dipula

maharajhu sat lifigQ devana havuruduyehi.

Translation: In the second year after the umbrella

was raised by His Majesty the great King Buddas

Abahay Salamevan Dipu|a.

6. An inscription on a pillar standing on the em-

bankment of the Padaviya tank in the North-Central

Province

:

Text : (1) Bifida of ganga viva si—
(a) ri Laklda ket ka

—

(3) rava siyal diya.

U) randavi Pirikumbi.

(S) nirindu ke|e mfi

This inscription is in verse.

Translation: Having dammed up smaller streams,

rivers (and constructed) tanks in Sri Laftki (and) caused

fields to be cultivated (and) all the water to be retained

(in the tanks). King Parikramabahu made this.
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EXERCISES

CHAPTER I

i. In what way* U the geographical situation ol Ceylon

Influenced lit history?

t. What do you understand by the tom p.r historic? Gl.e A

n

account of prediistceic

3. Ho* dca the tfeAJ.e*

m

npUin the origin cf the Vidda.

and the Sinhalese? Do you agree?

4. Are the SiAkahaa an uiuniard «*c*>

5. What U the bUtorical importance of the coming of the

Aryane and the Kriv.d .n. to Ceykn?
6. What lnflu-n.- did HoABiivn eacrcbe over CryWm*
y. Write In mode,* S-Al.alee. characters the letters In tire

picture showing the U the Sinhalese alphabet.

CHAPTER II

1. Trace Ceylon* nlatkns sri.h North India. the Deccan, and

South India.

e. On a map ol India mark the route* from North India 10

Ceylon.

j. Mark on no outline map of Ceylon the places touched by

an ancient StAh.ilow trailing f-«n Mhgama to M*to|a.

4. In what ways *aa the Go.eminent cd Ceylcet during this

period dllTervnt from that of today.

5. What is uri£jti<n * Describe the system of irrigation in

Ancient Ceylon.

6. Distinguish betseen the Hinayhna and the Mahtyhna forma
ol Buddfnun

7. Compare the story of Kureni erlth (a) the Vatthna Jitaka
(b| the stcry of Circe. Ha.* they in your opinion influenced the

atcey of Kuveni?

8. Whnt deference do you notice in the refercutes to Ceylon by

the Indian and the Greek writer s-

CHAPTER III

1. Whit influence did India eiercte during this period over tha
literature, the architecture, the sculp; ore and the painting of Ceylon ?
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' What were the causes that fed to the invasion* and ibe final

conquest of Ceylon by the ChOlas?

J Mack on a map of Ceylon the political division*.

« What dcts the author of the CtUerMx say about K&fyapa
and Stgiriya? Why did ha limit himself to these frw statements?

5. Why was Poken.ru.a called the ITaoiaa nivara (camp-

city)?

6. What features uf the government of Oyioa at this lima do
you find today?

7. Draw a map of Ceyfcat and mark all the important tanks
and channels that taistcd during this period.

* Why was the Ambun f.aAga sot important than most other

rivera for ike purpose of irrigation?

9. In what ways and to nbat extent did Buddhism influence the

life of the p.ople at thia time?

to. Why wn. not the spread of Hinduism opposed by the

Mehrbgj?

11. Who were the torngaois that risked Ceylon during this

period? Whence and why «d they ceene?

CHAPTER IV

1. Why was folotm.ru.. made the capital of Ceylon?
i. To what extent <hd the fight (or independence in Ceylon

depend cei events in India?

3. What M the historical importaore of the career of Vlj.ya-
b«hu I?

«• Does ParJkramxbihu I desene the title ‘the Great
1

?

j. Who were the V«|aikkiraa? Why did a trading company
need soldiers?

6. Cc*npare the method* of warfare that prevailed at thia time

with modern methods.

7. What changes did ParikramaWk. make in the system of
administration?

8. Ho* did ParakramaUhu help the development of agriculture

and the spread of Buddhism?

9. What is meant by uutrf How d>d the mst.tut on aflect the

Ilfs of the people?

to. With what subjects did the literature erf thia period deal?

Why?
It. Compare the foreign policy erf Vtjayablhu I with that of

FaxAkramabifcu.



EXERCISES

li. How fa. doc (be CWo.«» account of the South Indian

war agree with the actual facts?

CHAPTER V

I. How far did the P*04T> *“d the Vijayanagara Umpires

Influence Ccyka?

. Account (or the choice of the capitals of Ceylon during tins

peciod.

j. Why did Chandrabdnu invade Ceykei?

4. Trace the liietory of the Tamil Kingdom and the Kanda Uda
Paa Kata.

J. Why b I’.rikramahnhu II cemaidered a great king?

. Compare the eprced of Hindu.sm with that of Chr.atianily

7. Account lot the growth of literature during this period

t. Whet relations had Ceylon with China, Egypt. Yemen, and

Burma?

9. Would It be correct in call thM chapter The Decline of the

S ihhale1: Kingdom'?
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